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FOREWORD

In spite of more than 40 years history and sufficient
achievements, the problem of spent nuclear fuel storage did not lose its
actuality. On the contrary, at present this is one of the "hottest"
questions of the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle. The main cause is
the delay in commercial introduction of fast-breeder reactors and, as
consequence - alteration of the reprocessing strategy and some
indefinition of general nuclear fuel cycle concepts.

A comparison of spent fuel storage capacities and spent fuel

arisings estimated by simply summarising them has shown, that there is no
deficiency in storage capacities. However, it is evident that the last
conclusion is not a reason for optimism, because the redistribution of
spent nuclear fuel between old and new at-reactor facilities requires a
serious increase of potentially dangerous transportation and, at last,
the filling of the vacant pools with "old" spent fuel will cause the same
difficulties within short.
One of the possible ways to decide this problem (at least in a
relatively short period of time) is to increase the capacities of
existing pools by using neutron absorbers, double-tiering of racks etc.
Another way is to construct a new away-from-reactor storage facility with
a great capacity. This approach requires a careful analysis and
comparison of appropriate concepts by technical and economical means.
Finally, it is necessary to know all aspects of the behaviour of used
assemblies and storage equipment in order to guarantee reliable and safe
fuel storage during the long period.
So far as the problem of spent fuel storage is common for all
Member States and so far as a decision of this problem must be found
within short and with taking all factors into consideration which may
influence future developments of nuclear programmes, there is a great
necessity for close international cooperation.

In 1976 the IAEA identified interim storage of spent fuel as an

important independent step in the nuclear fuel cycle. One of the first
studies of the Agency that pointed out the importance of spent fuel

storage was a Working Group Review called the Regional Fuel Cycle Centre
Study (RFCC) in 1977. In 1978 a special consultants group was convened by

the Agency to identify in what the Agency should be involved and what was
the status of spent fuel storage throughout the world. In the same year a
joint IAEA/NEA programme on the behaviour of spent fuel assemblies during
extended storage (BEFAST) was initiated to study the behaviour of spent
fuel and pool components during extended storage; a coordinated research
programme was established by the Agency in 1981. In 1979, hosting the
INFCE Study, the Agency supplied Secretariat services to Working Group 6
and Spain and Argentina provided the co-chairmen. Also in 1979 the Agency
initiated a study on international spent fuel management. Experts from 24
countries and 3 international organizations took part in the study, which
was completed in 1982. In November 1980 the IAEA organized, in
cooperation with USDOE, a Specialists' Meeting on Spent Fuel Storage
Alternatives. In 1983 the Agency and the Junta de Energia Nuclear of
Spain organized a Seminar in Madrid on the technical and environmental .
aspects of spent fuel management; in 1985 a Technical Committee Meeting
on Methods Used in the Design of Dry and Wet Spent Fuel Storage
Facilities was convened. During this period a number of important
documents was published such as the Guidebook on Spent Fuel Storage
(1984), Glossary of Terms related to Spent Fuel Storage (1985), Survey of
World Experience in Storage of Water Reactor Spent Fuel in Water Pools
(1982) etc.
Even a short review of the Agency's activity convincingly shows
that at present the Agency has a leading position in this area of Nuclear
Technology, as an international coordinator. In spring 1986, a Study Tour
on Spent Fuel Storage was organized and the Third International
Symposium/Workshop on Dry Storage Technology (Seattle, USA, April 1986}
was endorsed by the Agency. In 1987-88 the Agency plans to continue its
work in terms of the Coordinated Research Programme on BEFAST-II; to
convene a Symposium on the BAck-end of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle;
to elaborate the criteria and pertinent methodology for economical
comparison of different approaches to Spent Fuel Storage; to organize a
Training Course on this subject, etc.

All this activity has one main aim - to assist Member States to

decide on a vital problem within a short time and in an optimal way. The
Technical Committee Meeting on "Behaviour of Used Fuel Assemblies and

Storage Equipment at Long-Term Wet Storage Conditions" was a logical link
in a chain of international meetings, organized by the Agency in order to
reach this goal.
The aim of the meeting was to discuss the positive experience

in wet spent fuel storage, in modernization of the existing pools and in

the technology, to discuss new information on the behaviour of used

assemblies in different conditions, the reliability of structural
materials, purification and heat removal systems, methods of environment
monitoring and control. As a result meeting recommendations were made for
future international cooperation in this field of Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Technology.
The Agency wishes to thank the USSR State Committee on the
Utilization of Atomic Energy, the Ail-Union Project and Research

Institute of Complex Power Technology and the Leningrad Nuclear Power
Plant for hosting this meeting, and also all the scientists, experts and
engineers who contributed to this meeting with their papers and their
participation. Special appreciation is expressed to the meeting General
Chairman, Professor V.M. Sedov (USSR), and to the Session Chairmen
Messrs. A.B. Johnson (USA), D. Groom (UK), I.L. Rybalchenko (USSR), E.
Vitikainen (Finland) and B. Brundin (Sweden).
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PARTI
NATIONAL EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE FROM OPERATION OF THE
SWEDISH CENTRAL INTERMEDIATE STORAGE
FACILITY
B. BRUNDIN
OKG AB,
Figeholm

J. VOGT
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
Waste Management Company,
Stockholm
Sweden
Abstract

Svensk Kärnbränslehantering AB, SKB (Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste
Management Company), which is owned by the four nuclear power
utilities in Sweden, has been given the assignment to develop, plan,
build and operate facilities and systems for the mangement and
disposal of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste from Swedish
nuclear power stations.

Each year about 250 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel are generated
in 12 Swedish reactors and must be disposed of. The fuel is first
stored for at least on year at the reactors, whereupon it is
transported for central intermediate storage in the CLAB facility
(CENTRAL STORAGE FACILITY FOR SPENT FUEL). The Swedish system for the
management and disposal of spent nuclear fuel is based on intermediate storage in water pools for 30 - 40 years, prior to final
disposal.
CLAB was taken into active operation July 11, 1985, when the first
spent fuel arrived. During the first so-called Nuclear Trial
Operation Period, operating routines and procedures as well as all
systems have been tested and verified under active conditions.

The results have been very satisfactory and receiving capacity was as
originally planned. Between July 1985 and May 1, 1986, 68 fuel

transport casks with an equivalent of 201 metric tonnes of uranium
and 13 casks with core components have been received.

BACKGROUND

The nuclear programme in Sweden comprises 9 BWRs and 3 PWRs with a
total electrical output of 9,500 MW and an annual production of more
tKan 60 TWh.
This means that almost 50\ of the electricity produced is generated
in nuclear plants, the remainder being mainly hydro power.
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According to a decision of Parliament, no more reactors are to be
built in Sweden and the existing ones shall not be operated beyond
the year 2010. This decision was taken after an intense debate on the
nuclear issue during the 70s and an advisory referendum in 1980.

In all, the twelve reactors are expected to have produced approximately 1,900 TWh of electric power and 7,800 metric tons of spent
fuel by the year 2010. These figures form the current basis of
planning for the Swedish radioactive waste management programme.
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Nuclear sites in Sweden

According to this, the spent fuel consisting of uranium dioxide
cladded with zirconium alloy will be stored in an APR intermediate
storage facility (CLAB) for some 40 years before final disposal. This
will allow the fuel's residual heat to decrease considerably and make
final disposal easier. It will also allow great flexibility to adjust
to future developments in the area of spent fuel management. Further
it will allow ample time for the research and development necessary
for the selection of the site for the final repository and for the
design and optimization of the bacxend of the fuel cycle.
12

CLAB. CENTRAL INTERMEDIATE STORAGE FACILITY

Conceptual Study and Licensing Procedure
In 1976 - 1977 the National Council for Radioactive Waste conducted a
preliminary study concerning an AFR storage facility. It proposed
that a 3,000 metric ton facility should be built at one of three
sites, all located along the coast of the Baltic Sea.

During 1977 - 1979 intensive preproject work was carried out
including the following activities:

- Applications for the required permits for construction
- Preliminary safety reports
- Detailed plant design

The three most important permits needed in order to start the
construction of a nuclear facility in Sweden are:

- Siting permit in accordance with the Building Act
Licence in accordance with the Environment Protection Act
- Licence in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act

The time it took to obtain permission according to these acts was 12
months, 9 months and 3 months respectively, giving a total time for
the licensing procedure of about 20 months.
The last permit was obtained in August 1979. However, construction
was not allowed to start prior to May 1, 1980, pending the result of
the national nuclear referendum in March 1980.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY

Some Major Features of the CLAB Facility
CLAB is located on the Simpevarp peninsula near the Oskarshamn
nuclear power plant with its three reactors 01, 02 and 03, owned by
OKG AB. The choice of site provided a number of coordination
advantages, for example access to a common harbour, the intermediate
storage facility for low- and intermediate-level waste, central workshop etc. OKG AB was also contracted for the operation and maintenance of the CLAB facility.

An important factor for the short licensing time achieved was the
selection of the principle of wet storage in pools, which at the end
of the 1970s was the only method in industrial use. Dry storage was
at that time not considered a proven technology and would therefore
most probably have caused a substantial delay in the licensing procedure. This could have jeopardized the start of operation of CLAB in
1985, which in turn was necessary due to lack of at-reactor storage
capacity in 1986, which would have led to the eventual shutdown of a
number of reactors.
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In 1980, the TN17 Mk2 cask holding 17 BWR or 7 PWR fuel elements was
selected as the standard fuel transport cask in Sweden. One of the
reasons for this was the fact that the cask is dry, which is
considered safer than wet casks. The core components are transported
in a version of the cask without cooling fins.

In the basic project phase it was decieded to locate the storage
section underground and the receiving and auxiliary system buildings
above ground.

The rock cover provides good protection of the stored fuel against
any impact from the outside, such as acts of war, sabotage and
extreme natural conditions. The Simpevarp site offers solid and
seismically stable bedrock. Rock protection is not needed for the
receiving section, as the fuel is only stored there for a short
period of time.

FUEL MCEPnON
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Figure 2

CLAB - Central Storage Facility for Spent Fuel

The above-ground complex consists of a number of interconnected
buildings. Preparation and handling of incoming transport casks and
spent fuel and core components take place in the receiving building,
Directly connected with the receiving building are buildings for
auxiliary systems, e.g. for water cooling and purification, waste
handling, ventilation, compressed air, etc. and for the electric
power and control system.

The receiving building has three receiving pool lines, two of which
are specially equipped for receiving the TN17 Mk2 cask. The third
receiving pool can be used to receive casks other than TN17 Mk2,
although additional equipment specific to the actual cask must be
provided. This pool also accommodâtes fuel leakage detection equip14

ment. Filled canisters can be stored temporarily in other pools in
the receiving building before being transferred to storage.
The storage section is located underground in a rock cavern the roof
of which is located 25 - 30 metres below the surface. The cavern is
120 metres long, 21 metres wide and 27 metres high. It contains four
storage pools and one smaller central pool connected to a transport
channel. Each storage pool contains about 3,000 m3 of water and can
hold 750 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel, giving a total storage
capacity of 3,000 metric tons.

Storage capacity
Receiving capacity

Storage pools
Number
Water volume, approx.
Water depth, approx.

3 000 lonnes of
uranium
300 tonnes of uranium
per year

Cooling and cleaning system
for the storage pools
Number of circuits
2
Cooling capacity (at seawater

4 4- 1 in reserve
3000m3/pool
12.5m
100*C

Cooling water flow

Pool design
Operating temperature (at
seawater temperature of
18* C and decay power of
32'C
6.5 MW)
Maximum operating
temperature with one
cooling circuit in operation
45* C
Cooling and cleaning system
for receiving pools
N umber of circuits
Cooling capacity (at seawater
temperature of 18° C and
0.35 MW
pool temperature of 32° C)

Figure 3

temperature of 18* C and
pool temperature of 32* C)
Buildings
Surface building totaJ.
approx.
Storage section
rock cavern, approx.
tunnels, approx.
Dimensions of rock cavern
height, approx
width, approx.
length, approx
Thickness of rock cover
Formwork, approx
Reinforcement steel, approx.
Concrete, approx.

6.5 MW
300 litres/sec.

220 000 m3
65 000 m3
15 000 m3
27 m
21m
120 m
25 - 30 m
150 000 m2
7 000 tonnes
60 000 m3

Technical particulars

The Swedish reactors generate about 250 metric tons of spent fuel a
year, and approximately 1,000 metric tons of fuel was being stored in
the at-reactor pools in 1985. With a fuel transport rate of 300
metric tons a year, which is the design value for the Swedish
transport system and CLAB, the storage pools now built in CLAB will
cover Swedish needs up to the mid-1990s. One or two expansions will
be required to accommodate all the spent fuel and core components
emanating from the 12 Swedish reactors. These expansions will be
performed by excavating additional rock caverns parallel to the first
one.

The spent fuel is transported from the receiving building to the
storage section in a fuel elevator. The elevator shaft is connected
with the pools via a channel. The storage section is also connected
with the surface building through a shaft containing a passenger
elevator, ventilation ducts, electricity and water supply.
15

Handling in CLAB's Receiving and Storage Sections
The transport vehicle with the transport cask is driven into the
facility through a combined passageway and airlock beneath the floor
of the receiving building.

Tip.flMkTN17Mk2

Flask pool

Unloading pool

Ftaafc cooling down
Flack preparation call

Flaak decontamination

Storag« canlatar

Figure 4

Handling of cask and fuel in the receiving building

From there, the cask is lifted into the receiving building of the
facility, where it is placed in one of the three preparation cells.
There the cask is provided with a metal skirt that protects the outside of the cask against contamination and damage.
Hoses are connected to the skirt and the cask is cooled externally
via its fins by circulating water through the annulus between the
skirt and the cask. The water and the skirt itself reinforce the
radiation shielding of - the cask.
Preparation of the cask involves among others connection of the
cask's internal cavity to a cooling system by means of hoses.

Prior to internal .cooling, the cask is vented to detect any radioactive gases inside. If such gases are detected this indicates that
fuel damage has occurred during transport and a special treatment and

handling procedure is applied. Normally, the fuel assemblies are
cooled by circulating water which passes a filter where particles are
collected. When the temperature and activity of the water have
reached acceptable values, cooling is terminated and the cask is
prepared for lifting out of the cell and transfer to one of the
receiving pool lines.
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There the lid is removed so that the fuel assemblies can be lifted
out one by one. Unloading - an all subsequent handling of the fuel
assemblies - is performed underwater by hydraulic handling machines.
The pools are arranged so that the cask is immersed in non-contaminated water during the unloading operations. The fuel assemblies are
transferred to storage canisters, each holding 16 BWR assemblies or 5
PWR assemblies. The storage canisters are used for all internal
transports between the different pools in the facility.

From the receiving building, the storage canisters are transported
one at a time to the rock cavern by a fuel elevator with a waterfilled cage. This handling is remote-controlled. On passing from the
pools in the receiving section to the elevator shaft, the elevator
cage goes through a water trap. The elevator shaft itself is not
water-filled.
17

The storage canister is thus transferred down to the storage
section's transport channel, which is also water-filled. The canister
is lifted out of the cage by a handling machine and taken to a predetermined position in one of the storage pools. The canister now
also serves as a storage rack.
Prior to the return of the empty cask to the prepration cell and
subsequent dispatch from the facility, the cask can be cleaned internally by means of underwater desludging equipment that works
according to the "vacuum cleaner" principle.

Radiologie Working Environment
In view of the fact that the CLAB facility will be in operation for
around 60 years, great importance has been attached to the radiologie
working environment.

It is widely acknowledged that the handling of spent fuel in existing
fuel reception facilities that are co-located with reprocessing
plants has given rise to relatively high radiation doses to operating
personnel compared to other activities in the back-end of the fuel
cycle. Such high doses have, to a large extent, been caused by
frequent manual handling and direct maintenance of the cask and
auxiliary systems.
In the CLAB facility, the design philosopy is based on a maximum
permitted average nanrem committment equal to 1/10 of the ICRP
limits. In order to achieve this, adequate biological shielding has
been installed around different process systems.

The fuel transport cask cooling system, where the greatest accumulation of radioactivity could be expected, has been equipped with a
comprehensive system permitting remote removal and maintenance of
components by means of shielded casks. The active components are then
handled in a "hot cell" using master-slave manipulators.

Most of the process is remote-controlled from a supervision and
control system based on computers and graphic terminals.

In order to reduce the impact of possible airborne contamination in
the receiving hall, the normal air change rate is as high as five
times per hour in the floor zone where the operators work. If
necessary, this air change rate can be extended of the total volume
of the receiving hall by use of an extra ventilation system.
COSTS AND TIME SCHEDULE

Costs

According to Swedish law all costs for the management of the radioactive waste, including the decommissioning of the nuclear power
plants, have to be borne by the owners of these plants. The costs are
covered by a fee determined annually by the government.
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The basis for the fee is a cost calculation of all the activities for
the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle, which is carried out by SKB
each year. The cost calculation is based on a scenario for the backend including construction, operation and replacement of all
necessary facilities and equipment.
1.

PREPROJECT UP TO START OF CONSTRUCTION

40 MSEK

2.

INVESTMENT, CURRENT MONEY (1985-07-01)

1.720 MSEK

3.

ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS (300 T/YEAR)

65 - 70 MSEK

4.

COSTS PER kWh
A)
B)
C)

INVESTMENT
OPERATION AND REINVESTMENTS "|
DISMANTLING
J

0,1 ORE
0,23 ORE
0,33 ORE
3=======

5.

OPERATING PERIOD

1985 - 2015

STORAGE PERIOD

2015 • 2020

DISPATCH OF FUEL

2020 - 2048

Figure 6

Investment and costs

CLAB's contribution to the total fee at present is SEK 0.0033 or 0.33
ore (1 SEK is approximately 0.13 US$ as per the end of March 1986),
which is roughly equal to 20\ of the total back-end costs.
This cost calculation is based on the assumption that the last fuel
is dispatched from CLAB in the year 2048.
Time Schedule
The first blasting work for CLAB took place in May 1980. At that
time, the storage section was scheduled to be completed in two stages
and the first fuel to be received in July 1985. It was later decided

that the two stages should be carried out simultaneously and that the
first fuel should be received in January 1985. In actual fact the
first fuel was received in July 1985.
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Original time schedule
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NUCLEAR OPERATION

The nuclear operation of the facility was commenced with a trial
period whose purpose was to verify the fact that the facility in its
entirety fulfilled specified requirements as regards working environment for the personnel, safety for the surroundings and satisfactory
capacity in fuel and cask handling under safe conditions.

The results achieved during the trial period and during continuous
nuclear operation so far are in keeping with requirements and specifications established previously. However, there have been minor
incidents of such a nature that deviations have been necessary fron
the Technical Specifications for the facility or from other availability- and/or capacity-controlling functions.
Function and Capacity of the Facility

During the period from the start of Nuclear Operation on July 11,
1985, up to and including May 1, 1986, a total of 68 fuel transport
casks with a total of 986 BWR and 70 PWR fuel assemblies, equivalent
to 201 metric tons of uranium, have been received. The BWR assemblies
have been both boxed and unboxed. The PWR assemblies have also
contained borosilicate glass rods. A total of 13 casks with compacted
fuel boxes have been received during the same period. These transports have been carried out with the two Core Component Casks.

An operational acceptance test has been carried out. The purpose of
the test was to verify the capacity of the facility during Nuclear
Operation and it involved three documented receiving campaigns. Each
campaign included receiving, handling and emplacement in a storage
pool of spent nuclear fuel from five fuel transport casks. Ten
working days with cask and fuel handling during 2x8 hours (double
shift) has been the allocated time span for the execution of one
campaign.
The very first campaign showed that the specified capacity of the
facility could easily be met, so the two remaining campaigns were
omitted.
Receiving of Damaged Fuel
One transport cask with fuel assemblies was found to contain damaged
fuel. The fuel damage was revealed inasmuch as Kr-85 was detected in
the ventilation exhaust from the transport cask when it was filled
with water.
The fuel was unloaded and handled according to the special handling
procedure for such cases. Leak detection of the fuel did not reveal
any leakage, which indicates that the leak must have been very small

and must have more or less closed up by itself. The fuel was therefore regarded as undamaged and was handled as such from then on.
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After this shipment, another shipment with indication of damaged fuel
was received during the month of April 1986. Leak detection of the
fuel revealed that the leak was so small that the fuel could be
regarded as undamaged, as in the previous case.
No increase of activity in the storage building's pool water was
found in either of the cases.
Measuring Program for Process Parameters
Measurements in accordance with a program for process parameters in
the facility have been conducted during the period. Nothing out of
the ordinary has been found during the measurements.
The purpose of the measurement program was to keep track of the heat
flux from the fuel transport casks from their arrival at CLAB up
until delidding in the unloading pool. The program started in August

1985 and is still in progress. A large quantity of data has been
collected during this period and can be used as reference material in
connection with future assessments of the performance of the facility.
Operating Results. Primary Systems and Components

Cooling Systea for Transport Casks
During the autumn of 1985, fuel receiving at the facility was discontinued for a three-week period due to problems in the Cooling
System for transport casks.
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Cooling system for transport casks
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This system contains a cleaning filter for collection of crud
products from the cladding surfaces of the fuel assemblies and a
back-flushing filter to which back-flushing of the cleaning filter
is carried out.
When the back-flushing filter was changed, it was found that this
filter had not trapped any impurities at all, but was virtually
clean.
Upon closer inspection of the filter in the facility's hot cell,
tears were found in the filter cloth. A new filter was installed, and
at the same time the back-flushing sequence for the cleaning filter
in the same circuit was changed.

The cause of the problems was found to be faulty design and poor
production control. Filters of a new design have been installed in
the system.
The problems with the back-flushing filter led to reduced receiving
of fuel transport casks during a trial and evaluation period. Both
the back-flushing filter and the instructions for back-flushing of
the system have been modified. These modificaitons have enabled the
system to be run at its design capacity.

Equipment in Unloading Pools
The following operating results have been obtained for the desludging
equipment in the unloading pools.

In connection with cleaning of transport casks after unloading, the
desludging equipment did not function satisfactorily. A cloud of
particles was spread from the outlet of the desludging filter to the
pool. Activity analysis of the pool water confirmed the unsatisfactory function of the filter.
The desludging filter consists of a screen bag with filter cloth of a
given porosity. In order to improve the function of the desludging
filter, a screen filter of lower porosity was manufactured.
When the fuel transport cask was desludged with the modified filter,
no visible articles passed through the filter and more rapid filter
clogging was obtained.
Continued desludging tests have been carried out with filters of
different porosities. The results of these tests have shown that
fractions <20 urn must be taken to the receiving pool water purificaton system. This modification will be performed.

Process Computer System
Based on operating results, the number of operator display terminals
in the central control room has been increased.
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This action has been taken to ensure a sufficient scope of
information to the personnel, which is of vital importance for
operation of the facility in its entirety, since there is no
conventional instrumentation in the central control room.
Equipment for Handling of Filters and Solid Vaste
Extensive work has been carried out in the hot cell in connection
with the filter problems in the system for cooling of transport
casks. This work includes dismantling and cleaning of filters. The
shielded casks have been used to transport the filters to the cell,
Both the conditioning cell and the shielded casks used have worked
well.

Radiological Working Environment
Measurements in accordance wih monitoring programs for radiation levels
in the facility have been performed during the period. Nothing requiring
corrective action has been found.

Radiation doses

- Transport of cask
from ship to CLAB

Expected dose
ace. to FSR
mmanSv/y

3

- Handling of cask
in CLAB

105

- Handling of fuel
in receiving hall

14

- Transport of fuel
to storage

3

- Handling of core
components

11

Miscellaneous
(waste treatment,
maintenance etc.)

Measured dose
July 85-April 86

mmanSv

Measured dose
converted to
a whole year
mmanSv

<1

<1

10.5

17

1.2

2

<i
<i

<i
<i

140

14.3

25

276

29

47

With 75 persons in radiological work, the expected dose corresponds to an
average of approximately 3.7 mSv/individual and year.
According to the measured results, the dose to personnel is only 1/6 of
the expected dose, although some increase can be expected, since these
results are based on a portion of the first operating year.
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Activity Release to the Environment
During the autumn 1985, some increase in radioactive liquid release was
noted in connection with replacement of the back-flushing filter in the
cooling system for transport casks. The release was very small, however.
The water chemistry parameters in all systems have remained within
specified limits. From a radiochemical viewpoint, it has been noted that
the acitivity consists of about 90'* Co-60 and about 10* Mn-54.
The total release in the period July 1985 to end March 1986 has been
2.5 x 109 Bq to the water and 2.0 x 107 to the air.

Documentation
The documentation in the form of Operation and Maintenance Instructions as well as Technical Specifications that forms the framework

for routine operation has been verified. The performance specified
for the facility in system descriptions has been compared during
nuclear operation with the results obtained during the commissioning
period. Minor adjustments have been made, although not of such a
nature that deviations have been required from the Technical Specifications and Final Safety Report for the facility.
CLAB has a computer-based system of safeguards which has functioned
well after certain adjustments and additions to enable it to process
information from the nuclear power plants and from SKI (the Swedish
Nuclear Power Inspectorate) and IAEA (the International Atomic Energy
Agency).
Organization
The operating organization mans the plant during continuous shift
operation. Fuel and cask handling takes place during two shifts on
weekdays, with weekends off. Maintenance is normally carried out on
daytime.
Experience from continuous operation of the facility has indicated
the need for some additional personnel.

Figure 9
Organization
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A.N. KONDRATYEV, V.A. KURNOSOV, I.E. KIYKO,
I.L. RYBALCHENKO, V.V. SPICHEV,
M.N. SUHORUCHENKOV, N.S. TIKHONOV
Ail-Union Project and Research Institute of

Complex Power Technology,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

This paper deals with the main types of ITPPs developed
for nuclear energetics of the USSR, some characteristics of the
main types of spent nuclear fuel and storage arrangement prinsiples. Handling technology for spent nuclear fuel storage is
described and problems of spent fuel storage safety are discussed.

The Soviet Union is consistently developing its nuclear
energetics. It is considered as the most important way to solve
the main problems of the fuel energetic balance for a long period of time. At present, 19 NPPs of more than 28 GW, ^ total

installed capacity are operating in the USSR. NPP share in the
common electric power production in our country was more than
10% last year. It is planned to increase electric power production
q
based on nuclear power plants by 1990 to 390.10 kWl, which
will be about 2155 of total electric power generated /1, 2/.
The most advanced ÏÏPPs in the USSR are two types of thermal neutron reactors: one-loop water-graphite channel RBMK reactors and double-loop pressure vessel WWER reactors. There are
power plants with fast reactors: BN-350 and BN-600.
Por RBMK and WWER reactors low-enriched uranium (uranium

dioxide) with zircalloy cladding is used as a fuel, while for

_

•
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BIT reactors highly-enriched uranium dioxide pellets (23% JJ\I
for M-350 and about 20% 235U for BIT-600) with stainless steel
cladding are used /3> 4/« Some characteristics of the main types
of spent nuclear fuel are given in the table.
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Table

Some characteristics of the main types of spent nuclear

fuel 74,5,6,7,8/
WWER-440 WWER-1000 RBMK-1000 BN-350 BN-600

Capacity, MW(th) 1375
3000
3200
Initial charge,
42
66
180
tu
Average burn-up,
28,6
27-40
MWd/kg
15.5-22.3
Annual discharge
21.0
50
tU/a
12.5
Number of fuel assemblies (PA) in
the core
349
151
93
Uzanium quantity
in a PA, kg
120
437
13
Length of PA or
30
cassette, mm
32174570
Outer diam. of
fuel element (PE),
mm
9.1
9.1
13.5
PE cladding thick0.90
ness, mm
0.65
0,67
Activity after 3year cooling,
0.78
0.5
MCi/tU
0.6
5
Energy release
after 3-year cool2.5
ing, kW/tU
3.0

1000

1470

6.5

7.5

50

60

7.4

6.2

200

370

32.5

20.3

3500

3500

6.1

6.9

0.35

0.4

1.45 3.06
4.0

7.0

The development of the USSR nuclear energetics is based on
the closed fuel cycle concept, i.e., with radiochemical reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel and use of the plutonium accumulated
in breeder reactors. To reduce radioactivity and decay ^eat,
spent fuel discharged from reactors is cooled for 3-5 years in
the reactor pool. This facilitates fuel shipment for chemical
reprocessing and the solution of technological, radiation and
environment protection problems in connection with reprocessing.
Because of the delay in the fast breeder commercial construction and lack of need of plutonium for this purpose, the decision was taken in the USSR and other socialist countries to
build additional independent spent fuel storage facilities designed for about 10 years of ÎTPP operation /10/.
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As a rule, these storage facilities are placed in separate
buildings at NPP sites. Such storages are built at Leningrad and
Hovovoronezh nuclear power plants, and construction of storages
at Kursk and Chernobylsk IflPPs is under completion.
The spent fuel storage system comprises the whole set of
process and handling equipment for receiving, storing and dispatch of fuel.
The storage facilities should meet the following technical
requirements :
- fuel accomodation in a pool providing nuclear safety in

storage and shipment operations;
- pool water cooling to temperature not higher than 50°C

with decay heat removal from the fuel;
- pool water purification from corrosion products to provide adequate pool water transparency for remote underwater
handling of fuel and purification from radioactive materials
entering- the water from defective fuel elements;
- assuring radiation safety for the storage operation personnel according to the existing standards ;
- prevention of water leakage into the environment by the
storage construction eliminating water leakage into the ground
during the storage operation and local leakage localization;
- eliminating radioactive material release through the ventilation system by using purification filters;

- rational organization of procedures for fuel shipment
from the storage;
- possibility to store cassettes with defective fuel elements;
- fuel storage control, guard organization, fuel safeguards
in the storage.
To meet the above requirements, the following engineering
and design solutions were taken in construction of NPP storage
pools:
- fuel assembly arrangement density in the pool, water lay-

er above the active part and the pool wall thickness fit the requirements for nuclear and radiation safety (maximal design
Keff « 0.95);
- storage pools are equipped with systems for water cooling and purification, the required water level maintaining,
water filling and discharge, special ventilation of the abovewater space process and radiation monitoring;
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- a light dismountable roof above the water pool assures
stable ventilation conditions for the above-water space of the
pool;
- the pool inner surfaces are lined with stainless steel;
- collection of leakages escaped through the pool liner and
leak control to avoid pool water ingress into the neighbouring
rooms or into the ground;
- fuel assemblies with defective rods are stored in sealed
cans;
- depending on their design, fuel assemblies are stored
according to two schemes: are placed on the pool bottom (from
WWER and BH reactors) or hanged from the metal roofing of the
pool in case of long assemblies (from RBMK reactors).
To provide nuclear and radiation safety, storage reliability and minimum (within the allowable limita) radioactivity
release into the environment, design, construction and operation
of storages are carried out strictly according to sanitary standards and rules /10,11,12,13/.
For the first three years spent fuel of WWBR reactors is
stored in the reactor cooling pool« Fuel discharge is possible

with the reactor shut down, for this a special reloading pool
is provided; the latter functions only when the reactor is out
of operation and connects the reactor with the cooling pool.
Prior to the scheduled reloading operation the reloading pool
is filled with borated water and is connected with the cooling
pool and with the reactor. At NPPa with WWER reactors wet reloading by means of a fuel handling machine is used; the latter
picks up spent fuel assemblies from the reactor core under the
shielding layer of water and transfers them into the neighbouring cooling pool.
The fuel assemblies discharged from the reactor are stored
in racks on the pool bottom.
After three-five year cooling in the reactor cooling pool
spent fuel assemblies are put into casks and shipped to independent additional storages or for radiochemical reprocessing.
These casks are also loaded under water.
The additional special storage (Fig.1) for spent fuel of
a ÎTPP with WWER-440 reactors /H/ is designed on the basis of

storage design and operation experience gained in the USSR and
other countries. It is designed for full reception of spent fuel
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Pig.1«

Specialized storage building tor WSEIl spent fuel.

Vain transport and tecimoligicul opent fuel assemblies
reception operations.
• loaded caaîc way, —«. unloaded
cask way, —— loaded basket way. i _ casks transfer area,
II - storage area; III - transport arrival; IY - decontamination stand; Y - decontanination well;. YI - reception
area; YII - storage area. Equipment: 1 - crane, 125/20 t;
2 - crane, 15 t; 3 - interstation cask; 4 - basket; 5 can lid; 6 - traverse; 7 - rod with illumination; 8 - gat«;

9 - Bite with power nut-driver; 10 - vehicle

from four reactors for 10 year period, i.e., about 500C PA or
~ 600 t fuel.
Spent fuel is storedin baskets (for 30 sealed or 18 nonsealed PA each) accomodated on the pool bottom under /^3 m water layer used for shielding.
Storage arrangement, technological process and equipment
are designed with due account for maximum use of standard and
nonstandard equipment of such storages.
The additional storage consists of a section for reception,
reloading and dispatch of shipping casks, of a section for fuel
storage and a section for process systems and services providing
fuel storage operation conditions.
The shipping cask reception and reloading bay includes a

transfer tunnel and a transfer hall. The transfer tunnel is
found under the transfer hall and is connected with it by an
opening with a closure for cask transfer. The transfer hall comprises the cask reloading bay, the PA reloading bay, the cask
washing and decontamination wells, tools and accessories store
wells and the area for process equipment minor repair. Reloading
bays are connected via the transfer tunnel with spent fuel ass-

embly storage bays.
The transfer hall is equipped with a 125/20t crane (which
can operate with reduced speed as well) and other devices for
work with special equipment, loaded cask process control bench
as well as tooling for reloading operations.
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The spent fuel storage bay accomodates a water filled pool
and a transfer nail. The pool has four bays for baskets with
spent fuel assemblies and a transfer tunnel connecting the pool
bays with PA transfer and washing bays.
The pool bays have slotted roofs which provide normal operating conditions for the personnel. Slots serve as transport
ways for transferring fuel baskets within the bays and provide
the required order of basket positioning in the bays. Above the
pool the storage transfer hall is found.
Storages are operated without permanent presence of the
personnel. Secondary control signals of the main process parameters indicating normal conditions of PA storing, such as water
temperature of the pool bays water level in bays, information
about the operation of water cooling and purification systems
and ventilation effluents are brought out to the board of one
of the NPP units.
The bay for process systems and services providing adequate
spent fuel storage operation is an annex containing the pool
water cooling and purification systems, process and sanitary industrial ventilation system, power supply, washing and decontamination systems as well as the operator's room, change room,
administration and other rooms.
Por shipment of spent fuel from NPP units to the storage
facility a TK-6 cask is used into which a transport basket with
30 spent fuel assemblies placed. A special trailer brings the
cask into the transfer tunnel of the storage. The bridge crane
of the transfer hall raises the cask into the hall and places

it into the water filled reloading bay. The overhead crane of
the transport hall picks a transfer basket with spent fuel assemblies from the cask and put them into the pool for storage.
Prom the reloading bay the cask is transferred for washing and
decontamination and an empty basket is placed into it« The operations on spent fuel assemblies shipping from the storage are
performed in the reverse order.
Spent fuel cooling pool of the KBMK reactor (Pig.2) is found
in the central hall of the reactor in close proximity to the reactor.
Fuel cassettes are hanged from the roof beams of the pool.
Spent fuel cassette pitch in the storage, 160 x 250 mm, is chosen on the design basis and meets nuclear safety requirements.
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Fig.2» AR spent fuel cooling pool: 1 - reactor; 2 - spent
fuel ooollng pool; 3 - overhead-track hoist; 4 - refuelling
cachine; 5 - overhead crane of 50/10

t capacity; 6 - trôna»

fer cask; 7 - loading machine; 8 - guide tube; 9 - tranofer
basket for nine cassettes; 10 - guide device; 11 - internal transfer oar

The set of equipment for spent fuel manipulating in the reactor unit includes: refuelling machine, 50/1Ot bridge crane,
1t overhead track hoist, spent fuel cans, an area for cassettes
reloading from the refuelling machine into cans, a guide tube ,
a guide device, a transfer cask, a loading machine, grips and
other accessories.
To ship spent fuel from the reactor pool into the storage
building, a special in-plant container - car and transfer baskets for 9 cassettes of two fuel assemblies are used. Spent
fuel is discharged from the reactor channels into cooling pools
by the refuelling machine without the reactor shut-down. Prom
the refuelling machine cassettes are discharged into the cooling
pool. The cassettes are placed in the pool for storage with the
active part under the shielding water layer by means of the overhead track hoist with limited lift, which provides biological
shielding with water above the fuel part of the cassette.
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Fig.3. Specialized storage building for RIUK spent fuel:
1 - spent fuel storage pool; 2 - nain hall; 3 - water
area; 4 - cans with cassettes; 5 - transport arrival;
internal transfer car; 7 - freight truck of 15 t load
city;. S - overhead crane of 20/5 t load capacity; 9 dévies; 10 -.transfer device

pool
6 capaguide

After 3 year cooling spent fuel cassettes are shipped to

the special storage* Heat rate of RBMK cassettes after three
year cooling allows to discharge fuel from the reactor unit with-

out water in a basket or in a cask.
The special building for interim storage of RBMK fuel

(Pig.3) is located at the power plant site. The storage facility is designed to receive spent fuel from four reactors for thirty years. Its capacity is 1800t (storage density is 3t/m ).
The facility design incorporates the following operation
areas :
- spent fuel reception and exit station which includes the
container-car hall (transport arrival) and the main hall (transfer hall) as well as the freight-truck rooms, the operator's

room and the pool reception area;
- storage area which includes the pools and the pool hall;
- section where cassettes are prepared for shipping to a

reprosessing plant. It includes the "hot" cell area where cassettes are cut into two fuel assemblies, and the solid waste removal system;
- auxiliaries which provide normal operation of the facility (ventilation and chemical treatment systems, etc.).
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The building structure is determined by the following technical concepts:
- spent fuel cassettes are stored in cans to prevent accident damage of zirconium fuel element cladding and pool water
contamination;
- remote transfer of fuel baskets is performed in air from
a special container-car into the pool reception area and backwards ;
- water shielding is used when transfer of spent fuel from
a basket for 9 cassettes into a can is performed inside the pools.

- cutting the cassettes into two assemblies is done in the
building;
- spent fuel transportation for reprocessing is performed
in large capacity casks.

The main hall is a shielded room with thick concrete walls
and the floor which provide the personnel safety during remote
handling operations with spent fuel transfer baskets.
For remote handling operations above the hall shielding,
a special room for a freight crane truck is incorporated with
mechanisms and control desk placed behind the protective walls.

The pools incorporate five similar sections. Pour of them
are in operation and one is a standby used in case of maintena-

nce operations in one of them. The pools are connected with
each other and with the reception basin by openings. When it is
necessary to drain and dry one section, an opening is shut off
by a gate.
The water filled pools are used also to store spent fuel
from BN reactors. However, BIT spent fuel handling has its specific characteristic resulting from fast reactor design features,

its arrangement (Pig.4) and requirements for fuel handling at
NPP. Spent fuel reloading is done at reactor shut-down conditions simultaneously with routine maintenance. At NPP with BN-350
and BN-600 reactors, "dry" spent fuel reloading with appropriate equipment, located in reactor vessel and reloading cells,

is used. Inert atmosphere in cells allows to reload the spent
fuel assemblies with residual coolant. At the first planned reactor shut-down spent fuel assemblies are transferred from the
reactor core to the in-reactor storage for heat removal for
f*- 150 days. With the next reactor shut-down spent fuel assemblies are reloaded from the in-reactor storage int;o the sodium
filled drum for — 90 day cooling. In this case the residual
33
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Fig.4. Main building arrangement of NÎP with a BIT-600 reactor:
1 - reactor vessel; 2 - turbogenerators; 3,7,8 - overhead
cranes; 4 - steam generator; 5 - buffer tank; 6 - travelling
gatvtry crane; 9 - secondary circuit circulation pump 10 transfer box; 11 - washing box; 12 - ventilation stack; 13 inclined lift; 14 - cooling pool; 15 - baskets

heat release lowers up to *s/1.5 kW per assembly. The drum is
an intermediate vessel designed to receive full spent fuel discharge (~200 SFAfs). After cooling in the drum spent fuel assemblies are transferred into a washing chamber, where fuel element
cladding integrity control is carried out. Intact spent fuel

assemblies are washed in a water-steam chamber and defective
ones are washed in a lead washing chamber.
All spent fuel assemblies washed and canned before being
transferred into the storage pools. The assemblies without defective elements are placed in water filled cans and those with
defective elements are placed in lead filled cans.
SPA canning and sealing are done in a special well connecting the washing chamber with spent fuel storage pools. There
is a set of devices for water supply and lead charging into the
cans, lead melting and can sealing. An inclined elevator is located in the well to transfer the cans with spent fuel assemblies into the storage pools.
The spent fuel assemblies placed into sealed cans are transferred to the reception bay by the elevator. In this bay the
cans with fuel assemblies are placed into the baskets, 28 assemblies in each.
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The BN-350 reactor operation experience has shown that the
storage of intact spent fuel assemblies without cans is possible.
The cans with fuel assemblies are moved by the pool crane to
their appropriate storage positions before shipment to a reprocessing site. Canning makes much easier the transport operations
in the storage pool, improves the storage reliability from the
viepoint of mechanical damages and makes easier and quicker
loading of spent fuel assemblies into casks which to be shipped
from th NPP.

To provide spent fuel storage pool technology at BN reactor
ÏÏTP, cooling and water cleaning systems, ventilation, water
maintaining and control, radiation monitoring and other systems
to obtain the appropriate process parameters were incorporated.
Chemical storage systems play an important role in spent
fuel storage process /9/ and they are used:
- to maintain the specified water quality parameters;
- to provide water transparency for underwater transport
operations;
- to provide corrosion resistance of fuel assembly structural materials and the pool liner;
- to provide normal radiation conditions by means of purification of water and equipment decontamination;
- to wash the casks with fuel assemblies to radiation

levels stipulated by the transportation rules.
Based on the experience of storage pool operation in the
USSR, the water quality is rated according to the indexes given
below:
pH ......................................... 4.3-8.0

C1~+P" ......................................... £150 ppb
conductivity .................................... ^3 yftS/cm
dissolved salts ................................. 1 - 2 ppm
corrosion products .............................. <: 0.5 ppm
These water quality conditions provide:
- water transparency to make 100 x 100 mm size objects
visible in the 7.5 m depth;
- high corrosion resistance of spent fuel assembly structural materials (zirconium alloy) and the pool liner (stainless
steel).
The mentioned quality standards are achieved by means of
water cleaning. AS a rule, the process of water cleaning has
two stages. In the first stage water is cleaned from suspended
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corrosion products, in the second one it is cleaned from dissolved salts, and in the both stages simultaneously it is decontaminated.
In the first stage two types of equipment and filter media
are used:
- Precoat cartridge filters with perlite as a filter
medium*
- Bed filters with cationic exchanger as a filter medium.
Cask washing is carried out in a special well. A cask is
lowered into the well equipped with electromechanical hydraulic
monitors. Washing solutions of different composition may be
used. Solutions preheating as well as their circulation and
reuse are provided. After being treated by solutions, casks are
water washed, then drided by air and checked for contamination.
It should be noted in conclusion that combination of
at-reactor cooling pools and specialized storages makes possible
solving the problems related to spent fuel storage before fullscale reprocessing plant start-up.
Radiation safety and environment protection are achieved
by a number of measures, such as:
- storage building location in a sanitary-protected zone,
- zonal arrangement of rooms including a change-room and
a sanitary lock,
- radiation monitoring inside and outside the building}
- biological shielding to provide radiation level decrease
to permissible values;
- storage of spent fuel cans as well as loading and unloading operations with casks carried out under protective water

layerj
- special ventilation system available;
- pool water cooling and cleaning system;
- liquid and solid radioactive waste collection and
removal;
- decontamination system for transport and process equipment and vehicles.

Potential emergency conditions inside the storage building
are considered in the designs, such as:
- loaded container hanging and dropping;
- loaded can hanging and dropping;
- cooling system failure;
- cooling pipe-line break;
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- pool water leakage;
- power supply shut off.
Developed design documentation is subjected to detail
sanitary and technical inspection concerning the nuclear, radiation and technical safety standards. The licence for spent fuel
storage construction and operation was issued only a^ter the
whole documentation was cleared by GOSAIOMENERGONADZOR, GOSGORTECHNADZOR and GOSSANJNSPEKODHIÀ /15/.
The existing experience of water cooling pool storage

operation shows that the intact fuel elements with an average
burnup do not fail and appear to be of high corrosion resistance
in the cooling pool water for a long time, significant deterioration of defective fuel elements after some years of storage
in the polls was not observed. The water cleaning systems in the
pools allow to keep radioactive fission products concentration
in the water at the permissible level even in the presence of
defective fuel elements.
It is seen from the radiochemical analysis of water quality
of cooling pools and cans that only a small part of fission
products releases into the pool water while storing the fuel.
Pool water activity is determined mainly by Cesium-134
and -137, Cobalt-58 and Manganese-54 isotopes. Other radionuclide concentrations are negligible. Among fission fragments
the most contribution to total activity of water medium is made
by Cesium isotopes which enter the water from defective spent
fuel assemblies. The water specific activity does not exceed
the standard values. Thus, conclusion can be made that spent
fuel pool storage systems developed in the USSR may provide

safe long-term storage.
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EXPERIENCE IN WET STORAGE AND PROSPECTS OF
SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
V. MACHÄCEK
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission,
Prague
I. RAJMAN, K. VLCEK
Federal Ministry of Fuel and Energy,
Prague

J. DURIS, J. KMOSENA, V. ZIMAN
Nuclear Power Plant,
Jaslovske Bohunice

Czechoslovakia
Abstract

An information concerning the 7 years ' operation of the
at-reactor spent fuel pool is given in a survey of pool
chemistry^ radiochemistry, and operational data as investigated and observed under normal conditions and during spent fuel discharge from reactor refuelling. The
performance of the water treatment system is described
and the envisaged improvement of its efficiency by inclusion of an inorganic sorbent selective for caesium
ions is outlined. An assumed scenario shows the envisaged provisions feasible to solve the problem of spent
fuel management as required for twelve WWER-440 power
reactor units constituting the near-term programme of
nuclear power development in Czechoslovakia. It also
comprehends an away-from-reactor storage facility with
a capacity of 600 t U going to be put into operation
this year.

The near-term programme of industrial nuclear power
development pursued in Czechoslovakia comprises a total
of twelve PWR units of the WWER-440 type to be built in
their turn at three power plant sites. The first of those
reactor units was put into operation in 1979 at the nuclear
power plant Jaslovske Bohunice. The actual situation in
implementation of the above programme is reflected in six
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operating power reactor units /4 at Jaslovské Bohunice
and 2 at Dukovany/ and six remaining units /2 at Dukovany
and 4 at Mochovce/ at proportionally advanced stages of
their construction. It is expected that the number of
operating reactors will increase to ten in 1990 and to
twelve a couple of years afterwards. In the next period,
the WWER-1000 units of the PWR type will be introduced.

The at-reactor spent fuel cooling pools have a storage capacity equal to two full reactor cores but because a half of it is kept disposable for emergencies in
reactor operation, a volume corresponding to storage of
three years' operating discharges is left available for
needs of the fuel cycle back-end. The pools are constructed
of reinforced concrete and lined with welded stainless
steel plates placed at their walls and floors. Along the
seam welds, they have leak collection systems integral with
the liner which allows to channel the leakage, if any, to
the detection and collection systems.
Spent fuel with a burn-up within 11,000-36,000 MW.d/t
U is stored in borated water with a minimum boric acid
concentration of 12 g/1 at a pH value above 5 adjusted by

ammonia additions and an average water temperature of
40 C. To suppress conditions that might lead to a corrosive
environment for the spent fuel and related pool components
and to remove soluble and particulate radioactive products,
the water purity is controlled periodically by a clean-up
system consisting of two pre-filters filled with the
BAU type charcoal imported from the USSR, a cationexchange column with the WOFATIT RH resin, and an
anion-exchange column with the WOFATIT ROSC resin. In

this manner, the chloride ion concentration is maintained below 0.02 mg/1, that of sodium below 0.1 mg/1
and a very good water transparency is achieved.
The Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate annual patterns of
the total radioactivity in storage pool waters of the
reactor units 1 and 2, resp., resulting from measurements in 1985. The apparent fluctuation of the radio40
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activity levels in the range of about 10 - 10 Bq/1
can be attributed to various handling operations with
the spent fuel and the peak values coincide in time
with fuel discharges from reactor refuelling. The main
radioactive species constituting the bulk of total
radioactivity are the 134 Cs, 137Cs, 110m Ag, 54 Mn, 58Co,
and
Co radionuclides.

Preliminary investigations have been carried out
during 1984 in an attempt to assess the efficiency of
the water purification system in reducing concentrations
of individual radioactive inventories. The results of
measurements on intake and outlet sides of the clean-up
system indicated that Mn and Co isotopes were almost
wholly removed while the efficiency ranged at about 60%
m
for
Ag and was very low for the Cs isotopes. Conforming conclusions stem also from investigation repeated in course of 1985 as it is evident on the Fig. 3
showing the observed drop of radioactivities in pool
water of the reactor unit 2 during a purification operating time of 6 days.
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One clean-up system serves singly the at-reactor
pools of both reactor units 1 and 2. In 1985 it purified
for 590 hours the pool water of the unit 1 and for 620
hours that of the unit 2. Within this period, three regenerations of the cation-exchanger and one of the
anion-exchanger were done. In regard to the upkeep of
the required pool water chemistry /low Na and Cl contents/, the performance of the clean-up system proved to
be quite adequate and no difficulties arose in this
point as yet. A certain improvement in reducing the total
radioactivity of pool waters could be achieved by a
continual operation of the purification system and by
a higher regeneration rate of ion-exchange resins,
mainly of that for cation exchange. However, to reduce
markedly the dominant caesium radioactivity, it is necessary to search for a new selective sorbent with a high efficiency in removing the caesium isotopes from pool
waters. Actually, the applicability of synthetic inorganic
sorbents of the aluminosilicate type to this purpose is
under investigation and the preliminary examinations create the impression of a promising issue.

In addition to a satisfactory performance of the
at-reactor pools and their clean-up system, the presented
pool chemistry and radiochemistry data prove also the
fuel cladding integrity which is in agreement with the
leakage tests performed during the fuel discharge. This
conclusion has been verified in heating the basin of borated water emergency supply by residual heat release
fro spent fuel assemblies and measuring the 134 Cs and
from
137Cs activity levels in water. The upper plot in Fig. 4
shows the temperature growth rate and the lower diagram

reflects the obtained radioactivity values. No apparent
elevation of the caesium radioactivity in water occurred even at a temperature increase of 20°C.
Considering the up-to-date observations, the gradual
growth of radioactivity in pool water after disconnection of the clean-up system can be very likely explained
by desorption and leaching of radioactive species from
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the surface of spent fuel assemblies, pool linears, and
heat exchanger. An escape of fission products through
cladding defects is much less probable and contributes
to the total radioactivity of pool water to a minor
extent.

Concept of spent fuel management in Czechoslovakia
is based on spent fuel reprocessing in the USSR and recycling of the recovered plutonium and uranium in fast
breeder reactors. When delays related to the former timing of the commercial maturity of fast breeders became
evident and brought about a postponement of large-scale
reprocessing needs, conclusions drawn from a revision
of initial conceptions led to the approval of a scenario
retaining the reprocessing option and seeking for an
adaptation of spent fuel storage feasibilities in order
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to meet the new circumstances. The least expensive and
time consuming solution of this interim storage problem
has been found in installation of an away-from-reactor
storage facility colocated with the nuclear power plant
Jaslovské Bohunice. The proven technology of wet storage
in borated water and the available USSR design of a storage facility for 600 t U in spent fuel [l, 2] have been
chosen as the most convenient arrangement. Actually, the
construction of this facility is in a very advanced stage
of its completion and it is going to be put into operation
in autumn this year.

It is planned that after a storage for three
years in the at-reactor pools, the spent fuel from
all twelve reactor units will be transferred into

the away-from-reactor storage facility at Jaslovské
Bohunice for an interim storage of two years and
then transported to the USSR. Since the interim
storage capacity is large enough, no provisions for
compact storage in both at-reactor and away-from-reactor pools are envisaged at the present time.
REFERENCES

[l]

Storage of Water Reactor Spent Fuel in Water

Pools, Technical Reports Series No. 218, IAEA,
Vienna /1982/.
[2] Guidebook on Spent Fuel Storage, Technical
Reports Series No. 240, IAEA, Vienna /1984/.
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WET STORAGE IN THE USA:
RECENT EXPERIENCE AND DIRECTIONS
A.B. JOHNSON, Jr., W.J. BAILEY
Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Richland, Washington

K. KLEIN
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management,
US Department of Energy,
Washington D.C.
United States of America
Abstract

Wet storage has been the only licensed option for spent fuel management
for U.S. commercial power reactor operators, except for a period of commercial
reprocessing at the Nuclear Fuel Services facility, 1965-71. Developments
are underway to bring dry storage to licensed status in the U.S. by mid-1986.
However, wet storage will remain the predominant storage method, at least
beyond the turn of the century.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 establishes current U.S. policy
regarding responsibilities for spent fuel management.^ ' The Nuclear Waste
Confidence Rulemaking proceedings address the viability of extended wet storage
for U.S. reactors.
U.S. utilities have moved aggressively to implement optimized utilization
of wet storage technology, assisted in'some areas by federal programs.

This paper summarizes U.S. policy and regulatory aspects of wet storage
and the status of several wet storage technology developments, including:
*
*
*
*

Dense Racking
Double Tiering
Credit for Burnup in Rack Designs
Transshipment

*
*
*

Impacts of Extended Burnup
Rod Consolidation
Pool Decommissioning
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POLICY

In 1982 the IKS. Congress passed the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, which

establishes the current U.S. policy for storage and disposal of spent nuclear
fuel and nuclear waste.^ The Act has the following provisions relating to
Interim storage of spent fuel:
Section 131;

*

The persons owning and operating civilian nuclear power reactors have
the primary responsibility for providing interim storage of spent nuclear
fuel.

*

The Federal Government has the responsibility to encourage and expedite
the effective use of existing storage facilities and the addition of
needed new storage capacity at the site of each civilian nuclear power
reactor.

*

The Federal Government has the responsibility to provide not more than
1,900 metric tons of capacity for Interim storage of spent nuclear fuel
for civilian nuclear power reactors that cannot reasonably provide adequate
storage capacity at the sites of such reactors when needed to assure the
continued, orderly operation of such reactors.

Section 218:

The Secretary (of Energy) also shall undertake a cooperative program
with civilian nuclear power reactors to encourage the development of the
technology for spent nuclear fuel rod consolidation 1n existing power reactor
water storage basins.
Section 302:
The Act specifies that the Federal Government will dispose of the high
level radioactive waste or spent nuclear fuel beginning not later than

January 31, 1998.
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REGULATION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is responsible for regulation of
Interim storage of commercial spent fuel, under the Federal Code of Regulations.
Part 50 covers storage at power reactors. Part 72 covers storage at Inde-

pendent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSI).
In 1979 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Initiated rulemaldng proceedings
to assess the degree of assurance that spent fuel and nuclear waste can be
safely stored and disposed of. The U.S.Department of Energy had the lead
responsibility to develop the technical bases to support the Commission
decisions.^ ' In a 1984 ruling, the Commissioners issued the following
/3\
statement of confidence regarding wet storage: v;
M

...1f necessary, spent fuel generated 1n any reactor can be stored
safely and without significant environmental impacts for at least
30 years beyond the expiration of that reactor's operating license
at that reactor's spent fuel storage basin, or at either onsite or
offslte Independent spent fuel storage Installations."
WET STORAGE SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE

Figure 1 indicates the total U.S. commercial spent fuel discharges
projected through 2000 AD, based on data in DOE/RL-85-2. (4) Also shown are
the total projected capacities for U.S. wet storage facilities. It 1s clear
that wet storage will remain the predominant interim storage method, even if
all storage shortfalls at U.S. power reactors are met with dry storage technology. At-reactor' pools are expected to remain in service as long as LWRs

operate.

_____________________.

1990

1995

2000

2005

Year of Requirements

FIGURE 1.

Additional Storage Requirements Compared to Total Spent Fuel Discharqes(l)
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ROLES QF FEDERAL STORAGE PROGRAMS

Under the former DOE Away-from-Reactor (APR) Spent Fuel Storage Program,
a data base was developed to demonstrate that LWR fuel can be safely stored
1n water for several decades. (2) That evidence and results from foreign
programs provided the basis for a ruling of confidence for extended wet storage
from the NRC's Nuclear Waste Confidence Decision.^ '
The Civilian Radioactive Waste R&D program has focused on advancing the
dry storage data base. However, some generic studies related to wet storage
have also Included: storage characteristics of fuel with cladding defects;
crud behavior 1n extended wet storage; and technical aspects of rod consolidation.

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act authorizes cooperative utillty/DOE demonstration programs for both dry storage and rod consolidation. Dry storage
demonstrations are 1n progress. Initiatives for rod consolidation are being
planned.

TABLE 1. Storage Densities and Spent Fuel Assembly Center-to-Center
Spacings for Various Rack Types 1n Spent Fuel Storage Pool s

Storage Density,
___Rack Type/Material

MU*/m*

Center-to-Center
Spacing of Spent
Fuel Assemblies, cm fin.)

Low-density/aluminum or
stainless steel

0.023 (0.25)

Up to 33 (13) for BWR fuel
and 56 (22) for PWR fuel

High-density (HD)/stainless
steel

0.036 (0.39)

As low as 20 (8) for BWR

Poisoned HD/sta1nless steel
with added neutron absorber

0.054 (0.58)

Double tier HD/stainless
steel

0.072 (0.78)

"Megagrams (tonnes) of Uranium.
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fuel and 33 (13) for PWR
fuel
16.5 (6.5) for BWR fuel
and 26.7 (10.5) for PWR
fuel

U.S. WET STORAGE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
DENSE RACKING

Most U.S. LWR power reactor pools have Installed fuel storage racks that
permit the minimum spacing between storage locations (see Table 1). Typically,
reracklng has expanded pool storage capacities from 4/3 to 11/3 reactor cores,
using rack panels with neutron-absorbing materials (principally B4C) between
adjacent fuel assemblies.
DOUBLE TIERING

Second tiers of racks may be installed if the pool is deep enough and
the structure can cope with the added load.^ ' Table 1 indicates that double
tiering results 1n a substantial Increase in storage density. Currently, two
U.S. plants use double tiering: LaCrosse (BWR) and Yankee Rowe (PWR). The
horizontal dimensions of the pool at LaCrosse are 11 ft (3.3 m) by 11 ft, and
the racks are 18 ft (5.5 m) high. Using denser racks and double tiering
increased the storage capacity to 440 fuel assemblies (original capacity, 133
assemblies). Fuel assemblies stored 1n the lower tier are always accessible
(e.g., for periodic surveillance) when the corresponding upper tier location
is vacant. At Yankee Rowe, use of double tiering increased the maximum storage
capacity to 721 fuel assemblies (original capacity, 391 assemblies). The
double tier racks are 20 ft (6.1 m) high. The total pool depth is 35 ft
(10.7 m).
CREDIT FOR RURNUP

Several U.S. PWR pool operators have been licensed to take credit for
fuel burnup 1n the design of storage racks. To date, requirements include:
Installation of different rack designs in two regions of the pool to handle
the potential range of fuel reactivities; strict administrative controls on
fuel placement; verification of fuel burnups by independent calculations (note:
use of burnup meters 1s under consideration). IAEA regulations allow for burnup
credit 1n shipping casks.^
TRANSSHIPMENT

Transshipment involves shipment of spent fuel between two reactor pools,
generally owned by a single utility, to relieve impacted storage at one of
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the reactors.

Transshipment requires licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. Maximum use of transshipment in U.S. pools could reduce additional
storage needs by approximately 1400 MTU by 2000 AD/4^ Shipping fuel to another
site provides limited additional but temporary storage capacity, and licensing
has been a difficult and time-consuming process.^ ' To date, transshipment
has been utilized on a limited basis in the U.S.A.
IMPACTS OF EXTENDED BURNUP

Increasing burnup trends for U.S. LWR fuel are expected to have a significant effect on spent fuel storage requirements. Table 2 summarizes the
current estimate of the reduction in U.S. storage requirements if fuel burnups
Increase as expected.
TABLE 2. Effects of Extended Burnup on U.S. LWR
Spent Fuel Storage Requirements
Additional Storage Requirements
U.S . Reactor Pools. MTU^<*;
1990

1995

Utility projected discharges

759

3392

9332

Extended burnup^ '

572

2236

4742

(A) Spent Fuel Storage Requirements, DOE/RL 85-2. (4)

(b) Assumes 3%/year increase in burnup up to maximum of 45 GWd/MTU for PWR and
38 GWd/MTU for BWR fuel, starting in 1985.
ROD CONSOLIDATION

Rod consolidation is a leading candidate for more efficient utilization
of existing space 1n spent fuel storage pools and also has the potential to be
applied to dry storage of LWR fuel. Rod consolidation involves mechanically
removing all fuel rods from the fuel assembly hardware and placing them either
1n another grid with closer spacing or in a close-packed array in a canister
without a spacer grid. The status of rod consolidation in the U.S. is described
1n a recent paper^ ' and report.^ ' The experience base for consolidation of
Irradiated LWR fuel in the U.S. is shown in Table 3.^ ' Disposal of nonfuelbearing components from fuel assemblies is an important consideration in rod
consolidation. One key engineering variable 1s the dose rate from certain
Isotopes (e.g., cobalt-60 and niobium-95) formed when impurities in those
components (e.g., Inconel spacer grids) are irradiated.v( 12)
'
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3.

Experience Baie for Consolidation for Irradiated LUR Fuel

No. oF Unlrradlated Fuel Assemblies

Consolidation
Operation
Medium

JJWR

PWR

—

4

Dry

6

Wet

Comments

Cold Demonstrations

.

Allied General Nuclear Services

•

Nuclear Assurance Corp.

. U.S. Tool . Die. Inc.
.

1

—

Wet

3

Westlnghouse Electric Corp.

Done In horizontal position. A
total of 17 runs were made w i t h
the 4 assemblies.

Wet and Dry

There were multiple campaigns with

the 3 assemblies.
Consolidation
Hot Demonstrations (Date)

.

.

Westlnghouse Electric
Corp. /Duke Power Co.
(Oct. -Nov. 19821

Nuclear

No. of Irradiated

Consolidation

Station

Fuel Assemblies

Ratio

Oconee

4 PUR

Maine Yankee Atomic

Maine

I PUR

Power Co. (Aug. 1981)

Yankee

Operation

Medlm

2:|(«>

Wet

1.6:1

Wet

Upcoming or Proposed Demonstrations
Fuel Assemblies
Type

Probable

Consolidation
Operation

Date

Mediun

Reactor or Site

No.

.

Nuclear Assurance Corp.

Facilities at West
Valley, I*' NY

U

PUR (Clnna)

Dec. 1985early 1986

.

Nuclear Assurance Corp.

Irowni Ferry

12

BUR (frowns Ferry)

late 1986

Wet

Wet

Comments

As of early February 1986. nearly 6
assemblies have been consolidated.
Rods are pulled one at a time. Ihe
highest compaction ratio achieved so
equipment installed In pool.

Rod

consolidation w i l l not start until «I

least September 1986.

.
.

U.S. Tool 1 Ole. Inc.

Battelle Columbus

2

PWR (Glnna)

1986

Uet

1NEL(£) and Virginia

lAJl(d)

80

PWR (Surry)

March 1987

Dry

Maine Yankee

20

PUR (Main« Yankee)

T

Wet

PUR (Millstone-2)

1988

tot

BUH and PUR

1988

Dry

Planned for Spring 1986.

laboratories (BCl)

Power Company

.

Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Company

Oft

.

Combustion Englneerlng/EPRI.
Northeast Utilities Service
Co.. and la 1 timoré Cas and
Electric Co.

Mlltstone-2

.

INCL. DOE

TAN

2000

T

(b) Western New York Nuclear Service Center, operated by Uest Valley Nuclear Services. Co.. Inc..
for DOC. The West Valley facilities were originally built and operatad by Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS).
(c) Idaho National Englneeertng laboratory, Idaho Falls, 10.
(d) test Area North (TAN).

Self-funded program that Involves
Intact fuel.

Supported by Waste Fund.

The ANS-57.10 Working Group was organized to develop the standard entitled
"Design Criteria for Consolidation of LWR Spent Fuel" for the nuclear industry.
A draft of the standard has been prepared that covers rod consolidation in
wet or dry environments, with fuel assemblies and rods in vertical or horizontal
attitudes. The latest version of the draft (May 1985) was submitted to the
American Nuclear Society Nuclear Power Plant Standards Committee (NUPPSCO).
The draft was reviewed by NUPPSCO at its meeting in October 1985. The draft
will be revised at the next ANS-57.10 Working Group meeting in April 1986 and
will then be resubmitted in about June 1986 to NUPPSCO for ballot.
Rod consolidation of irradiated fuel has been demonstrated on a limited
scale 1n the United States. Compaction ratios up to 2:1 have been attained with
irradiated fuel rods. However, further development is needed on consolidation
systems to automate the processes and make them economical for large-scale
use. There has been no experience with extended wet or dry storage of consolidated fuel rods, but problems are not expected.^ ' Consolidated fuel
rods (up to 2:1 consolidation ratio), 1n wet storage at the Oconee Nuclear
Station since late 1982, represent the world's first storage experience for
consolidated Irradiated fuel.

The current base of underwater handling experience suggests that fuel
assembly handling, rod removal, and rod consolidation can be accomplished
without major difficulty or impaired safety to spent fuel operators or the
public. Experience with fuel rod Inspection and fuel assembly reconstitution
Indicates that only about six fuel rods (out of over 51,000 irradiated rods
handled) have been broken; the rods were known failed rods or came from
assemblies that were known to contain failed rods. ' ' Acceptable dry storage
conditions for consolidated fuel seem feasible but have not yet been demonstrated.^ ' Any difficulty in meeting dry storage temperature limits in
helium with consolidated fuel could be resolved by consolidating older, colder
fuel. It will be Important to monitor'upcoming demonstrations Involving spent
BWR and PWR fuel to further define fuel rod integrity aspects of rod consolidation activities and to evaluate the effect of loose crud or> consolidation
operations. The potential for rod breakage Is higher for cladding with large
defects, but a consolidation campaign is underway on relatively old fuel
(1971-72 discharge) with cladding defects caused by fuel densification. To date,
over 1000 rods have been consolidated without rod breakage. Handling and
reconstitution experience with extended burnup fuel deserves some attention
to prepare for future fuel consolidation campaigns.
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POOL DECOMMISSIONING

A major spent fuel pool decommissioning is underway at the Western New
York Nuclear Services Center. The storage pool served the Nuclear Fuel Services
reprocessing facility. Table 4 summarizes fuel that has been in extended
storage 1n the pool. (14) After storage for 12 to 18 years (12 to 18 years

for BWR fuel; 12 to 15 years for PWR fuel), fuel assemblies were shipped back
to the originating reactors. Satisfactory handling and shipping characteristics
of the fuel after extended wet storage reinforces prior experience suggesting
that Z1rcaloy-clad fuel does not degrade significantly during interim wet
storage. In fact, numerous assemblies in the inventory were known to have
cladding defects. They were stored uncanned without substantial impacts on
pool operations.

TABLE 4. Spent Fuel Inventory at.the Western New York Nuclear Service Center at
————— West Valley, New York^14'
Reactor/Type
Dresden-1/

Number of
Assemblies

Exposures,
MUd/HFU Average

Date In
PooP a ' at
Uest Valley

HTU

Reactor
Discharge Date

206

16,000

10/73-09/74

20.429

09/69

121

21,000-10,000

02/73-05/73

46.156

03/71-05/72

85

11,300

02/73-11/74

11.130

06/68-05/74

114

32,000

07/74-05/75

43.017

09/72-03/74

224

21,190-13,260

01/75-12/75

42.756

09/72-04/74

GE-BHR
Glnna/

Wcstlnghouse-PMR
Dig Rock Point/
GE-BUR
Point Doach-1 and -21

Hestlnghouse-PHR
Oyster Creek/
GE-DWR
(a)

F a c i l i t y operated during "1965-1971 by Nuclear Fuel Services Company, Inc. (NFS).

The last fuel 1s scheduled for removal from the pool in 1986, to be shipped
to Idaho for extended dry storage. The pool will then be utilized for temporary

storage, handling, and size reduction of radioactive equipment. Decommissioning
of the pool 1s expected to be completed in the mid 1990's.
SUMMARY

In 1986 wet storage continues to function as the only licensed spent
fuel management method in the U.S.A. While dry storage is expected to be
licensed 1n the near future, wet storage will remain the predominant U.S.
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storage method beyond the turn of the century. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act
of 1982 and the Nuclear Waste Confidence Rulemaking have formalized and
stabilized the policy and regulatory aspects of wet storage.

U.S. utilities, supported in some sectors by federal programs, have moved
progressively to optimize utilization of wet storage at reactor pools. This
paper summarizes several aspects of U.S. wet storage technology, including
the following elements: dense racking; double tiering; credit for burnup;
potential influence of extended burnup; rod consolidation; and pool decommissioning.

With some 44 years of U.S. experience, wet storage technology is regarded
as a mature and successful fuel management method, which is expected to remain
in service as long as LWRs operate.
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SPENT FUEL STORAGE UNDER WET CONDITIONS
A REVIEW OF THE INDIAN EXPERIENCE
A.N. PRASAD
Fuel Reprocessing Group,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Bombay, India

Abstract

The nuclear fuel used in the thermal reactor systems
operated so far in India is essentially of three types - the
aluminium clad uranium metal fuel from the research reactors,
the zircaloy clad uranium oxide fuel assemblies of the BWR
type and the zircaloy clad uranium oxide fuel assemblies of
the PHWR type. Over the years considerable experience has
been gathered in the wet storage of spent fuel discharged by
these reactors. The paper reviews the behaviour of the spent
fuel under conditions provided by various storage facilities
At - reactor and Fuel Reprocessing Plants.

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the initial experience of design, construction and
operation of research reactors, India launched its three phase
development programme for nuclear power generation with the
commencement of operation of the Tarapur Atomic Power Station
in 1969. This consists of two boiling water reactor units of
210 Mw(e) each. However, an early decision was taken in
favour of pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWR) as the
principal line to be utilised in the first phase of the
nuclear powe_r programme. This is to be followed by fast
breeder reactors using the plutonium-uranium cycle and
ultimately switching over to the U233-Th cycle.

Accordingly,

the Rajasthan Atomic Power Station consisting of two PHWR
units of 220 MW(e) each, was constructed. The first unit
commenced operation in 1972 and the second in
1980.
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Subsequent to this the twin 235 MW(e)
unit Madras Atomic Power
Station commenced operation - the first unit in 1983
and the
second in 1985.
Construction work is in progress on three
more stations. The nuclear power programme envisages the
achievement of an installed capacity of about 10000 MW(e)
by
the year 2000 with a combination of units in sizes 235 MW(e)
and 500 MW(e)
which is expected to constitute about 10% of the
total installed capacity in the country.
The second phase of the nuclear power development
programme will be in the area of FBRs which will utilise the
plutonium produced in the thermal reactors. An experimental
50 MW(th) Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) attained
criticality towards the end of 1985. Design work is in
progress for a 500 MW(e)
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR)
to be built in the mid 1990's.

India has the largest thorium resources in the world.
The reasonably assured reserves are reported to be about
319000 tonnes. It is therefore natural that the development
of the nuclear power programme takes into account the eventual
utilisation of this resource in the U233-Th cycle which
constitutes the third phase.
2.

BACKGROUND

In India, essentially three types of reactors are in
operation over a number of years which are of significance in
the context of spent fuel storage experience. They are, the
thermal research reactors, the light water power reactors of
the BWR type and the pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWR).
All the experience so far gained in the storage of different
types of spent fuel has been under wet conditions and the
storage pools are situated At-reactors and reprocessing
plants.
In view of the phased development programme
visualised, as a matter of policy, it is not envisaged
normally to store the spent fuel for extended periods.
Accordingly a planned reprocessing option has been chosen.
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3.

STORAGE EXPERIENCE

3.1.

THERMAL RESEARCH REACTOR FUEL

The 40 MW thermal research reactor
'CIRUS' was
commissioned in 1961 at Trombay which has been in operation
ever since. This reactor is fuelled with natural uranium
metal, clad in aluminium. The fuel elements are in the form
of rods 3.4 metres long,about 35 mm dia and the clad thickness
is about 1 mm IS aluminium. The storage experience with this
fuel shows that clad failures occur within a few years. To
minimise the consequences of loss of integrity of the fuel,
all the failed fuel elements discharged from the reactor and
those which are likely to be stored for longer duration before
taking up for reprocessing are canned in 2 S aluminium tubes.

Aluminium is chosen to facilitate chemical dissolution of the
can along with the clad material in the fuel reprocessing
plant. In spite of maintaining good water chemistry in the
storage pool there have been instances of even the can
corrosion failure in due course causing severe contamination
of the pool water.
In the reprocessing plant the pool water is kept under
constant circulation through an on-line disposable cation
cartridge followed by mixed-bed ion exchange unit. The cation
cartridge traps bulk of the activity which is disposed off as
high active solid waste. By this the load on mixed bed ion
exchanger is reduced with resultant decrease in the liquid

régénérant waste activity, handling, treatment and disposal of
which are more involved.
The pool is also periodically
emptied out fully and washed to avoid accumulation of solids.
3.2.

BWR FUEL

The fuel is in the form of a cluster having 36 zircaloy
clad low enriched uranium oxide pins arranged in square 6x6
array within a box channel 15.24 cm x 15.24 cm. The oxide
fuel pellets are 12.24 mm in dia with clad thickness 0.89 mm.
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The active fuel length is about 366 cm. Each bear fuel
assembly weighs about 171 kg without the outer channel. The
nominal burn-up is about 24-,000 MWD/Te. At the reactor the
fuel is stored vertically in pools constructed above ground.
In view of the pressures on storage space, racks of high
density flux trap design using stainless steel plate as
neutron absorber are provided.
During the last nearly 15
years of storage the fuel integrity has been found to be good.
3.3.

PHWR FUEL

These are short fuel bundles made up of a cluster of 19
fuel pins in the case of 235 MW(e) units. The fuel is natural
uranium oxide and cladding is zircaloy-2 with a weight of 15.2
kg UO2 per bundle. The length of the fuel bundle is 49.5 cm
and maximum dia 81.69 mm.The nominal burn-up is about 7000
MWDJTe. More than 12 years of experience in the storage of
this type of fuel has shown that the storage conditions are
safe. However, during multiple handling and transportation to
reprocessing plant there have been instances of fuel pins
becoming loose with the separation of end plates of the
bundles, but the problem is not serious. In view of the fact
PHWR fuel bundles have to be -dealt with in large numbers and
since this is the main type of fuel in our nuclear programme,
design of storage pools, racks and handling arrangements have
received considerable attention.
4.

DETAILS OF SPENT FUEL BAY (PHWR)

4.1.

BAY WATER SYSTEM

Spent fuel bay water serves dual purpose of dissipating
the residual energy in the spent fuel and to protect the

personnel from radiation of the irradiated fuel bundles. The
pool is designed to store and cool the spent fuel discharged
over a specified period of operation of the reactors in
addition to the discharge of a complete load of fuel from one
reactor.
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The pool is lined with stainless steel and filled with
demineralised water. All pumps and piping are of stainless
steel. Heat exchangers are adequately, designed to handle the
heat load. Skimmers are provided in the storage bay at the
suction of the pumps. The return water is fed to the bay at
the opposite end as compared to the suction so that there is
uniform mixing of the bay water. Purification is done by
pimping the water from the 'Receiving and Inspection Bay*
through a filter and an ion exchanger using a separate pump.
This draws water from the skimmer at the surface and the
piping at an intermediate level of the inspection bay. A hose
connection is provided which can be used to vacuum-clean the
floors of the storage bay and inspection bay using the same
pump and filter. While the filter removes the suspended
particulate matter, the ion exchanger removes the dissolved
impurities to reduce corrosion. By-pass lines are provided
across the filter and the ion exchanger. The inspection and
storage bays are interconnected and thus it is possible to
cool and purify the water from both the bays.
The surplus water displaced by the fuel can be purified
and sent to waste disposal system. During operation, the
radiation levels of the filter and the ion exchanger are
carefully observed so that the resin and the filter medium can
be removed and sent to waste disposal system at the proper
time before high levels are reached. The ion-exchanger can be
used in emergency as a back-up to the normal active liquid
waste disposal facilities.
4.2.

STORAGE BAY EQUIPMENT

In the spent fuel receiving and inspection bay the
transfer arm containing the spent fuel is lined up with the
passage through the wall. The valve in the passage between
the receiving and inspection bay and the storage bay is
normally open. The fuel is pushed by the hydraulic ram on the
transfer arm into the storage bay and is received on the fuel
trough. This is a sheet metal fabricated open trough with a
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long near-semicircular scallop in which the fuel can be
received.This is also provided with similar slots as on the
transfer arm insert to enable manual lifting of spent fuel.
The fuel trough is long enough to hold six fuel bundles. The
spent fuel received on this trough is picked up normally using
a long handled tool and placed in the storage tray kept on the
storage tray stand. After the storage tray is filled, it is
lifted off using a tray lifting tool and stacked on the spent
fuel storage bay floor. Normally 10 trays each having 11
bundles constitute a stack of 220 fuel bundles. Two such
stacks can be loaded into a shipping cask.

Hoists and crane are provided to enable loading and
handling of spent fuel shipping casks weighing about 65
tonnes,as well as lifting of bay equipment for maintenance.
The wash down area is specially designed to permit hosing and
washing the equipment to remove loose contamination before
maintenance or repair work is undertaken.
5.

CONCLUSION

With the limited uranium resource base that has so far
been discovered in the country, only a modest thermal reactor
programme can be supported with the once-through cycle. This
situation restricts the possible contribution of nuclear
energy programme based on thermal reactors to the Indian'
electrical energy mix. It is therefore evident that the fast
neutron reactors are the key to optimum utilisation of nuclear
fuel resources. In persuance of this, out of the various
alternatives available for backend of the fuel cycle, the
option of reprocessing and recycle has been chosen. This
therefore precludes long term storage of spent fuel. All the
storage pools are constructed as part of the reactors and
reprocessing plants. The wet storage experience gained over
the last 15 years with zircaloy clad sintered uranium oxide
fuel from the power reactors has shown satisfactory
performance.
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COMPACT SPENT FUEL STORAGE IN HUNGARY
F. LÖRÄND
Nuclear Technology Section,
Power Station and Network Engineering Company,
Budapest, Hungary
Abstract
The reasons, main p h i l o s o p h y and t e c h n o l o g i c a l and s a f e t y approaches to
compact spent f u e l s t o r a g e i n w a t e r pools a r e p r e s e n t e d . P r a c t i c a l

a p p l i c a t i o n of e l a b o r a t e d concept w i l l a l l o w to double the c a p a c i t y
of at-reactor spent f u e l storage pools.

1.

The H u n g a r i a n N u c l e a r Energy Program

Hungary is one of those small countries having only a
small q u a n t i t y of energy sources. That is why it was
recognized r e l a t i v e l y early, already in the late sixties,
that the p r o b l e m s of energy supply cannot be solved in
the long run without applying nuclear energy. It is so
even if the country has n e i t h e r real t r a d i t i o n s nor
developed technology in such leading industries as n u c l e a r
engineering.
To put t h i s p r i n c i p l e d c o n c l u s i o n into p r a c t i c e we have

started the establishment of four pcs nuclear power s t a t i o n
U n i t s of VVER-440 type. Two of them are already operating
and f u r t h e r two U n i t s are in the f i n a l phase of commissioningand erection v/ork. /These Units being s i m i l a r to
those i m p l e m e n t e d in CMEA / C o u n c i l of Mutual Economic Aid/
c o u n t r i e s there is no need for t h e i r i n t r o d u c t i o n / .
F u r t h e r en, according to our ideas even in the long run,

we mean to cover our c o u n t r y ' s e l e c t r i c power demand en the

basis of n u c l e a r energy and f o s s i l e energy sources, which
requires f u r t h e r NFS U n i t s to be c o n s t r u c t e d .
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2. The Carrving-Out of the Program

The four Units, partly operating and partly under commissioning, have exerted a considerable tractive force
on all the institutes involved in the activity.
Design engineers have come to face questions demanding
new approaches for their solution /this was the case e.g.
with safety analyses/; and also the companies engaged in
equipment-production, construction and erection had to
meet new and higher requirements on quality, accuracy and
drawing-up of certificates. While for effective operation
a well-trained team had to be organized, being familiar

with all the peculiarities of nuclear energy.
It should be noted, however, that these four Units
have been basically constructed with the utilization of
foreign designs and on the basis of foreign main equipment
Also requirements on those kinds of equipment manufactured
in Hungary have been mostly determined by the general
designer./I mean such pieces of equipment as filters
purifying radioactive waters./ Designs for another part
of the equipment of domestic production have been further
developed, up-dated. We can mention by way of examples
the leading machine or the computer-aided information
system of the Units.
Gradually of course the independent development of individual equipment and systems has also been started.
It is realized with consideration to solutions utilized
elsewhere and with the application of obtained experience.
When setting the aims and selecting the instruments and
the technology, hcv/ever, we keep in view domestic requirements, necessities and pcssiblities in the first place.
Two such fields of development can be mentioned by
way of illustration: the medium-, and low-activity liquid
NFS radwaste treatment on the one hand and compact spent
fuel storage on the other.
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Further on I would like to give account of the progress
and achievements of this latter development. All the
more so, because in our judgement this development has
reached the goal: the storage equipment is implemented
and its application has begun.

3.

Reasons for the development of compact spent fuel
storage
As it is well known, the establishment and commissioning
of breeders are delayed all over the world compared to
the dates originally assumed. There is no need for seeking
the reasons/nor should we go into details about the fact
that as a result a new situation has come about in spent
fuel storage. Its concrete manifestation in Hungary
was that the fuel kept in the spent fuel pools of
the NFS Units for three years could not and cannot be
removed for reprocessing. A demand has occurred on the
realization of storage for a further term of 5-6 years

altogether.
Meanwhile the storage racks established /in Units 1 and 2/
or envisaged /in Units 3 and 4/ in the poMs could only
«
receive fuel material produced during three years of
operation. So these were two ways out proposing themselves for us:
- to build a separate storage building and because of
the short time available for its implementation, to
apply a ready-for-use technology. /This actually meant
the underwater storage of the fuel placed in the
30-position basket of the spent fuel transporting
container/. The building is designed for automatic
operation /with independent cooling-, water purifyingand ventilation systems/, so it might have been left
unattended for days and it would have been connected
to the other part of the power plant only by the induction of the necessary agents /desalinized and
cooling water, chemical solutions/ and by the discharging of liquid wastes.
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- as another solution the conversion of the existing
storage places, the increasing of their capacity
presented itself.
Being urged by time we had to set off actually on
both tracks at the same tine. So did it happen that
the technical design of a separate storage building
was elaborated based on the work of a design institute
in Leningrad, while we were steadily studying the
possibility of realizing compact storage.

After summing up the situation we found that under
Hungarian conditions the establishment of separate
storage buildings comes to 2,5 milliard forints.
Not only the implementation of compact storage proved to "be
possible, but it also turned out that the costs do not
exceed that income the interests gained by the postponement
of the storage building construction can provide« So it can
be established that the development of compact storage has

economic motives.in the first place.

4.

Tasks connected with the realization of compact
storage
The realization of the new system demanded the performance of several different tasks, that were completed
partly one after the other and partly in parallel.
First of all, as we have mentioned before, v/e had to
prove that in the individual spent fuel pools a fuel
quantity unloaded at least during five years can be placed,
with the observation of the necessary requirements on
nuclear- and radiation safety. This can be considered a
phase of research work carried out by KFKI /Central Institute of Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences/.
The next task was the selection of a manufacturing
technology suitable for the native circumstances,
material- and industrial possibilities. This phase v/as
of great importance, since it v/as the technology that
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determined the permitted allowances of dimension, absorber concentration etc. to be considered when performing
calculations or. nuclear safety. The choice fell on the
company and technology of Kraftwerk Union /KV.'U, FRG/.
The technology demanded, however, significant modifications.
The reason was the fact that the shape of the fuel bundles
of WER type reactors, unlike a host of other types, is
hexagonal. So we had to modify the manufacturing technology
cf the absorbing tubes, the construction of their fixation
in the storage rack and cf the spacing of the tubes.

With consideration of the above we could elaborate the
model needed for the precised calculations on the storage
system, which demanded, among others, also program development. Calculations carried cut at first and also the
criticality probes performed with the aim of testing have
pointed out that programs established for the calculating
of rectangular geometry do not satisfactorily describe
reality. With the aim of interpreting the results in the
course of establishing the adequate programs there was
a fruitful cooperation between those performing the
calculations and the "Kurchatcv" Atomic Energy Research
Institute.
The next step was the adaptation of the established rack
structures to the power plant systems. This included
first of all the preparation of design- and safety considerations and analyses connected with the increased
weight, heat development, radiation, corrosion etc. of
the double fuel quantity now emplaceable.

Belonging to this phase was also the activity associated
with the re-programming of the reloader co-ordinate
positions, with the transfer of stand-by instruments
located in the spent fuel pool and with the modification
of service instructions. The above activity has been
carried out by the Power Station- and Network Engineering
Company figuring as the domestic general designer of
Nuclear Power Station Paks. The performed calculations
and analyses formed the basis for the obtaining of the
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Soviet party's approval, who is the supplier of the power
station and also the future recipient of spent fuel,
and they also served as a basis for the modification
licensing process taken with the competent Hungarian
authority.
Parallel with the latter activity we already had to
start the procuring, erection, running-in of the manufacturing equipment - i.e. the trial production.
This latter, however, was not only possible, but it
obviously proved to be necessary, since the time-limit
of implementing the compact storage system was undoubtedly specified by the time of the first reloading of NFS
Paks Unit 2: the fuel unloaded had to be emplaced already in the new storage rack. Manufacturing and preliminary erection have been realized by two companies, at two
different points of the country. One of them deals with
the production of boron-steel hexagonal elements for
absorption, while the other firm produces the base plate
of the frame structure with the associated setting-,
supporting and fixing elements. It is in this latter
firm that the preliminary erection of the frame structure
takes place, with strict control of the high accuracy
required for erection.
Beside the lifting-in of the 3 big constructions developed
as frame structure units into the spent fuel pool, their
adjustment and fixation, on-site erection includes, prior
to everything else, also the location of the supporting
elements at the pool bottom. So as to perform erection
with the prescribed precision, beside the designing and
manufacturing of a whole series of special instruments
and devices also the setting-up of an optical measuring
system proved to be reasonable, that can rapidly supply
by the help of a computer all the geometrical data required
at adjustment and calibration.
There is no need for special arguing when we say that
during all the manufacturing- and erection activities
the official regulations and prescriptions postulated
on the technology, quality-control, cleanliness and the
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drawing-up of certificates needed for NPS equipment production should be observed.

5 . Achievements
The final decision was made in 1984: the original frame structure has to be dismounted during operation
from the spent fuel pool of NPS Paks Unit 2 under
commisioning, later operating; and still prior to
the first reloading of the Unit the new structure providing compact storage should be mounted. This task
was successfully met by the scientific-, designing-,
manufacturing-, erecting- and licensing organs involved and in September 1985 the first Hungarian compact
storage system was ready to receive the bundles unloaded from Unit 2.
The development was crowned with success. Since no
problems occurred during the operation of the new frame,
we could embark on the manufacturing of the equipment
required for Unit 3.

These pieces of equipment are fitted to place in these
days.
There seems to be no obstacle of implementing the compact storage structure also with Unit 4.
And what is more, after successful operation a decision
was taken on replacing also the storage structure of
the spent fuel pool of Unit 1 with a compact storage
system. This means a different task to a certain extent,
compared to those so far faced, first of all concerning
the erection work. The spent fuel pool of Unit 1 is contaminated, it has been housing fuel material for more
than two years already. Certainly, first of all the fuel
has to be removed from this pool to the other Units.Part
of this work has already been performed by the operators:
the fuel produced from the first two reloadings has been
transported to the compact storage place.
Later on a similar fate awaits also the bundles of the
third reloading that is in process these days.
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The "lounting of the new compact storage structure has
to be effectuated subsequent to the emptying and decontaminating of the pool. Tnis job will have to be
performed on a work-site at least p o t e n t i a l l y contaminated, with an adequate control of radiation safety.

To sum up the results, by the development and implementation of compact storage there was an economically advantageous possibility presenting itself so that we can
circumspectly settle questions connected with the further
lot of spent fuel.

After 5-6 years of storage there may be already a possibility of back transport, so no need for further investments will occur. In a contrary case as a new solution
the bundles (of lower heat development and activity)
having been stored, already for 6 years can be placed in a
dry storage building.
(Thic alternative seems to be from many respects more
favourable than the establishing of a separate building
serving for underwater storage. There is a hope for dry
storage offering a cheaper solution, yet today we are far
from clearing all the aspects of the question.) Should no
other solution remain than pulling up a building providing
underwater storage, by the conversion of spent fuel pools
to compact storage the establishment could anyway be postponed, the economic advantages of which have already been
referred to.

6. Further possibilities arising on the basis of
the accomplished development. Summary
On the basis of the described development all the calculation methods, knowledge and skill, machines and equipment,
manufacturing- and erection experience, quality controlling
process and devices necessary for the establishing of compact spent fuel storage buildings (designed for hexagonal
bundles in the first place) are available in Hungary today.
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For the manufacturing only basic material - stainless steel
plate of cca 1 % natural boron contents - is not produced
by the Hungarian industry.

All this facilitates that based on it we can take part in
nuclear energy development of various goals; either within
our country's boundaries or abroad. So according to preliminary calculations the application of this technology
might facilitate the doubling of positions in the spent fuel
pool of reactor units of VVER-1000 type; or possibly it
allows the development and production also of certain components of containers transporting spent fuel of compact
arrangement.
In conclusion we can establish that by the implementation of
spent fuel compact storage successful research - development
work has been performed in Hungary.
Its main condition was that the necessary material - and
intellectual sources could be provided and utilized in a
well organized and concentrated w a y . Also the take-over of
foreign techniques, technology, knowledge and experience
was possible in the necessary fields in due time.
All this proves that even in a small country, making only
the starting steps in the application of nuclear energy, an
independent development of similar kind can be successfully
completed, if goals are properly identified and the necessary devices applied. This success might give self-confidence to those being in similar situation and it means stimulation also for us in the effective accomplishment of our
further tasks.
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IRRADIATED NUCLEAR FUEL STORAGE AT THE
SELLAFTELD (UK) REPROCESSING PLANT

C.W.E. ADDISON, R.D. SHAW
Research and Development Department,
British Nuclear Fuels pic,
Sellafield, Cumbria,
United Kingdom
Abstract

British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) provides a, comprehensive range of fuel
services to the operators of nuclear power plants. Reprocessing of spent
fuels is carried out at BNFL's Sellafield plant in Cumbria in the north west
of England. To date, over 25,000 te of fuel from the first generation of
power reactors in the UK - the so-called Magnox reactors - have been
reprocessed. Construction of a major new facility for the reprocessing of
oxide fuels, referred to as THORP (Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant), is now
underway.

The Magnox fuel, which is in the form of uranium metal rods within a magnesium
alloy can, is held in the reactor pond for at least 90 days before delivery to
Sellafield for further storage before reprocessing. The conditions under
which Magnox fuel is stored have evolved in the light of operating experience
and of laboratory based and full scale development work. As a result of this
research and development activity, fuel will be kept in ullaged containers in
water dosed to pH 13 with low Cl~ and 304 2~ levels. Thus fuel can be
satisfactorily stored before scheduled reprocessing.
The oxide fuels currently arriving on the site for storage prior to
reprocessing in the THORP plant are considered in two separate categories: the
stainless steel clad, fuels from the second generation of UK nuclear power
reactors, and the fuels from water cooled/water moderated reactors (LWR) which
are generally clad in a zirconium alloy.
After an initial cooling period in the reactor site ponds, AGR fuels are
currently stored at Sellafield in containers generally in demineralised
water. The major uncertainty in this storage regime is the fact that regions
of the cladding and of other stainless steel components have become sensitised
during the reactor irradiation and are susceptible to inter-granular corrosion
attack. Studies of alternative storage water chemistry have been carried out
to ensure a capability to provide satisfactory storage of the fuel until
scheduled reprocessing. The condition of AGR fuels after periods of wet
storage has been studied routinely using both non-destructive and destructive
(raetallographic) methods 1
Water reactor fuels are stored in multi-element bottles in demineralised
water. Criticality safety of these closely packed arrays is ensured by the
use of 'Boral' inserts. Some long cooled and high burn-up fuels have been
selected for post-storage examination using a variety of techniques. No
evidence of in-pond degradation has been observed.
This paper describes in more detail the wet storage philosophy for each
category of fuel at Sellafield and shows how the storage regimes have evolved
with operational experience and examination of the fuel.
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INTRODUCTION

1

British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) provides a comprehensive range of fuel
services to the operators of nuclear power plants. Reprocessing of spent
fuels is carried out at BNFL's Sellafield plant in Cumbria in the north
west of England. To date over 25,000 te of fuel from the first generation
of power reactors in the UK, the so-called Magnox reactors, have been
reprocessed to recover uranium and plutonium in a high state of purity.

2

The world's first commercial nuclear power station, Calder Hall (now part
of the Sellafield complex) commenced operations in 1956. since that time,
the present Sellafield site has stored irradiated nuclear fuels prior to
the reprocessing operation.

3

The first tranche of storage operations involved Magnox fuel (natural
uranium clad in magnesium alloy) from the eleven British Magnox stations;
augmented by Magnox fuel from the Tokai-Mura reactor (Japan) and the
Latina reactor (Italy), a total of twentyeight reactors.

4

Irradiated nuclear fuel from the second generation of British commercial
reactors - Advanced Gas cooled Reactors (AGRs) - is also stored currently
at sellafield awaiting reprocessing. This fuel comprises uranium dioxide
pellets clad in stainless steel and, thus, a different storage strategy to
Magnox fuel is needed.

5

Also stored at Sellafield is irradiated fuel from water-cooled and
water-moderated reactors (mostly non-UK) which is destined to be
reprocessed in the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) currently
under construction, and due for operation in 1990. This fuel is typically
uranium dioxide clad in zirconium alloy and, therefore, demands yet
another storage strategy.

6

Whatever the source of the fuel, the storage regime should satisfy the
following criteria:(i)
fuel clad integrity should be maintained to eliminate as far as
is practicably achievable, radioisotope release to the
environment
(ii)
the fuel must be shielded to minimise radiation up-take by plant
operators
(iii)
the fission product thermal output of the fuel should be
dissipated to prevent excessive fuel temperatures during storage
(iv)
storage must be such as to prevent a critical assembly being
formed under any condition
(v)
radiation stability of the storage environment should be such
that breakdown products can be easily controlled.
Based on the considerations of (i) to (v) above the decision was taken at
Sellafield to store early Magnox fuel in deep water filled ponds.
Subsequently this storage philosophy was adopted by the British
electricity generating utilities for the majority of their commercial
Magnox fuel stations. More recently, water storage has been chosen for
irradiated oxide fuels in Britain, and by most other countries which have
a significant nuclear contribution to their power generation.

1
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BNFL have operated a Post storage Examination (PSE) programme to monitor
the condition of fuels during underwater storage. Side-by-side with PSE,
a large amount of research and development is conducted (in collaboration
with the united Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority and the electricity
generating utilities, CEGB and SSEfl) into mechanisms by which the fuels
may corrode in water and thus enable the company to make accurate
predictions of storage life and to develop water chemistry to optimise
storage conditions.

8

BNFL consider that optimum water chemistry and storage conditions can be
specified for each type of fuel during in-pond storage for storage periods
consistent with planned reprocessing timescales.

9

This paper describes the fuel storage facilities at Sellafield. the
history of the development to the present day. Post Storage Examination
results and the associated R&D and the prognosis for the future.

FUEL STORAGE PONDS AT SELLAFIELD

10 Ponds at Sellafield are un-lined. re-inforced concrete structures built
with an 'above ground1 philosophy. Some ponds walls are painted
concrete. The modern generation of ponds comply with a double containment
principle - the fuel being placed in small volume metal containers which
are then stacked into the pond structure (providing a second barrier).
BNFL do not use metal clad ponds, but this topic has been carefully
researched and the modern concretes employed have been shown to have
negligible corrosive ion leaching and permeability to water.

11 Sellafield, historically, used a policy of once-through pond water purging
and subsequent discharge to sea because of the abundant supply of
excellent quality water in the English Lake District and Sellafield's
coastal location.
This situation has now been improved to the position
where incoming water is de-ionised and filtered and outgoing water is
passed through a Site Ion Exchange Plant (SIXEP) before sea discharge to
minimise discharge of radio-active species to the environment. Economies
in water usage are achieved by purging from pond to pond, where possible.
MAGNOX FUEL STORAGE

12 Magnox reactors are uranium metal fuelled, gas-cooled, graphite-moderated
thermal reactors. They are named after the Magnox-Al80 canning alloy
(Mg+0.8% Al) developed for its low neutron capture cross-section,
resistance to the CX>2 coolant, and adequate ductility and creep
strength. The uranium currently contains about 1200 ppm Al and 300 ppm Fe
to give improved resistance to swelling and distortion. In general, the
metallic fuel retains all fission products unless the metallic structure
is destroyed by corrosion.
13 The fuel is in the form of a rod typically about 2.5 cm diameter and 0.5 1 metre long. There are two types of fuel can. Early designs use a
"polyzonal" type of can, made by extruding a hollow cylinder of Magnox.
wall thickness 2 mm, with 48 to 60 cooling fins, about 1 cm high. The
extrusion is twisted 22° to give helical fins. The coolant gas flow
between the fins is deflected into the main gas flow by four straight
"splitter blades" equally spaced around the circumference, set into slots
in the fins and held in place by circumferential straps (braces). These
also provide increased bowing resistance to the element. The polyzonal
design has many crevices. A "herringbone" type of can, machined from a
hollow cruciform extrusion, is now favoured in some cases because it gives
less resistance to the coolant flow, short integral lugs restrict bowing
on the herringbone can. It also contains fewer crevices.

14 In the reactors, the can surface temperatures are between 160°C and 450°C
and the Magnox becomes coated with a very thin layer of Mgo which protects
it from further attack by the coolant. On the hotter elements, carbon
deposits are formed from methane and other hydrocarbons which arise in the
coolant, giving a Mgo+c layer up to 20 urn thick. After discharge from the
reactors, the fuel elements are stored at the power stations for at least
90 days for initial radio-nucllde decay. One British station successfully
uses temporary dry storage but all the others have at-reactor ponds.
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15 The first Magnox storage pond at SeLlafield. serving the Calder Hall
reactors, was filled with lake water (7 ppra Cl~, pH 7). Magnox corrodes
according to the overall reaction (Mg + 2H2O —>
Mg(OH)2+H2>. and
during pond storage the magnesium hydroxide corrosion product dissolved
and raised the pH to about 10.4. Further corrosion was much slower and
the pond was suitable for short-term storage.
16

Research work has shown the benefits of higher pH and low levels of
chloride and sulphate ions and most later reactor ponds contain treated
water to give a pH of 11.5 by dosing with sodium hydroxide and a (Cl~ +
304 2~) level of below 1 ppra (preferably closer to or below 0.5 ppra).
In this pond chemistry, the Magnox corrodes at about 0.1 radd and the fuel
elements are able to be stored in the reactor ponds for about 2 years if
necessary, without can penetration by corrosion.

17 Pitting corrosion may cause failure of the can during longer storage,
especially on the hotter in-reactor elements where the carbon deposit
forms a galvanic couple in which small areas of Magnox, exposed by the
cracking of the MgO+C layer on cooling, are anodic to large areas of
carbon cathode. Crevices, especially between the bottom of the splitter
blades and the can wall, are favoured positions for pitting corrosion.
The spaces between fins may become partially filled with corrosion
products, falling from other elements or precipitated from the pond water,
and also act as crevices.
18 After the initial cooling period at the power stations, the splitter
blades are removed from polyzonal elements and the lugs from herringbone
elements, so that up to 200 elements can be put in a transport skip.
These are transported to Sellafield in flasks filled with de-mineralised
water dosed to pH 11.5, with 1000 pprnf added to restrict Magnox
corrosion should an external fire increase the flask water temperature.
19 At Sellafield. the skips of fuel go currently into a buffer storage pond.
The control of water composition here is particularly difficult because
the pond has no roof. The pond is maintained at pH 11 to 11.5 by sodium
hydroxide additions and chloride content varies from 1 to 5 ppra.
In this
environment pitting corrosion may occur causing can penetration which
leads to the release of fission products from the uranium by corrosion.
Corrosion can also damage the fins making it more difficult to present the
elements properly to a de-canning machine. The buffer storage pond is
being progressively phased out following the commissioning of the new Fuel
Handling Plant (FHP) at Sellafield which is now available for Magnox and
AGR fuel storage.

20 The FHP has a new concept o£ storage based on "containers". A container
is a steel box with a loose-fitting deep lid so that the lid traps a gas
space which isolates the container water from the pond water. Therefore,
the water chemistry has been chosen to optimise the storage environment
and is not restricted by compatibility with the effluent treatment plant.
A programme of full-scale tests, started in other ponds before the FHP was
available, showed that, at pH13, the Magnox corrosion rate is very low,
about O.OSradd, and not dependent on chloride ion level up to 30ppm. The
gas in the ullage dissolves slowly in the pond water and is replaced by
the hydrogen produced by Magnox corrosion. Therefore, pHl3 has been
chosen for the Magnox storage environment in containers.

21 The gas space (ullage) is initially filled with nitrogen, however oxygen
diffuses into the container ullage from the pond water.
At pH13
non-radiolytic hydrogen, from limited Magnox corrosion, reduces this
oxygen concentration by the mechanism of recombination. A model of the
radiolysis process to explain this has been developed. It is expected
that, if the Magnox fuel is initially in good condition, the pH13
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environment will delay can penetration. Some elements may be damaged
before going into storage but the containers retain all activity releases
thus avoiding pond contamination.
22

sellafield currently accepts spent fuel from 13 Magnox power stations in
the UK and elsewhere, and spent Magnox fuel will continue to arrive at
sellafield at least until the year 2000. Temporary dry storage has been
successful at the largest British Magnox power station, wylfa, but other
stations are not expected to convert from pond storage. Dry storage at
Sellafield following wet storage at reactor has been assessed and is not
considered to be practicable, and future storage of Magnox fuel elements
at Sellafield will be in containers. The water chemistry developed for
the containers (pH13. (cl~ + 50$ 2~)
<0.5 ppra) gives every
confidence in flexible storage times to allow for buffer capacity before
reprocessing.

23 Much data on magnesium corrosion in water have been published allowing
reasonable predictions to be made of the expected corrosion behaviour.
Current BNFL R&D work is centred around assessment of chemical corrosion
inhibitors which may be even more effective than the pH control described
above.

ADVANCED GAS COOLED REACTOR FUEL STORAGE

24 The second generation of British commercial reactors is based around the
Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) design where the fuel was changed from
natural uranium metal to uranium dioxide ceramic pellets, with the uranium
enriched in U235. The Magnox alloy cladding was changed to a highly
alloyed stainless steel (20 Cr : 25 Ni : M> (Cb) stabilised). Both
measures allowed a very significant increase in reactor operating
temperatures (and hence thermal efficiency) and fuel burn-up, thus
achieving a large improvement in reactor performance including a reduction
in fuel cycle costs.
25 An AGR reactor has a graphite moderator and coolant of CO2- The fuel
assemblies consist of a fuel stringer of 8 elements stacked vertically,
each element comprising 36 stainless steel pins approximately 1.5 cm
diameter, 1 m long, arrayed in 3 concentric rings held in place by braces
and a bottom grid. The stringer is exposed to gas temperatures in the
reactor of approximately 300-600°C and resides in reactor for 1000-1500
days currently achieving mean stringer burn-up of 18 GWd/te. The reactor
design allows onload refuelling. Thus discharge of fuel occurs at a
steady rate. After a few days dry buffer storage, fuel stringers are
broken down to the eight individual elements and stored vertically,
complete with graphite sleeves, in skips in demlneralised water containing
1200 ppra B, as boric acid, for criticality control and adjusted to pH7 by
NaOH addition for approximately 200 days before wet transport to
Sellafield. Each skip holds approximately 1 te fuel.
26 AGR fuel is currently stored at Sellafield prior to reprocessing in
THORP. Fuel is received at Sellafield and the skips placed inside lidded
containers using a dry inlet facility. These containers are currently
stored for the most part in a pond filled with demineralised water. The
containers provide criticality control by segregation so no boron
additions are necessary to the water. The design of the lid allows
containers to be triple stacked.
27 The design of the container and lid are such that a gas space (ullage) can
be formed in the lid thus isolating the container contents from the bulk
pond water. However, it has been found that radiolysis of water caused by
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storing short-cooled fuel can result In
hydrogen and oxygen gases in the ullage.
after sufficient cooling time, but most
ullage in a condition that allows free
container and bulk pond water.

the formation of atmospheres of
Containers may be safely ullaged
fuel is currently stored with no
interchange of water between the

28 DémineraUsed water was chosen originally for storage of AGR irradiated
fuels on the basis that this was a non-corrosive medium for the stainless
steel parts of the fuel element and that uranium dioxide was, to all
intents and purposes, inert in water. Laboratory experiments had shown
that the general corrosion rate of 20 Cr : 25 Ni : Nb stainless steel was
less than 0.5 um/y (the limit of detection) in déminera Used water - the
fuel cladding thickness is about 400 urn. Later studies using a thin Layer
activation (TLA) technique for measuring very low corrosion rates have
suggested that the actual corrosion rates may, in fact, be several orders
of magnitude lower than this. Thus, if general corrosion were the only
degenerative mechanism with AGR fuels, then very long storage times in
demineralised water could be anticipated. However, it has been found that
the 20 Cr : 25 Ni : Nb stainless steel does become sensitised to corrosion
in water if it is irradiated within specific temperature regimes in an AGR

reactor.
29

Sensitisation of stainless steels is a widely recognised and researched
topic. It is generally recognised to be caused by free carbon in the
alloy reacting with the chromium alloying addition to form chromium
carbides (Cr23c6 or M23cotM=Cr•Fe-Ni]• typically) on metal grain
boundaries. The formation of chromium-rich carbides on grain boundaries
denudes them of the chromium alloying addition and they become sensitised
to corrosion in environments where the bulk material is passive - the
component becomes susceptible to inter-granular corrosion attack (iga) in
normally benign environments.

30 Published research and studies by BNFL, UKAEA, and CEGB have shown that
the actual sensitisation mechanism is far more complex and varied than the
simplistic model outlined in paragraph 29. However, the mechanisms by
which AGR cladding stainless steel becomes sensitised may be summarised
very generally as:

(i) Heat treatment during manufacture of the original AGR cladding
results in approximately 0.02% free carbon in the steel.
Consideration of the Cr-C-Cr23C6 equilibrium diagram shows that
sensitisation could occur at temperatures as low as 400'C. This is
not normally considered a temperature at which sensitisation is a
problem due to the very slow diffusion kinetics of carbon and
chromium. However, reactor residence times of approximately 5
years allow this sensitisation to occur.

(11)

carbon is able to diffuse into the steel during reactor operation
due to the C02 coolant decomposition. The increase in carbon
levels means that the steel can sensitise at higher temperatures.
This mechanism is limited to the depth to which carbon can diffuse
from the surface.

(iii)

Irradiation

damage

during

reactor

service

causes

complicated

metallurgical and compositional changes to occur which include the
formation of various precipitates.
31

Because of the recognised risk of fuel pin cladding corrosion through

sensitisation, the condition of AGR fuel elements has been subject to
continuous monitoring to determine the effects of increasing storage time
(longest stored fuel approximately 7 years) and increasing fuel burn-up
(initial fuel approximately 5000 MWd/te stringer mean irradiation (SMI),
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now at 18,000 MWd/te SMI, with a planned increase to 24.000 Mtfd/te SMI).
The monitoring programme takes many forms. Underwater visual examination
by both colour photography and colour TV provides the earliest data on the
condition of the fuel. Fuel storage containers can be isolated and the
container water sampled and analysed for fission products, thus providing
data on fuel pin cladding integrity. Fuel elements can be removed from
the pond and subjected to detailed destructive examination. By these
means, both visual and metallurgical examinations are performed.
32 It is not practical to examine fuel pins in a rigorous statistically
significant manner, so fuel selection is biased towards examination of the
anticipated worst cases - this means highest available burn-up fuel with a
minimum of 2-3 years storage, although some low burn up fuel has been
examined after 6 years storage. A large number of fuel pins has been
examined. In general, only superficial corrosive attack of the order of
10% of can wall thickness has been found. Thus, on the whole, the
integrity of the fuel can should be maintained for timescales consistent
with planned reprocessing schedules.
33

Some components of the fuel assembly have shown signs of more extensive
attack. A slightly different grade of stainless steel (titanium rather
than niobium stabilised) has resulted in some braces supporting the pins
in the element exhibiting loss of strength during experimental dismantling
operations. However the pond storage period of most of these susceptible
components is short, as fuel will be dismantled to increase the storage
density and place the fuel in a form suitable for reprocessing.

34 Because of the sensitisation that was being observed, it was considered
prudent to develop a suitable corrosion inhibitor so that an alternative
storage environment could be identified. Laboratory scale experiments
identified NaOH as suitable and this was operationally attractive because
of the small quantities required, radiation stability, and existing
operational experience (Magnox). The effectiveness of the NaOH inhibitor
was demonstrated by whole element immersion tests using test conditions
more corrosive than found in the storage ponds. These tests defined the
inhibitor level required to stop iga initiating. As iga has been found to
initiate during fuel storage at the reactor station, the investigations
have been extended to determine inhibitor levels required to arrest
propagating attack. Early results suggest that the inhibitor levels
required are unchanged.
35 Thus an alternative storage water chemistry has been developed.

36 As referred to in paras 19 & 20, a new Fuel Handling Plant, including
storage ponds, has recently been commissioned at Sellafield. which is a
shared facility for storage of Magnox and AGR fuels. For operational
reasons, the bulk water chemistry has been chosen as demineralised water
with NaOH dosing to give pH 11.4. Para 20 explained that as Magnox fuel
is stored in isolated (ullaged) containers, it is possible to increase the
Magnox container pH to 13 - with the fall-back position that the pH 11.4
pond water would also be inhibitive to Magnox corrosion. The appropriate
research and development has shown that pH 11.4 is compatible with AGR
fuel storage. At pH 11.4 fuel
inhibition of pin corrosion has
sensitised high irradiation pins.
components which will only be pond
not be fully inhibited.

monitoring will show to what extent
been achieved, especially for highly
Some parts of the fuel element support
stored for relatively short periods may

37 The new pond facility also includes an AGR fuel element dismantler. Here,
fuel elements will be broken down, the braces, grid and graphite sleeve
disposed of, and the fuel pins returned to the pond in slotted stainless
steel canisters.

This operation results in a 3-fold compaction and puts
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the fuel in a form suitable for reprocessing. Decay heat and other
considerations require at least 1 years storage before dismantling is

undertaken.
WATER REACTOR FUEL STORAGE

38 Spent uranium dioxide fuel from Pressurised Water Reactors (PWR's) Boiling
Water Reactors (BWR's) and Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactors (SGHWR's)
is currently stored underwater at Sellafield awaiting reprocessing. Oxide
fuel cannot be reprocessed in the existing «agnox plant and must await the

completion of the Thermal oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP).
39 On discharge from the reactors the fuel is stored for an initial cooling
period in a pond at the reactor site. BWR ponds are filled with
démineraused water, whereas PWR ponds are filled with a dilute (approx

0.2M) boric acid solution.

The boric acid occurs in PWR pools because of

the mixing between the boronated water in the reactor vessel and the bulk

pond water during refuelling operations.
ponds operating

at approximately pH 5.8

approximately pH 4.5 - 6.
40°C.

This chemistry results in BWR
- 7 and

the PWR

ponds at

Most of these ponds operate at, or below,

40 The spent fuel is transported from the reactor ponds to Sellafield in
Multi Element Bottles (MEBs) contained within heavily shielded, high
integrity, transport flasks. The MEBs are cylindrical stainless steel
vessels containing stainless steel clad "Boral" dividers between the fuel
assemblies to prevent criticality. "Boral" consists of boron carbide
particles in an aluminium matrix clad with pure aluminium and is widely
used as a neutron absorber. MBB's have been used to minimise external
flask radiation levels from crud or spalling surface layers.
41 On arrival at Sellafield, the flask is placed in the pond, opened
underwater, and the HEB containing the fuel removed. The flask is then
removed from the pond, decontaminated, and returned to service, while the
HEB is transferred to a storage frame which supports it vertically during
its storage period in the pond. The spent fuel storage pond contains
demineralised water with a purge to maintain low chloride plus sulphate
concentration.
42

Several benefits accrue by the use of MEB's; these include easier fuel

handling with less risk of damage to the assemblies, less contamination of
the storage pond and closer packing due to the "Boral" inserts between the
assemblies. They also allow control of the water chemistry around
assemblies. Certain of these MEB's contain exposed (unclad) 'Boral' which
results in the removal of oxygen, produced by radiolysis of the water in
the MEB, to
produce an ullage gas composed mainly of hydrogen. However,
the 'Boral1 in the remaining MBB's is wholly clad in stainless steel, this
does not remove oxygen, resulting in an oxygen/hydrogen mixture in the
ullage. Consequently the latter MEB's are vented to the pond water. Thus
MEB's can contain either reactor pond or Sellafield pond water.
43 To ensure that the spent fuel remains in a safe and satisfactory condition
for reprocessing, certain long cooled and high burn up assemblies have
been selected for examination. These inspections have taken many forms,
including non destructive testing and in-cave metallography,•but generally
consist of a detailed visual examination using an underwater colour

television system.

44 The importance of Instituting a monitoring programme was confirmed in 1981
when the top of a spent fuel assembly fractured while it was being moved
at Prairie Island, USA. It is understood that this incident resulted from
intergranular stress corrosion cracking occurring on the tie bars adjacent
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to the top nozzle. The monitoring programme at Sellafield has paid
particular attention to this region of the fuel assemblies.
45

No evidence of pond-induced degradation has been found at Sellafield; this
reflects the world experience in the storage of spent water reactor fuel.
Certain high burn-up and long cooled fuel is being transferred to a fuel
storage basket rather than being retained in separate MEB's. This will
facilitate regular inspections of this selected fuel and reveal any time
dependent degradation.

SUMMARY

46

Reprocessing of Magnox fuels in the current reprocessing plant is expected
to continue beyond the turn of the century based on the Magnox stations
achieving their planned lifetimes. The THORP plant is to be commissioned
in 1990 and has an anticipated initial design life of 20 years.

4"?

Whilst reprocessing of fuels continues at Sellafield, storage of
irradiated fuels prior to, and as a buffer to, the reprocessing operation
will continue. BNFL are convinced that the wet storage strategies
developed by the Company are satisfactory for storage periods consistent
with planned reprocessing timescales. Over thirty years of fuel storage
experience has led to the following conclusions concerning pond storage
strategies for the various fuels stored currently at Sellafield.

RESUME OF CURRENT STORAGE PHILOSOPHY

48 The current regime for Magnox fuels during pond storage in the new Fuel
Handling Plant, prior to reprocessing, is in containers, ullaged for
isolation from pond conditions, with NaOH dosing to pH 13 and chloride
plus sulphate below 0.5 ppra.
49 AGR fuel has been stored since 1979 at Sellafield. The post storage
examination performed to date on fuel which has not reached full
irradiation levels suggests that storage in treated water should retain
the fuel in a condition compatible with subsequent dismantling and
reprocessing over the tiraescales envisaged.
50 Water reactor fuel has been stored since 1969, mainly in démineraused
water. An extensive fuel element monitoring programme has not revealed
any dégradation due to pond storage.
51

Recent major projects at Sellafield have included a new Fuel Handling
Plant, which allows containerised storage of AGR and Magnox fuel.
Containerisation can provide close chemical control of the storage
environment. New Magnox decanning and AGR dismantling facilities are
included. A Site Ion Exchange Plant (SIXEP) has been commissioned to
reduce discharges to the environment.

52 Current investigations include alternative corrosion inhibitors for Magnox
fuel, optimisation of storage conditions for sensitised AGR fuel materials
with further development of container ullage gas control, and continued
fuel element monitoring for oxide fuels.
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Abstract
A description of spent fuel handling and storage concept at La Hague
industrial scale reprocessing plants (UP2-800 and UP-3) is presented,

including the design of special storage baskets which allow to
achieve optimal storage capacity, design and main principles of the
work of heat exchangers and pool water treatment units and other

improvements which were made in order to increase safety, reliability,
seismic resistance and automation.

INTRODUCTION

The important increase in French nuclear ' energy production and in
foreign spent fuel contracts led COGEMA to entrust SGN (a French
company within the CEA group) with the -construction of two
industrial scale reprocessing plants, UP2-800 and UP3 to be
respectively commissioned in 1991 and 1988 (annual reprocessing
capacity 800 tons of uranium per plant ). In these plants, while
awaiting reprocessing, the fuels have to be stored two or three
years in large storage pools. The experience gained in France in the
past 25 years in underwater storage of GG and LWR spent fuels
allowed SGN to improve both process and safety of this type of
storage.
These improvements and the advanced concept are described below.
DESCRIPTION OF BITENSION OP THE LA HAGUE PLANTS

The first underwater LWR fuel receipt and storage facility, HAO, was
commissioned in 1975. This installation is equipped with a pool
capable of holding 400 tu through which transit the fuels intended
to supply the UP2-400 reprocessing plant operated by COGEMA at the
rate of 400 TU/year.
The need to extend this storage capacity led to the following units
which therefore have been erected or are presently under
construction (See figure 1).
- A receiving unit for road convoys which convey the fuels in their
transport casks to the La Hague facility. This unit, called AML,
was commissioned in 1981. It is designed for buffer storage of the
casks before their unloading or their shipment after unloading ;
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- An underwater unloading unit for the transport casks (NPH),
commissioned in February "981 (nominal receiving capacity 800 tons
of uranium per year) ;
- A fuel storage pool. This initial pool, capacity of 2,000 tons
uranium, foras part of the NPH facility. It was commissioned in
February 1981 ;
- A second fuel storage pool (Pool C) was commissioned in March 1984
(capacity 2,000 tons of uranium) ;
- A dry unloading installation for transport casks, called To
(nominal receiving capacity 300 tons of uranium per year) to be
commissioned in 1986.
- Two additional storage pools (Pool D and Pool E similar to Pool C)
which will be operational in 1986 and 1988 (capacity 2,000 tons of
uranium for pool D, 4,000 tons of uranium for pool E).
In the initial phase, these installations will allow the receiving
and temporary storage of fuels reaching La Hague. They will then
supply fuels to the UP3 and subsequently the UP2-800 reprocessing
plants.
To achieve maximum
flexibility in the operation of the
installations, the storage pools, unloading units and reprocessing
plants will all be interconnected through the pools.
This complex of about 10,000 tons storage is the largest of the
world çoday.

ETON)

Fig. 1 : GENERAL LAÏODT OF RECEIVING AHD STORAGE INSTALLATIONS
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SPENT FUEL ELEMENTS RECEIVING INSTALLATIONS ; HAO, WPH AND To

The construction of the different pools having been spread over in
time, advanced techniques, including many design improvements
compared to basic solutions, have been incorporated. These
improvements allowed to simplify both operating conditions and
design of these units.
- HAO facility

The 400 t U/year receiving capacity of the facility is obtained by
one unloading line, consisting of :
. 1 cask receiving hall
. 1 unloading basin connected to the storage pool by a canal
. 3 cask preparation cells.
The following operations are performed :

. receiving and monitoring of casks
. cooling down of fuel elements and cask (maximum permissible
residual power of the casks limited to 40 kw)
. immersion in unloading basin
. opening of cask
. unloading of fuel elements by means of the manually operated pole
crane and placing in* storage baskets
. transfer of baskets to storage pool
. emptying and external decontamination of unloaded casks
. monitoring and removal of cask.
Operating of the facility is essentially manual, e.g. the cask
preparation is manual and the pole crane for fuel element handling
is operated manually by operators from a small stand pertaining to
the pole crane. Maintenance of active equipment is performed
manually using mobile radiation shielding as required.
- HPH facility

Two underwater unloading lines are necessary for the reception of
300 casks per year (with a maximum permissible residual power of
85 kW) corresponding approximately to 800 t U/year.
Each line consists of :
- 1 cask receiving hall
- 2 preparation cells
- 1 unloading basin connected to the storage pool.
The NPH facility fulfills the same functions as the HAO facility
(See figure 2).
In addition, a cask internal cavity maintenance facility (AEC) was
built in order to perform the following major operations under safe
containment :

. high pressure washing of cask internal cavity
. replacement and high pressure washing of cask internal structures
for the transportation of another type of fuel
. maintenance of cask plugs, i.e. decontamination and replacement
seals.
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NPH facility

DIM.' Qnnn
Figure 2 : BAUBLING OPERATIONS IN THE HPH FACILITY

Operating of the facility is essentially maniai. Cask preparation is
manual with certain improvements such as tool motorizations or
possibility to use additional biological shleldings when performing
certain operations. Unloading proper is carried out by means of the
pole crane operated manually by operators from a stand pertaining to
the pole crane.
All the pieces of equipment (pumps, valves, filters) installed in
the NPH circuits conveying fluids with activity concentration over
5 10.-2 Ci/m3 can be remotely maintained.

- To facility
To is one of the head-end facilities of the ÜP3 plant. It has been
designed for dry unloading of 200 casks per year, i.e. approximately
800 t 0/year, taking into account the capacity of the received
casks.
Studying dry unloading has made it possible to improve the unloading
process as follows :
- reduction of the time needed for cask processing and therefore
decrease in personnel dose equivalent rates,
- non-contamination of the cask external surface (contrary to wet
unloading where the cask is contamined by the pool water), thus
avoiding systematic decontamination of the cask,
- reduction of the volume of liquid waste to be treated if compared
with wet unloading which generates waste for Internal and external
cooling and external decontamination of the casks,
- higher automatization level of the process.
NOTA : Considering the connecting system used in the To facility,
only the following casks can be received :
. TN 12/2, TN 13/2, TN 17/2
. LK 100.
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Only one unloading line is necessary to unload 800 t U/year instead
of two in the wet unloading facilities.
The facility mainly consists of :
- 1 cask receiving hall
- 1 unloading cell, connected to the storage pool (Pool D) by a
canal, consisting of :
1 cask connecting system
2 individual fuel element cooling wells
1 fuel element handling crane
- 1 preparation cell for internal cavity rinsing and preparation of
the cask to be returned.
The following
figure 3) :

operations

are

performed

in

this

facility

(see

- receiving and monitoring of casks
- preparation of the cask before it is connected
- connection of the cask under the unloading cell in such a way that
containment is maintained during unloading and that the cask plug
is not contaminated externally
- unloading of the fuel elements one by one and individual cooling
prior to underwater storage
- preparation of the cask before return.

TO facility

Figure 3 : HANDLING OPERATIONS IN To FACILITY

NOTA : A cask maintenance facility specific to To was not
considered -necessary since the capacity of the AEC facility
associated with the NPH unloading facility is sufficient for
both NPH and To.
Operating

Apart from the cask preparation which remains manual under shielding
protection, all other unloading operations are automated in the dry
unloading process, thus reducing the dose equivalent rates of the
facility operators.
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In addition, since the time needed for cask processing is shorter
due to the high capacity of the received casks, the receiving rate
can be maintained (800 t ü/year) by operating the facility five days
a week in three 8-hour shifts, thus reducing considerably the
operating personnel (3 teams) with respect to wet unloading (5
teams).
IMPROVEMENTS IN STORAGE POOLS

As it can be seen in figure 4, these improvements mainly concern the
pool structure, the water cooling and treatment as well as
operating. Three stages are to be distinguished :

HAO, 1975
NPH, 1981
Pools C, D, E 1984 - 1988
- Structure
Neoprene supports
- The HAO pool (400 tU) is anchored in the soil. It has been
designed to withstand an intensity VII earthquake (MSK scale).

- The NPH pool (2,000 to) consits of four basins separated by
cofferdams and anchored in the soil. Such an arrangement enables
the pool to withstand an intensity VII earthquake (MSK scale).
- Pools C, D, E (total 8,000 tu) have a Ü structure which offers
better seismic resistance.
Each pool is built in the form of a large 1.5 meter thick vessel,
resting on a raft independent of any adjacent structure by means
of two rows of columns overlaid by neoprene supports. This system
is able to absorb the differences due to stresses of thermal
origin (temperature of pool water up to 100°C) and seismic origin
(intensity VIII in the scale MSK).

Spent fuel strorage pools are constituted by a concrete structure
covered by a stainless steel lining. This lining, composed of a
metal plate assembly must be perfectly water tight and perfectly
even.
A patended system has been implemented for the storage pool lining
installations.
This system allows :
.
.
.
.
.
.

100 $ weld x-ray radiography, during construction and operation,
pool to be built with walls perfectly even,
good resistance to seismic and thermal stress,
drainage and identification of leaks origin,
tiae savings during construction,
stress absorption of hydraulic pressures.
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• Water cooling and purification
In HAO and NPH, water cooling and purification are achieved by
external circuits.
. The cooling circuits are mainly composed of circulating pumps and
plate type heat exchangers connected to dry towers with forced
draught. The temperature of the pool water is maintained at UO°C
in normal operation and 60°C in accidental situation (acceptable
for a short time).
. The pool water is decontaminated resins by passage through ion
exchange columns - Cationic and anionic resins are periodically
regenerated and then replaced after two to five years. These
operations need numerous equipment and produces active effluents
and waste (resins which have to be collected, stored and then
treated by incorporation into a matrix.
The activity of the pool water is maintained below 5 10-^ Ci/m3.
- In the pools C, D and E, the use of immersed ionic and thermic
exchangers NYMPHEA allows the elimination of active external
circuits thus :

. limiting the hazards of pool water leaks in the facility.
reducing maintenance operations and therefore also personnel
radiation exposure

. reducing the civil engineering.

Figure 5 : POOL WATEH COOLING UNIT
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• NYMPHEA heat exchanger :
Figure 5 shows the NYMPHEA patented cooling unit designed by SGN,
which is immersed in the pool itself. The unit is fixed along the
pool walls and is connected to the secondary cooling system by
piping placed above the water. It is easy to dismantle and
consists of three parts of AISI 304 L SS steel : the body, the
exchanger and the motor pumpset (total weight 30 kN). The heat
exchanger has 500 tubes designed to remove 1 MWt with a nominal
pool water flow rate of 90 m3. h'1. The NYMPHEA unit is powered by
a 5 kW motor, its height is 7.5 m, it has an immersed length of
6 m, and is 0.8 m in diameter. If the-pump stops, heat exchange is
maintained by a thermosiphon effect. The pool water temperature
then rises to 60°C.
• hTMKMK* ionic exchanger
Using the same motor pumpset, the ionic NYMPHEA exchangers are
operational at the La Hague Plant, in Pool C, since April 1984
(fig. 6).

FIGURE 6 : POOL WATER TREATMENT UNIT
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An exchanger unit is made up of 3 removable, interchangeable
parts :
-

circulation (motor driven pump grund and suction box)
support elements (supports exchangers and stirs treated water),
ionic exchanger (1 or several elements) comprising :
. a cylindrical shell
an internal ring shaped
exchange resins.

cartridge

containing

the

ion

The technical characteristics, for an exchanger with a height of
5 meters and a diameter of 0,9 m are :
. resin volum
.. weight of full exchanger
flowrate

1,700 1
3 t
300 m3.h-1

Installed since 1984, 6 NYMPHEA ionic exchangers have maintained
the pool C activity level less than 5.10~^ Ci/m3 without
cartridges removal. The average decontamination factor is about
10. In addition to its purifying capacity, this type of exchanger
also provides :

good water homogeneity by stirring
. mechanical filtering through strainers
upstream from the resin bed.

or

filters

placed

The number of units to be installed depends of the volume of water
to be treated and on the condition of fuel stored in the pool.
• Operating

Operating and management of pools C, D and E are fully automatic.
For example, operators are no longer needed to operate the pole
cranes like in the HAO and NPH pools. Automation has been made
possible by the excellent eveness of the pool bottom.
The use of the NYMPHEA units for cooling and treatment of the pool
water has highly simplified the operating of these functions and the
maintenance of these units which is simple and realised with the
pool gripping device (e.g. pole crane).
TYPICAL POOL STORAGE

The pools were designed to store the large majority of light water
fuels. During cask unloading, the fuels are placed in special bins
called baskets, capable of holding 9 to 16 fuel elements. Several
types of basket can be used, depending on the geometry of the
different fuels (however, all the baskets have the same external
geometry).
Figure 7 shows the special storage baskets which were designed and
built to achieve optimal storage capacity. This makes it possible to
store 16 BWR fuel elements or 9 PWH fuel elements (using boronated
steel jackets) in an area of about 1 m^. The capacity of 560 baskets
per pool was adopted to guarantee maximum operating flexibility. The
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Figure 7 : PWR AHD BHR Irradiated fuel storage baskets

nominal capacity of each pool Is thus 2,000 tons of uranium (for
fuel elements with an average uranium mass of 390 Kg). If a more
compact basket configuration were adopted, the number of storable
baskets could be raised to 700. If, in addition, the pool were used
exclusively to store standard irradiated PWR fuels with 460 kg of
uranium, its capacity could be raised to 3.000 tons of initial
uranium.

A typical pool has the following general characteristics :
- storage capacity
- normal pool water temperature
. maylïïuim temperature in operation
- cooling capacity
- pool water volume
- number of baskets for PWR ou BWR
fuels
- length, width, depth
- water height

about 2,000 tons of uranium,
408C
45°C
up to 16 MWt
about 12,000 m3
560 to 600

83 m, 17 m, 11 m
9 m.

The pool rests on a raft, independent of any nearby construction,
by means of two rows of pillars surmounted by neoprene supports.
The 4 to 6 mm thick A316L stainless steel lining is completely
radiographed.
The pool water is cooled by heat exchangers immersed in the pool
connected to forced-draught cooling towers. In normal operation,
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each unit allows to remove 1 MWt (pool water temperature 4Q°C). If
the pump stops operating, heat exchange is maintained by a
thermosyphon effect. The pool water temperature then rises to
around 6u°C.
The treatment of water is ensured by ionic NYMPHEA exchangers
which maintain pool activity at less than 5 10"1* Ci/m3.
CONCLUSION

We hope that this paper will give a good idea of our technical
alastery of the pool type spent fuel receiving and storage.
Improvements were made in order to increase safety, reliability,
seismic resistance and automation. At the same time, cost investment
and personnel dose rates could also be reduced.
SGN is ready to share its experience in this field with all of those
faced with similar spent fuel storage conditions.
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SURVEILLANCE OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF SPENT FUEL
ASSEMBLIES AT LONG-TERM WET STORAGE
CONDITIONS AT OLKBLUOTO POWER PLANT SITE

J.P. SALO
Industrial Power Company Ltd,
Helsinki
E. VITIKAINEN
Metals Laboratory,
Technical Research Centre of Finland,
Espoo

Finland
Abstract

Industrial Power Company Ltd (TVO) operates two boiling
water reactor units of ASEA-ATOM design at Olkiluoto, southwestern Finland. TVO has prepared a programme for management
of spent fuel in the future as required by the decision in
principle of the Finnish Government. The long-term wet storage
is part of the programme. An interim storage facility,
TVO-KPA-STORE, is being built at Olkiluoto. According to the
timeschedule the first phase of the facility will be completed
in December 1987.
The first part of this paper describes briefly the design
criteria and structure of the interim storage facility. Also
the storage and fuel inspection eauipment to be used will be
peresented.
The second part of the paper deals with the spent fuel
surveillance aspects: execution of the spent fuel surveillance
programme in the TVO-reactor pools and outlines for the
surveillance programme in TVO-KPA-STORE to be taken into use in
the future.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial Power Company Ltd (TVO) operates two boiling
water reactor units of ASEA-ATOM design at Olkiluoto, in the
south-western Finland. Both units have a rated capacity of
710 MWnet.

In Finland the utility is responsible for its entire spent
fuel management. TVO has prepared a programme for management of
spent fuel in the future as required by the decision in
principle of the Finnish Government /!/. Generally, the spent
fuel management policy in Finland is discussed in reference /2/.
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Figure 1.

TVO-KPA-STORE, Illustration in perspective (Teollisuuden Voima Oy) .

In accordance with its programme, TVO is prepared to take
all the necessary measures in Finland and to study at the same
time the possibilities to transfer the spent fuel permanently
abroad. If the latter alternative is not chosen, the spent fuel
will be deposited in the bedrock in Finland after a period of
interim storage.
In order to ensure adequate storage capacity for spent
fuel, TVO is building an interim storage facility, the
TVO-KPA-STORE, at Olkiluoto. According to the time schedule,
the first stage of the facility will be completed in December
1987.
Wet storage is a proven technology and no degradation due
to storage have been observed for Zircaloy-clad fuel. Fast
adoption of new fuel designs in Finland and increasing discharge
burnups have lead to the fact that no directly referable
storaging experience exists in other countries. Thus, for
long-term wet storage some surveillance is justified to ensure
that there are no slow degradation mechanisms affecting fuel
integrity in our fuel designs.
TVO carries out a surveillance programme for spent fuel in
the reactor pools and is considering the scope of the surveillance programme for the spent fuel to be stored in the TVO-KPASTORE.
2.

SPENT FUEL AND STORAGE FACILITIES AT OLKILUOTO

Fuel assemblies used at Olkiluoto are presently
manufactured either by AB ASEA-ATOM (AA) or by Kraftwerk Union
AG (KWU). The AA- fuel assemblies have originally been of type
8x8 fuel but TVO has also started the implementation of the new
SVEA fuel. As to KWU, first complete reload of type 9x9 fuel
was delivered to Olkiluoto in 1985.
About one fourth of the fuel assemblies in both Olkiluoto
reactors are replaced every year (together about 250 assemblies
per year). Spent fuel removed from the reactor is initially
stored in the pools in the reactor hall. After reracking the
reactor hall pools, there is a storage capacity of roughly 1000
assemblies in both units. If the spent fuel was not transferred
elsewhere, the pools in unit TVO I would be filled up by 1988.
Those in unit TVO II contain enough space until the early 1990s.
The design principles of the interim storage facility, the
TVO-KPA-STORE, under construction at Olkiluoto, Fig. 1, are
presented in detail in reference /3/. Some important design
bases are:
The capacity of the storage facility will be sufficient for
all the spent fuel produced by both power plant units
during their operating life time of 30 years, ie.
approximately 1270 tU. The storage facility can also be
enlarged further from the above mentioned capacity.
The facility is planned to have a service life of 60 years
and the storage time of a single fuel assembly is 40 years
at maximum.
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The facility will be built in several stages on the
Olkiluoto nuclear power plant site. The first stage of the
facility will be ready for use in the late 1987.
3.

FUEL INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

A proper fuel assembly performance during reactor operation is
ascertained by performing routine pool-side fuel assembly
examinations. The strategy adopted for fuel examinations is to
minimize the extensiveness of tasks to be performed during refuelling shutdowns by concentrating the examinations within
operating cycles. A summary of fuel performance experience and
results of the fuel assembly examinations are presented in
reference /4/.
The most important fuel examination equipments existing at
present at TVO I and TVO II are listed in Table I. It can be
mentioned that the oxide layer thickness measuring equipment was
developed in cooperation between TVO and the Technical Research
Centre of Finland, VTT. The Instrument Laboratory of VTT had
the main responsibility for designing and manufacturing the
equipment. A picture of the equipment is in Figure 2 and the
description of the development work of oxide layer thickness
measuring equipment can be found in reference /5/.
Also in Table I is presented the fuel examination equipment
planned to be purchased to the TVO-KPA-STORE. It will be
possible to separate fuel bundles from fuel channels and to
perform visual inspections and oxide layer thickness measurements, if considered necessary.
TABLE I.

FUEL EXAMINATION EQUIPMENT AT TVO I AND TVO II

EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

LOCATION

Periscope

Instrument Technology Inc.

Common for
TVO I and TVO II

Channel replacement

AB ASEA-ATOM

TVO I + TVO II

Fuel lift

AB ASEA-ATOM

TVO I + TVO II

Channel measurement

AB ASEA-ATOM

equipment

equipment

Common for

TVO I and TVO II

Oxide layer thickness
measuring equipment

Technical Research
Centre of Finland, VTT

Common for
TVO I and TVO II

Collimator for gamma
scanning

AB ASEA-ATOM

TVO I

In-core sipping

AB ASEA-ATOM

equipment

Common for
TVO I and TVO II

Fuel examination equipment planned to be purchased to the
TVO-KPA-STORE:

periscope
channel replacement equipment

fuel lift
SVEA rig
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1.
2.

Control unit
Fischerscope

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Terminal
Modem
Refuelling machine
Measuring unit
Fuel bundle

8.

Fuel lift

Figure 2- Drawing showing the oxide thickness measuring
equipment in the reactor hall pool

4.

SPENT FUFL SURVEILLANCE IN THE REACTOR POOLS

Spent fuel surveillance consists of pool water surveillance
and periodical spent fuel inspections. In addition, the
condition of fuel is observed by the operators during handling,
transfer and storaging.
Surveillance of pool structural parts, such as liner, racks
etc., and fuel handling equipment belong to the plant
maintenance programme and therefore is not discussed here.

To date, two assemblies have been chosen for the periodical
surveillance in the reactor pools. Visual inspections by the
periscope and oxide thickness measurements using the eddy
current equipment are performed regularly. Visual inspections
are documented using Fuel assembly - Visual inspection assembly
charts, shown in appendix 1, and photographs.
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Inspections have been performed in 1982 and 1985: depending
on the results of the next inspections (1987) the frequency will
be decided (5 - 10 years). Also, experience gained in other
countries affects future decisions.
Conditions in the pools are followed by controlling
activity and chemistry of the pool water. Spent fuel
surveillance program contains recording of the time behaviour of
gamma activity, Cl-, Fe- and F-content, pH, conductivity and
solid impurities (SiC>2/ filter rest) in the pool water.

Actual values of the above mentioned parameters are collected
yearly from the routine operation control records. An example
of the pH-value and conductivity behaviour records are given in
appendix 2.
All surveillance documents are collected in a special
surveillance file, which also contains written instructions for
the surveillance measures and the handling histories of the

assemblies included in the surveillance programme.

5.

SPENT FUEL SURVEILLANCE IN THE KPA-STORE

Spent fuel pool conditions in the KPA-STORE will be very
similar to the conditions in the reactor pools. Therefore,
principally the same system as described above for the reactor

pools will be followed.
In addition to the present assemblies at least one high
burnup assembly (around 40 MWd/kgU) will be taken in the
surveillance programme in 1987 when the KPA-STORE will be taken
into use. Decision has not yet been made when and which of the

assemblies intended in the surveillance programme will be moved
into the KPA-STORF.

Experience in other countries has shown that the growth of
oxide layer thickness under pool storage conditions is
negligible /6/. Therefore discussion on the necessity of the
oxide measurements in the spent fuel surveillance is going on
also in Finland.

One possibility is that the spent fuel surveillance
programme in the KPA-STORE will only comprise pool water
surveillance and operator observations during storage and
handling operations. In that case, the present surveillance
programme in the reactor pools will be continued and the results
concerning fuel assembly behaviour will be utilized in the
KPA-store surveillance programme. One can pressume that the
possible differences in the pool conditions are insignificant in
regard to fuel behaviour.
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Appendix 1
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STORAGE OF THE HWRR LOW BURN-UP FUEL
Y.C. CHUN YU-QUING
Institute of Atomic Energy,
Beijing, China

Abstract

In this study the general approach, safety aspects and technological
procedures of handling, testing and storage of the fuel from HeavyWater Research Reactor are described. Some analytical data of the

storage pool 's water are presented.

The uranium dioxide is used as the fuel for the HWRR.
Because the capacity of the reactor spent fuel pit is not
sufficient for the discharged fuels, we will take some
measures as follows:
1. To tap potentialities for the reactor spent fuel pit
The assembly seat arrangement in the spent fuel pit
is showed in the figure 1.

Fig. l The assembly seat arrangement.
The original assembly seats
The new seats added after improvement

The figure 1 shows that one of the measures in extending
spent fuel pit capacity is to increase another new seat
between the original two seats. The capacity can be extended by a foctor of 1 . 5 « The problem related to critical
safety and the radiation level in the working area has
been considered. The results indicated that the extended
program is feasible.
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2. To reuse low burnup assemblies
HWRR is equipped with high temperature high pressure
loop for fuel testing. At present, it is being used to
irradiate the fuel assemblies for Qin-Shan nuclear power
plant of our country. Because -3/6 of reactivity of the
HWRR would be wasted by the fuel testing installation, The
HWRR will be forced to discharge the fuel assemblies frequently. At conclusion of fuel testing, 156 assemblies of
low burnup which is no more than 5X10 MWD/TU will be
discharged from the reactor and the load of spent fuel
pit will be increased. According to it's original capacity,
it has difficulties with long storage. From economy point
of view, if these low burnup assemblies is acted as spent
fuel disposing, it will be run to waste greatly. Consequently, It has been decided that 156 assemblies of low
burnup will be reused. Thus, The using period of validity
in the spent fuel pit will be prolonged. 63 new assemblies
will be saved equivalently. In order to make it successful,
we have to adopt a lot of safety measures:
(1). Safety operation
This is mainly to keep the integrity of the fuel
assemblies and to prevent the light water from being

carried into the reactor. The process channel with the fuel
assembly which has been discharged from reactor is put into
sleeve with deionized water imaediately. Then it is sealled
and transferred to spent fuel pit. When the fuel assemblies
is reused, they can be taken out of sleeve and put into
special tube with heavy water to wash ou.t. After that, it
is lifted out to dry up. Finally, it can be extered into
the reactor.
(2). Careful storage

That means controlling water quality and protecting
process channel fro« corrosion. The process channel made
of aluminium will be stored in cold water for two years.
The requests of indication for controlling water quality
are as follows:
A. specific resistance 5X

B. PH 6-6.5;
C. CÎ" O.lppra;
D. Pb*+ 0.05ppa;
E. Cu"*" 0.05ppm.
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84 assemblies of low burnup had been discharged from
december, 1984 to february 1986. The analyzing results of
water quality in part of sleeves are shown in the table 1.

Table 1. the analyzing results for water quality
Dec. 84
spe.
Sleeve resis.
No.
xio^a PH

50
43
62
51

2-6-1
2-6-2
2-6-3
2-6-4
2-6-5
2-6-6
2-6-7
2-6-8

48
46
50
37

2-5-1

62

2-5-2

67
56
29

2-5-3
2-5-4

Mar. 85

Apl.85

Jul.85

Sep. 85

spe.
resis.

spe.
resis.

spe.
resis.

spe.
resis.

xio^rz.

6.1
6.3
6.4
6.0
5.9
5.9
5.9
5.8
6.4 5.2
6.3
6.3
6.9

PH

xio\a

PH

xioV

PH

xio^n

PH

7.7

6.1

7.5
4.0
5.6
4.9
7.3

6.1
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.9
6.8
6.8
6.7
6.6

0.2

6; 5 5.0

10.7

6.6
6.6
7.7

6.1

5.9
3-9
6.9
10.7
8.8
3.9

6.7
6.7
6.9

From the table 1, we know the original specific resistance value of deionized water in the sleeve is (29-67)X10
-£I-cm, PH=6.1-6.9. After storaye for seven months, the
specific resistance in two of the sleeves are decreased to

7.7X10^ -cm, PH=6.1. Durind nine months of storage, the
specific resistance of water quality in five of sleeves are
decreased to less than 5X10 Jl-cm. They had been replaced
with new deionized water in time. According to the measuring results, we think that it is propor to replace the
deionized water ance six months.

3» Check before being put back to the reactor
Examining will consist of using close circuit television,
.video equipment and phototelescop, dissecting the spent
process channel, analyzing content of uranium as well as
fission gases. Our purpose is to prove whether these assemblies are integrated.
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Furthermore, the suspended matter has been growing in
the water of spent fuel pit for years. So that the transparency of water is greatly fallen off. It affects the
operating under the water. Consequintly, we had purified
the water in the spent fuel pit to remove the suspended

matter and the radioactivity particles which were accumulated during the long period. After that, the accumulated
radioactivity collected on the sewage filter amounts to
about 0.5 Ci. At present, the transparency of the water in

the spent fuel pit has been improved greatly.
As a rule, the Gamma radiation level in the working

area is limited to l-5mR/h, and tritium consentration in
air is about 10~
Ci/1 in the spent fuel pit room.

Conclusion
As has been indicated above, in order to guarantee the
operating condition and discharging of the HWRR, we have

taken several effective measure which will bring about an
evident economical potency. However, there are a lot of
troubles, too, such as, the aperating of high radioactivity,
safety transferring, controlling of water quility and so
on. Although this work costs us 1,200 working-day, 63 new

assemblies which costs 2,000,000 yuan will be recovered,
and the using period of validity of the reactor spent fuel

pit will be prolonged.
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PART II
SELECTED ASPECTS OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE
AT WET CONDITIONS

BEHAVIOUR OF RBMK SPENT FUEL
ASSEMBLIES IN WATER COOLED POOLS
I.A. VAROVIN, A.P. EPERIN, S.A. NIKIFOROV,
V.G. SHEVCHENKO
Leningrad Nuclear Power Plant

S.N. BOCHKAREVA, E.A. KONSTANTINOV,
A.P. NESTERENKO, V.M. SEDOV, E.V. SENIN
All-Union Project and Research Institute of
Complex Power Technology
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

This paper deals with spent fuel storage reliability in
cooling pools. The "behaviour of spent fuel assemblies with
burn-up from 16S6 to 18720 MWd/tU and with 8-year storage period is studied. Assessments of corrosion rate values for spent
fuel assembly structural materials in pool storage are made.
The mechanical properties in storage are found to be practically

unchanged» It is shown that corrosion products deposition on
fuel assembly surfaces is the source of radioactive contamination of the pool. Conclusion is made that spent fuel long-term
storage in cooling pools and reuse of underirradiated fuel assemblies in RBMK reactors are possible.

RBMK-1000 fuel assembly consists of two subassemblies connected in series with central load-carrying zirconium pin.
Each subassembly contains 18 fuel elements, six of which are in
the inner row and twelve are in the outer row. The fuel element
is 13.6 mm in diameter. Spacing between elements is achieved by
means of spacer grids. The element cladding with 0.9 mm wall
thickness is made of zirconium alloy (Zr + 1$ Nb). Originally
1.8% enriched uranium-235 oxide sintered pellets and currently
2.0% enriched uranium oxide fuels are used (Pig.1). The structures of fuel assemblies and "elements and their operation parameters are given in detail in /1 - 3/.
Fuel assemblies are discharged from the reactor when the
design burn-up is achieved or because of engineering and process
limitations /5/.
RBMK irradiated fuel assemblies discharged from the reactor
are placed in water cooling pools located in reactor halls.
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Pig.1. Fuel assembly of RBIffi reactor: 1 - PA; 2 - fuel
assembly, pos.1 (fuel element); 3 - plug; 4 - fuel pellet;
5 - cladding; 6 - spring; 7 - bushing; 8 - end piece
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As the cooling pool is filled, the fully irradiated fuel
assemblies are transported to the long-term storage pools and
the partially irradiated assemblies may be reused in the reactor /4 - 6/.
The cooling pools in the reactor halls are open reservoirs,
700 m^ in volume each, 13000 x 4200 z 17000 mm sized, inner
lined with 3 mm thick stainless steel of Z18H10T type. The water
quality is of the following values: pH is 5.5-8.0; specific conductivity is é 300.0 /«.S/m at 25°C: Cl-ion concentration is
£100 /«.g/l; iron content is ± 1000 yu-g/1; oil concentration
is £. 200 /K.g/1 /7/. The cooling poola have cooling and water
cleaning systems.
The cooling system is brought to use as the cooling pool
water temperature reaches 40-45°C. As the specific conductivity
value exceeds 300.0 y^S/m, the cleaning system is turned to
maximum load operation.
Spent fuel assemblies are stored in the pool by two methods.
Intact fuel assemblies are placed directly in the cooling pool
and defective ones are charged into separate cans. Thus, defective PA localization is made which decreases fission products
and corrosion materials entering into the pool water. Many years
of observations on radionuclide content in pool water allowed to
determine the range of activity changes regarding the specific
radionuclides. It is from 185 Bq/1. to 1.85 10 Bq/1 for corrosion materials and from 229 Bq/1 to 1.63 10 Bq/1 for fission products. It is found also that the radionuclide concentration in
the water in cans is over the concentration values in cooling
pool water by a factor of ten.
As a part of RBMK spent fuel investigation the mechanical
properties of zirconium alloy and its corrosion resistance were
studied. The mechanical properties of fuel element cladding were
studied with samples cut from fuel elements of assemblies with
different burn-up (up to design burn-up) and storage time in the
at-reactor cooling pool up to 8-year period. The assessment of
these properties was performed once every two years.
The study results have shown that the spent fuel storage
in the cooling pool for 8-year period since discharge does not
sufficiently change the mechanical properties. The values of
these properties have the following limits /6, 8/:
ultimate strength is 500-670 MPa;
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yield strength, is 400-600 MPa;
elongation is 7.8-2256.
The most attention was concentrated on the fuel cladding
corrosion studies since the corrosion process is very important
for long-term pool storage. It should be noted that before cleaning by ion-exchangers /9/, Cl- and F-ion content in cooling
pool water changed over a wide range. Thus, Cl-ion concentration reached 1140 ppb and F-ion concentration was 230 ppb.
Studies were made with, the samples cut from fuel element
claddings of the outer and Inner rows with 400 mm pitch along
the assembly height and with different burn-up and cooling time
in pool storage. It should be noted that during PA operation,

the fuel element cladding corrosion was the most efficient in
the places of maximum burn-up where the maximum corrosion deposit layer was formed. The oxide film was formed under the deposits which was 80-100 jt,m in the maximum burn-up region that is
under the spacer grids, and it was 10-15 Atm in the gas collector location /6/.
It is found that the cladding material under RBMK reactor
operation conditions has a tendency to nodular corrosion /6/.
The nodular corrosion to 100 _/um depth was also observed in
boiling reactors in Japan, PRG and Finland on fuel element clad-

dings of Zry-type alloys with burn-up up to 30 GWd/tU /10/.
In pool storage conditions the maximum growth of oxide
film occurs under spacer grids and in the adjacent places as
well as at the distance of 1.0-1.5 m above and below the active
length, and it is 3-5 jum/&.
It is found in some samples that after 8-year storage
period the hydrogen content increases by 30-40$ relative to its
content in cladding after 1.5-2 year residence in the pool
storage.

These assessments may be pessimistic, since the studies
were done with the fuel assemblies stored for rather a long time
in cooling pools with the water of low quality, which parameters
are given in /9/.
As the water cleaning system was put into operation, the
water quality was substantially improved. Thus, the total Cl-,
F-ion content was decreased to 100 ppm. This allows to expect
the cladding material corrosion rate decrease.
The results of fuel rod state assessment, obtained by the

method of constant activity distribution scanning, have shown
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that the fuel rod mobility is kept within the limits of the
operational specifications. Compensatory volume decrease and
hence the spring shrinkage do not exceed 20%. Spacing increase
between the pellets is minor.
The investigation of deposits on the surfaces of fuel
assemblies of different burn-up and residence time in the cooling pool is of great interest /11 - 13/.
Deposit formation processes on PA structural elements were
previously studied on representative samples. The quantity of
weakly fixed, loose deposits, on the samples which remained in
the forced multiple circulation loop for 13000 hours was
8.0 g/m2 for stainless steel and 0.9 g/m2 for Zry /13/. Similar

loose deposits are formed on fuel elements too.
Deposit falling off and washing from PA surfaces bring to
the cooling pool water contamination. Hence, the main sources
of the cooling pool water contamination are deposits on PA
structural element surface.
As objects for investigations, fuel elements from fuel
assemblies of 1686 - 18720 MWd/tU burn-up and 180-days - 6 years
cooling time were selected. In tables 1, 2 characteristics of
PA investigated are given. PA of 13293 and 18720 MWd/tU burn-up

were decontaminated in the reactor core. Their burn-up after
decontamination was 4100 MWd/tU.
The results of chemical analysis of fuel element deposits
are given in table 1. Chemical composition of deposits on the
fuel elements in the cooling pool is determined by main elements
of the cooling circuit structural materials. Quantitavely iron
oxides dominate over other elements. The influence of corrosion
products of the cooling pool structural material on the deposits
formed is insignificant. Por example, X18H10T steel corrosion
in the cooling pool conditions is 0.00005 mm/a, and according
to the existing estimates this steel may be classified as an

absolutely stable material.
Table 2 gives radionuclide activity on the surfaces of
fuel elements of different burn-up and PA residence in the cooling pool. As the results show, deposits contain corrosion and
fission products. Using the data of table 2, average values of
deposit activity on fuel assemblies at the time of PA placing

in the cooling pool are estimated. These values depending on
the PA burn-up increase equal to 118 MBq/g, 234 MBq/g, 432 MBq/g,
690 MBq/g, 780 MBq/g.
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Table 1
Chemical composition of deposits on fuel elements

Operation characteristics

Bum-up ,
MWd/tU

Chemical composition (weight %}

Residence
time in the
cooling pool, ?e
days

Cr

Mn

Ni

Ou

Zr

1686

291

63

2.4

2.1

1.9

0.7

0.2

4122

271

61

5.0

1.5

2.7

0.2

0.3

4922

184

63

3.5

2.1

1.6

0.1

0.2

5713

254

63

2.4

2.2

1.4

1.4

0.1

13293

243

59

4.9

2.0

3.5 0.5 4.3

18720

2096

61

3.3

2.8

2.8 0.2

0.2

Table 2

Activity of radionuclides in deposits on the surface of fuel
o
elements of RBMK reactor fuel assemblies, kBq/cm
Radionuclide

Fuel assembly burn-up, MWd/tU
Residence time
in the cooling pool , days
1686
291

U4

4922
184

5713
254

13293
243

18720
2096

5.25
0.33

7.86

7.81

1.08

36.8

106

1.56
6.37

1.43

7.25

0.57

41.4

1 7

^ Gs

0.88
4.29

1.48

0.09

8.3

•^Cs

0.24
1.43

3.54
0.78

0.29

0.07

1.71

95

1.10
8.25

2.23

1.51

1.21

10.4

^Nb

2.818.9
1

5.11

3.77

1.64

1.13

0.20

0.80

0.22

22.6
**

4.71

0.33

1.36

3.46

0.81

1.59
2.85

0.78

1.32

H.5

**

6.10
6.77

1.13

3.48

7.66

0.68
0.14

0.08

0.2

0.11

20.7
**

Ce
Ru

Zr

Co
X

I H TM

• -ii»

05

Zn

0

Co

?5

Pe

1 . 06
QQ
1<t. Ü.3

** - not found
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4122
271

2

5500
2625
H MX Hfl« TBC

1750

675
3

t750

A

2625

3500

BEPXH«« TBC

Pig.2. Burn-up and deposit distribution along tue length of
a fuel assembly of 13293 HMd/tU burn-up and 243 day cooling.
1 - burn-up, relative unit (1)'; 2 - lower PA; 3 - length, m;
—p
—P
4 - upper PA; 5 - deposits z10~
rag.cm" /(2); 6 - specific
activity, Bq.cm" ; 7 - corrosion products

Pull scale investigations of deposits on fuel assembly
surfaces were carried out on PA of 13293 MWd/tU burn-up. Deposits on fuel elements of the higher and the lower fuel assemblies of the Inner and outer rows as well as their distribution
along thePA length were investigated. Pig.2. shows: distribution of the averaged burn-up for the whole campaign period (curve
1), deposit distribution along the PA length (curve 2), radionuclide activity distribution. Burn-up distribution is evaluated
by quasicontinuous scanning of gamma-activity distribution for
long-lived radionuclides of fission products of the fuel. These
distributions allowed to estimate the average quantity of deposits per PA, which is 44 g» deposit activity per PA (after
243-day cooling), which is 2590 MBq, that per PE, which is
72 MBq, as well as the distribution nonuniformity coefficients
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within the ranges of 2-3 for deposits, 2-3.5 for corrosion
products, 3.5-5 for fission products and the coefficient of
burn-up nonuniformity distribution. The results of the investigation of deposit distribution over fuel element surfaces showed
that situation of the zone of maximum deposits corresponds to
the fuel element areas of maximum burn-up.
Thus, the investigations showed that radioactive corrosion
deposits formed on PA surfaces are the sources of radioactive
contamination of the cooling pool. Mechanical properties of PA
structural materials in the process of long-term storage in
cooling pools are practically not changed. Estimated values of
PA structural element corrosion rate as well as their surface
deposits allow to judge about possibility of SPAs long-term
storage in cooling pools, their shipping to independent storages and reuse of underirradiated cassettes in RBMK reactors.
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SPENT FUEL STORAGE ALTERNATIVES
FOR A WER-440 UNIT
F. TAKÀTS
Nuclear Technology Section,
Power Station and Network Engineering Company,
Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

General information on the fuel manipulation systems of
a VVER-440 type reactor.
Description of the system for 3 year at-reactor fuel
storage.
Description of the away-from reactor fuel storage building
for 5000 spent fuel assemblies.
Prior to establishing this storage facility the storing
capacity of the NPS spent fuel pools has been doubled by
their reconstruction.
An account of the research carried out during the design
of the compact storage system.

1.

GENERAL DATA OF THE PLANT

Nuclear electricity generation in Hungary is performed by
NPS Paks consisting of A Units.
The four Units of Nuclear Power Station Paks are established
with 440 MW pressurized water reactors. Our types of power
station main equipment correspond to those constructed in
CMEA countries and in Finland, with the essential difference
that as containment we have a pressure suppressor building
which is equipped with trays containing water and to which
the hermetic rooms enclosing the primary circuit are joined.
The first Unit was commissioned in December 1982, while
the second in September 1984. Electric power generation from
Unit 3 is expected to start this year.
1.1.

Main fuel data of NPS Paks

- Weight of full core
- Number of fuel assemblies
- Initial enrichment /max./

42 t
349
3,6 %
123

-

Mean enrichment
Mean burn-up in steady-state condition
Burn-up time
Reloading frequency

Data of a fuel assembly
- active length
- shape
- key dimension
- number of fuel elements
- material of cladding

1.2

3,3 %
28,6 MWday/kgU
3 years
1/3 of the core
per year

2500 mm
hexagonal
144 mm
126
zirconium alloy

Description of the fuel system

The fuel system of the NFS has been designed in accordance
with that of the VVER-440 Units established in CMEA countries.
1.2.1

Fresh fuel

Fresh fuel systems /acceptance, checkings, movements/ are
identical with that of the NFS's in CMEA countries, therefore it need not be outlined at the present conference.

1.2.2 Spent fuel management
After refuelling, the spent fuel is located on the racks of
the spent fuel pool, where its heat release and activity is
reduced to the value required by the transporting conditions.
Each assembly is checked for leak-tightness when removed
from the reactor. Assemblies with not perfectly tight
elements are placed into a closable bottle, situated on
the rack, and remain in the closed bottle for transport.

Removal from the reactor hall is also performed in a railway container. A maximum of 30 bundles at a time can be
placed in the transport container developed for VVER-440
reactors. In the container a basket can be found, fit to
hold 30 pieces, which provides also for the positioning of
the assemblies, preventing any criticality accidents during
transportation.
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The container is set into the container pit by crane, .it
is uncovered, the pool is filled with water, the gate is
opened and the bundles are set by the reload machine in
their right place. After covering in the reverse order,
the container is rinsed out by water, and the berated water
is replaced by deionized water. After carrying out the
necessary checks including a pressure test, and after the
stabilization of temperature the transport is ready for
delivery.
2

SPENT FUEL STORAGE STRATEGY

The delayed development of reprocessing capacities, the
non-utilization of plutonium/mixed oxide/fuels and the
competitive price of the freshly mined uranium has required all countries to revise their former fuel .storage
.strategies. This was also the case with Nuclear Power
.Station Paks. .Storage had been envisaged for three years,
consequently spent fuel racks were designed with a volume
for 349 assemblies. This was achieved by the subcritical
lattice structure without built-in absorbers.
After the decision had been made on the necessity of 5
years' fuel .storage, development started in two directions:

a/ we started the designing of a separate storage building to hold about 5000 assemblies, which would ensure an
additional 10 years' .storage time for the 4 units currently operating;

b/ we .started to examine to what extent the storage
capacity of the spent fuel pool could be increased.
In the following, these two alternatives are discussed.
2.1

Fuel storage building

To establish a separate storage building it was an essential criterion that the design should be achieved
by means of technical components already available, so
that the construction should not be delayed by obtaining the assent of the authority to new components.
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Accordingly, fuel storage has been conceived, using the
baskets holding 30 assemblies each, that are lifted out
of the transport container.

The container, arriving by train at the building is lifted
by crane and situated in a pit. Here the screws of the
cover having been unfastened, the container is placed at
the bottom and uncovered under water. The basket then is
lifted out by crane and placed in one of the pools so that
it is raised to 20-25 cm maximum above the pool bottom.
This ensures that during manoeuvring the storage assemblies

need not be seized and lifted.
The building has independent ventilation, cooling, and
water purification systems and for these systems no operator is required: even in total absence of external connections, safe fuel storage is possible for several days.
2.2

Compact storage of spent fuel

As approved by preparatory studies already carried out,

spent fuel storage for more than 5 years can be provided
by reconstruction of spent fuel pool rack structure for
compact storage. In 1984 decision was made on the conversion of Unit 2, being under commissioning, and then of
the Units to be newly established and further on on the
unloading and reconstruction of the pool of Unit 1 already
containing some fuel.
The elaboration and obtaining of the absorber, the rack
and the connecting units have been impeded by the fact
that the fuel of WER 440 is of hexagonal cross-section,
therefore the development of each element had to be
carried out in connection with this work.
3

DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONS

For the spent fuel pool the assent of the authority has
already been earlier obtained for the subcritical racks.
For the authorization of the new structure additional
calculations were demanded.
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In the following we would like to give a summary of our
experience gained in the above problems:
3.1

Neutron physics calculations

The aim of calculations in neutron physics was to justify
that in case of fresh fuel of maximum enrichment placed
on the rack structure subcriticality in non-borated water
at any temperature is 5 %, also taking into consideration
calculation accuracy.

Even in the initial phase of calculation an exact knowledge is required not only of all the fuel parameters but
also of the dimension changes and the tolerances of the
structures to be designed. In our case an abt. 4 mm water
gap is to be provided e.g. the dimension of an absorber
channel cannot change for +2 mm.
The accuracy of calculations significantly affects the
required Koo value. That's why our calculation machinery
needed improvement and programmes demanding great machine
time were applied.

Parallel with the carrying out of calculations also experimental tests became necessary. Both activities have
been performed by the Central Institute of Physics of
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in co-operation with
the Kurchatov .Atomic Energy Research Institute.
3.2 Thermohydraulic calculations
In the course of thermohydraulic calculations we have
checked if heat developed by the quasi doubled fuel amount
can be removed by means of the currently installed cooling
systems. Since there is no perforation on the outer casing
of the VVER-440 fuel, the cooling process, the flow direction of water demanded no alteration of the calculation
model. As a source of additional thermal load we only had
the more than 3 year cooled spent fuel, so the total heat
amount to be removed from the pool increased only by 5 %
at the most.
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Dimensioning on the heat power engineering of spent fuel
pools has been made for a full storage rack and for the
unloading of the whole reactor core in case of emergency.

So it is obvious that fuel bundles already stored for
more than 3 years, occurring due to compact storage,
represent no additive thermal loading.
3.3 Static tests

In the conversion of an existing structure also static
tests are of great significance, since when changing
over to compact storage .at least double load is transferred onto the load-bearing elements of the pool.
Accordingly the architectural structures of the pool
should be checked and, what is especially important, such
foot .structure is to be designed that would not produce
extremely high loadings on the insert elements situated
at the bottom.
3.4

Corrosion test

In the enlarged storage pool there is a larger amount of
fuel and structural material. Their surface is a source
of corrosion impurities. We have established that the
increase does not mean considerable burden for the installed water purifying system.
A separate test should be performed on the reduction of
B
contents in boron steel due to neutron reaction.

3.5

Radiation protection control calculations

Calculations of radiation protection proved that in spite
of the fact that there is a double quantity of fuel placed in the pool, radiation dose on the surface of pool water
and on the outside wall did not increase, but diminished.
The reason for .it is in the reducing effect of the absorbers
and in the higher self-shielding of the enlarged fuel quantity. So following the change-over to compact storage neither
the wall thickness of the pool, nor the storage water level
needed to be increased.
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The gas amount getting out from the fuel cladding is
somewhat increased, its absolute value, however, is
very low.

3.6 Analysis of accident situations
As a consequence of altered structural design new situations of accidents can arise on account of fuel manipulation, or the progress of known accidents might be
different. The courses of events to be studied should be
determined in agreement with the approving authority.
Generally it can be observed that because of larger fuel
quantity the potential danger of disturbance is higher.

3.7

Planning of installation work

In case of a possible failure of the storage .structure
.it is advisable to keep down dismantling labour demand
to the minimum so as to reduce the personall's dose rate.
For this purpose it is reasonable to lift the rack structure into place in large subassembled units. This condition, however, renders installing much more difficult,
since pieces with tens of tons weight are to be set in
place with millimeter accuracy.
During the design work we have developed various optical
systems so as to be able to determine the accurate dimensions of the completed pool, foot grating and to correct
possible deviations in the course of rack manufacturing.
3.8 Redesigning of the connecting structures
Beyond all this mentioned above there is a whole series
of connecting .structures and mechanisms the redesigning
and supervising of which is required in case of a reconstruction, So e.g.:
- making the recharge machine suitable for .attending the
new co-ordinates,
- new emplacement of .other constructions and tools located in the pool,
- modification of operating- and maintenance-instructions etc
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As suggested by the above enumeration, which is by no

means complete, labour demand of preparing spent fuel
pool reracking is fairly significant in case of a prototype. For Units of the same construction most of the work
is certainly to be performed only once.
4,

FUTURE ACTIVITIES

With compact storage spent fuel can be stored for 6 years
now in the spent fuel pool under water. Should a demand
on longer storage occur the transfer of the bundles to a
dry, air-cooled storage pool can be a reasonable alternative in our opinion.

Calculations performed by us on technical-economic
efficiency have justified the applicability of this
storage technology.
It would be reasonable to create conditions for a co-operation of this kind in the immediate future.
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EXPERIENCE WITH THE STORAGE OF
SPENT FUEL OF WER-TYPE REACTORS
G.A. VERETENNIKOV, E.I. IGNATENKO, A.A. REZNIK,
A.N. LITVINOV, E.P. ANANYEV
Ministry of Power and Electrification,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Abstract

The USSR electric power industry widely uses nuclear
power plants (NPPs) with high capacity pressurized water
reactors (WER - type reactors). Since 1964, when VVER-210
(210 IffNe gross electrical output) reactor was commissioned,
several reactor generations have been developed, WER-440
arid VVER-TQOG reactors have been successfully operated for
many years. In this period reactor building technology in
the USSR and abroad has made tremendous success, unique in
the history of electric power development. The operation of
a large number of high capacity NPPs requires the development of a spent nuclear fuel management system to handle
spent fuel containing high levels of radioactivity.
The development of spent nuclear fuel handling techniques is as important as the construction and operation of
NPPs. The report addresses some results of experience with
spent nuclear fuel (SNP) handling, SNF storage in at-reactor
storage pools and SNP shipment from a NPP, the latter being
part of post-reactor fuel cycle though not a major one [ 4J •

1. INTRODUCTION

Power industry specialists dealing with organic fuel
power plants and hydroelectric stations have got no problems
adequate to those of "post-reactor cycle", which play an
important role in the nuclear power development.
The development of nuclear power haa two aspects.
First, construction of NPPs and their provision with
uranium fuel.
Second, solving the problem of handling spent fuel rods
made of U02 and containing fissible U-235» recovered plutonium
and high - activity fission products with activities reaching billions of Curies for high - capacity NPPs.
"Post-reactor cycle" starts from the moment of removal
of spent fuel assemblies (FAs), containing radioactivity.
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Therefore handling the spent fuel requires increased attention and solution of a number of scientific and technical
problems.
2. BEHAVIOUR OP SPENT FUEL RODS IN STORAGE POOLS

30 years of NPPs operation in the USSR made it possible
to gain significant experience with spent fuel handling,
especially at NPP 3 v/ith VVER-440 reactors. However, it would
be extremely unwise to say that scientific and technical

problems in this field are completely solved.
There are two methods of spent nuclear fuel handling.
The first one involves fuel storage and hold-up in at-reactor

pools and transportation for long-term burial in repositories. The second method involves fuel hold-up in pools, transportation of spent nuclear fuel to reprocessing plants for
reprocessing, subsequent utilization of recovered uranium
and plutonium and perpetual burial of high-level wastes.
This paper addresses the problem of spent nuclear fuel
storage in pools and its shipment from a NPP.
Spent nuclear fuel storage in at-reactor pools is necessary to ensure the decrease of residual heat release due to
fission product activity to the levels, at which spent fuel
transport to its destination becomes feasible and economically justified.
During 1975 - 1985 2700-. spent fuel assemblies have been
removed from units 1 - 4 of Kolakaya NPP and placed in at-reactor repositories for subsequent transportation to a reprocessing plant.
During routine refuellinga, spent fuel rod cladding leakage test was performed using technique baaed on the change
in specific activity of 1-131, Cs-137 in water samples taken
from the cladding leak-tightness monitoring system. The
values of specific activities of samples with Ii-131 activity
more than 10"^ Ci/1 [1] and with Cs-134 activity more than
10
Ci/1 IT2] were used as criteria for rejecting faulty fuel
assemblies which were to be unloaded from reactor. When performing cladding leakage test whi±hin 15 days after reactor
shutdown the first criterion (with 1-131) was used and in
caee of more than 15-day period after reactor shutdown, the
second criterion (with Cs-134) was used.
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At unit 1 of Kolskaya NPP 1043 fuel assemblies v/ere leak-

tested and 14 FAs were rejected. Out of 14 rejected PAs 11
were unloaded on planned basis and 3 ahead of schedule. Maximum burn-up of rejected PAs was 34.4 MWd/t and minimum was
7.4 MWd/t. Maximum specific activity of water samples with
1-131 among rejected PAs at the moment of reactor ehutdown
was 5.7-10"4 Ci/1.
At unit 2 of Kolskaya NPP 1571 FAß were leak-tested and
10 FAs were rejected (1 PA of ARK type). Nine rejected PAs
were to be unloaded on plan. One PA with the burn-up of
17.8 MWd/t, which produced sample activity of 1.1 .'10~4 Ci/1
with 1-131 was, for the purpose of experiment, reinstalled in
the reactor for the third fuel cycle. On completion of operation of this reinstalled PA, activity in the sample was
4.5 • I0~fe Ci/1 with 1-131, which gave ground to suggest the
existence of "flaw healing" effect of fuel rod cladding during
PA operation in the core. However there is not enough stati-

stical data on experience with installing in the reactor leak
-test rejected PAs to confirm the "flaw healing" effect.
Mariraum burn-up of rejected PAs was 39.6 MWd/t and minimum
v/as 8.5 MWd/t. Out of 1571 FAs which were leak-tested, 998
were subjected to planned unloading. These results are being
studied.
At unit 3 of Kolskaya NPP 338 PAs were leak-tested and
faulty (deprcssurized) fuel rods were not discovered.
It should be noted that Kolskaya NPP units 1 and 2 for
8 yeers starting from 1976 have been operated at 10755 of
nominal power. Besides, starting from 1979, unit 2 is in the

stage of industrial experiment to operate the reactor in the
mode with four partial refuellings during lifetime, which

gave information about operability of 26'3 FAs during four
fuel cycles. Analysis of experimental data showed that reactor
operation at 107$ of nominal power with fuel burn-up reaching 40 MWd/t did not lead to additional number of depressurized PAs as compared with design modes.
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Table 1. Characteristics of spent nuclear fuel of
VVER-440 and VVER-1000 reactors [ 1 ]

Reactor
type

Electr.
output,
MWe

Fuel
Burn-up
Number
Assembly
loading, average /max of assemblies length, mm
U0?, t
GWd/t
per reactor

VVER-440

440

44

28/42

349

3200

VVER-1000

1000

72

41.5

163

4665

Table 1

Reactor
type

1
VVER-440

Specific Y- activity
Ra Grequiv.per assembly

Storage time, years
0.5
1
2
4
2
3

3
5

6.7.104 1.9.104 7.9.103 6.3.10 3

WER-1000 3.4.1U

9.6.10 4 4.1.10 4 3.2.10 4

Residual heat release from
fuel assembly after storage,
k\V per assembly
Storage time , years
2
0.5
1
3
8
6
7
9
2.2
11.1

1.2

0.6

0.3

6.0

2.8

1.7

After unloading and before shipment for reprocessing,
spent fuel is stored in storage pools during no less than
three years to reduce residual heat releases to the desired
level. During storage the following conditions in the spent
fuel storage pool are maintained:
- preventing the penetration of foreign objects into
the assembly;
- radiation protection of personnel;
- periodic chemical treatment of storage cool water;
- preventing the probability of sudden dumping of the
pool.
Superheating of spent fuel due to residual heat release
is excluded because of periodic actuation of the storage pool
cooling system, the storage pool water temperature not exceeding 30° C.
To ensure in case of any emergency the safe storage of
opent fuel in the storage pool, the concentration of boron-

containing solution (H B0_) is maintained at the level of
J
12 g/kg.
•*
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There are two modes when storing spent nuclear fuel in
storage pools: power operation of the reactor and refuelling
mode with the storage pool being connected to the refuelling
pool. In the latter case, water quality requirements become
much more stringent both in respect to boric solution content
(sampling is performed twice per shift) and chemical composition.
Water chemistry in pools 1 *• 4 is controlled by injecting the necessary chemical reagents and by special water
treatment. The necessity of reagent injection and connection
of special water treatment facilities is determined by the
results of chemical analysis performed v/ith the following
frequency:
a) during power operation

in storage pools 1.2 - once in two months,
in storage pools 3, 4 - once in three months.
b) during refuelling
in storage pools 1 i- 4 - once per shift.
Operational experience of Kolalcaya NPP ahowea that the
above frequency of sampling io sufficient for water chemistry
control to ensure the storage of spent fuel within permissible limits and for timely introduction of corrections.
Special significance is attached to fuel rod cladding
leak-testing and storage pool water transparency during refuelling and apent fuel shipment for reprocessing. The efficiency and quality of water purification by standard special
wat«r treatment facilities should meet the transparency requirements of operational mode corresponding to 90%« However,
operational experience shov/ed that for effective functioning
of television the water transparency should be as high aa
98 - 995£. It was found possible to maintain transparency in
pools 3, 4 performing pools' purification once in two months,
As to ihe first two pools, due to accumulation of small dispersive particles in the pools' water, special water treatment
is actuated once a week,
Table 2 shows the results of analysis of the storage pool
water isotopic composition during spent fuel otorage ( in the
course of refuelling). These results indirectly describe the
condition of fuel rod cladding during long - term storage.
During power operation of the reactor, the values of
specific activity of fragmentary radionuclides shown in the
table decrease in accordance v/ith their half-life, which
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Table 2.
Activity (Cl/l)1/ at the moment of sampling

Date of
sampling
09.06,75

25.04.77
29.06.78
13.06.84
14.05.85
I8.C8.76

20.07.77
04.09.78
09.10.79
16.07.00
18.06.81
I5.C4.82

10.05.83
26.12.84
14.05.85

I131
3.4- ID"6
I.I-IO"6

I.2-KT6
4.I.IQ-8
3.6-KT8

C3

Cs

7
4.8 . io6

Unit 1

4.5 • io- 7
8.2 ' 6
7.2 • io-6

IÛ-

9.3 'io-

7

2.7-IO-6
I.2-IO-5
7.6-IO-6
9.4'IO~6
5.0-IO"66

4.0 'io6
9.5 • io-

4. no-

3.6 'IO"6
5.5 • I0~5

4.6-IO-6

1.3 • io-

-

9.7 • 10-7
9.1 'io-«

-

5

3.1 'io2.1 • I0~5
5

3.0 •

lo^

4.1 ' 7
4.8 • io6
9.7 • ID'
5

1.4 • ioUnit 2
7
5.7 • io6
7.9 • io5
3.0 • io5

1.6 • io-

2.4 • IO"56
4.5 • io5
I.I • ioUnit-L.
-

1.3 • 10-6
7

4.4 • io-

Ci*

Zr

6.0 • I0~6
5
5.5 • io-5
6.7 • io-

6
3.2 . io-

7

. I0~6
5
- io• I0~5
7
• io7
• io-

3.1
3.8 • I0~6 1.8
6
3.5
3.1 • io7
6.7
3.7 • ic4.2 • IC-6 2.7
2.1 • I0~6 3.2
5
2.7 • io4.4

. io6
• io6
• io6
• I0~
5
• io-6
. io-

2.2 . io6
1.2 •.io6
4.4 • io-

• io-4

5.2 • ic-

1.5
2.2
1.7
1.4

6
2.3 • io6

7
2.6 • io-

6

• io• I0~6
•
• io-s
3.3 • 10-4
5.9
3.4
1.4
I.I

1.8 • IQ"8
8
3.8 • io8

2.5 • io-

Vn •"*
6
2.2 • io5

5.0
2.0
4.4
1.7
1.9

5
• io-5
• io7
• io7
• io-

3.4 • io7
5.6 • io-

5.9 • io-

Co30

7

9
7.2 • io8
8. G • io7
3.0- io- 8.4 • I0~8
_
-

2.0 .io3.2 .I0~5
6
1.5 • I0~
7
5.8 - io-

7

3.7 • I0
2.8 • ~56
6.4 • I0~
4

9
6.3 • io7
1.7 . io7
1.0 • io-

1 Bk . 3.7 • IO- 1 0 Ci/1

shows thé absence of additional fuel depressurization during
long-term storage in pools.
Specific activity of corrosion products in the storage
pool v/ater during refuelling and power operation is maintained at sufficiently low level .owing to .timely actuation
of special water treatment facilities.
Since 1980 regular shipment of spent nuclear fuel from

NPPs has been initiated. The total number of fuel assemblies
shipped from Kolskaya HPF is 1592*
The practice adopted in the USSR involved storing spent
nuclear fuel in at-reactor storage pools for , 3 - 5 years
after the discharge from a reactor.
Shipment of spent fuel from a HPP to a reprocessing
plant is one of the most important operations in the nuclear
power fuel cycle and a major step in taking decision on
storage duration.
When shipping spent fuel by railway, specially designed
container-cars of TK-6 type are used in which spent fuel
assemblies of VVER-440 reactor are transported in vertical
position.
The transportation package set includes protective canister and a sheath [2] ,
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Container pressurisation system is tested by excessive
pressure of 10 kg(f)/cm2.
The maximum weight of transportation package set ready
for transportation does not exceed 95 t. For transportation,
special freight car is used which, together with transportation package sot, forms the "TK-6 container-car" [2] .
Container-car is cquinped with a heating and ventilation
system that ensures safe thermal regime in the package set.
Container-car forms part of the freight train- The
maximum number of TK-6 container-cars in the train is 8,
TK-6 container-car accommodates 30 spent fuel assemblies
installed in a sheath.
Characteristics of fuel assemblies accepted for transportation:
Height, mm
3217
Mass of U00, kg
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Type of fuel
UO<L
Bum-up not higher than 42 GV/d/t
Average burn-up of 30 fuel assemblies loaded in one package set must not exceed 40 GV/d/t. In this case the acceptable
total residual heat release from 30 FAs with the 3-year storage and the above burn-up value will amount to 15 kW.

Fuel assemblies loaded in one package set should have
difference in burn-up not greater than 30$ and initial U-235
enrichment not higher than 1.3^.
Container unloading from the railway car and placing in
the central hall is performed according to developed technology
Then inlet container leak-testing
is performed by compressed
A
air pressurizing to 5 kg(f)/cm , followed by one-hour hold-up.
After removing the cover from the container, the container
vessel is installed into the radiation monitoring well to reduce personnel exposure during the loading of the sheath with
spent nuclear fuel. Container vessel is filled with demineralised water with parameters shown in Table 3»
After unloading the fuel assemblies from the container

and replacing the cover, the container is leak-tested by
pressurizing with excessive pressure of 5 lcg(f)/cm~. Then
the air from the gas volume of the package set (0,44 m. ) is
displaced and ths volume is filled with nitrogen up to excessive pressure of"2.5 kg(f)/cm2. Oxygen content in the gas
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Table 3. The quality of water for container filling

Kawe of chemical

reagent

Concentration in water

mo 1/1

e/i

4

10Ammonia
1.8 * 10-3
10-3
Hydrazine
3.2 ' TO"2
10-3
Boric solution
6.2 • 10-1
Copper (Cu)
10~°
6.4 • 10~2
Iron (Pe)
2.8 • 10-3
5 • 10"^
Permanganate oxidizability not higher than 2 ml of Oj /I

Table 4. Parameters of the package set ready for transportation

No
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

P a r a m e t e r

Value

Container pressure (excessive),not higher
0
than
4.1 kg(f)/cmc
Avorage coolant temperature in the container, not higher than
76° C
Container outer surface maximum temperature, not higher than
82° Q
1
Container innei surface maximum temperature, not lower than
0° c

Equivalent povv^r of water ionizing radiation:
a) on the container outer surface, not
higher than
200 mrem/hr
b) at 2-m distance from vertical planes,
formed by external lateral surfaces of
container-car, not higher than
10 mrem/hr

volume of the package set should not exceed 1% in volume and
hydrogen content should not exceed 0.5%. Package set placing
in the transport facility is allowed only after temperature
and coolant pressure stabilization in the container (approximately 3-5 days after loading the spent nuclear fuel) at
the levels not higher than those shown in Table 4*
When transporting the loaded transport package set as
part of TK-6container-car, the acceptable environment condi-

tions are: maximum air temperature not higher than 38°C,30°C
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and 20°C for the total residual heat release from FAs loaded
in one package set not higher than 8, 12 and 15 klV respectively ; minimum air temperature not lower than 40°C for the total
residual heat release in the package set not lower than 8 kW.
The package set ensures leak-proofncss and protective
properties in respect to radioactivity release in accordance
with [3] .
For fuel burn-up not higher than 24 GWd/t and total residual heat release from spent FAß in one package set not
higher than 8 kW, it is preferrable to perform transportation using gaseous coolant (nitrogen).

Table 5 shows parameters for this type of transportation.
Table 5. Parameters for transportation using gaseous coolant

No

P a r a m e t e r

Value

1.
2.

Fuel burn-up, maximum
24*10-3 MWd/t
Residual heat release from FAs,
maximum
. 340 W
3. Total residual heat release, not

higher than
8 kW
4. Time of storage in the NPP storage pool 3 years
5.

Container pressure(excessive) not
higher than
5 kg(f)/cm2
6. Container gas (nitrogen) temperature,
not higher than
175 C
7. Container outer surface temperature»
not higher than
32° C
8. Air temperature in the load compartment
of the car, not higher than
50° C
net lower than
0° C
.3. FUEL FILE

Collecting, storing, processing and monitoring information
about the condition and movement of fuel at a NPP is a complex and difficult task. To solve this problem, the USSR Ministry of•Power and Electrification has developed a set of programs called "FUEL FILE" designed for accumulation, storage
and presentation of data on the condition and movement of
nuclear fuel.
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The
of fuel
-

fuel file contains the following data on the movement
assemblies at a
HPP:
FA s arrival at the fresh fuel building;
FAs loading into the reactor core;
FAs reshuffle in the core 5
FAa loading in the at-reactor storage facility ;
FAs shipment from a »PP.

4. DISCUSSION OP OPERATION RESULTS

Based on VVER-440 reactors1 operational experience, data
on storage and shipment of spent nuclear fuel from UPPs have
been collected which show that fuel rod claddings made of
zirconium with V?o of niobium (Zr + 1% ITb) remain in satisfactory condition during long-term presence in the at-reactor
repository. For example, at Novo-Voronezhskaya NPP after ten
years of storing, 0.5% of PAs have developed fuel rod depressurization of "gas leakage" type and '0.05% of PAs have single
fuel rods in contact with v/ater. Visual inspection has revealed no corrosion effects on the claddings. Final data on
fuel rod condition will be obtained after detailed examination in protective cells.
The experience with storage and shipment of VVER-1COO
spent nuclear fuel is insufficient due to short period of
operation of this type of reactors.
Preliminary results of leak-testing of the VVER-1000 PAs
arranged in hexagonal assemblies show I'-*1 activities of
6.6 • 1Q-6 Ci/1 and for sheath-free modifications 1 . 2 . 10 Ci/1 on average. Leak-testing of the claddings
of VVER-1000 fuel rods stored in the at-reactor storage pools
will also be performed in the NPP's hot cells«

WER-1000 fuel assemblies are operated in stressed conditions and have heat pick-up of about 120 kW p«r 1 1 of
the core. VVER-1000 reactor core comprises 163 fuel assemblies and each fuel assembly contains 317 fuel rods.
For spent nuclear fuel shipment from WER-1000 KPPs, a
container has been designed, which is placed in the

car in horizontal position.
container parameters:
- the maximum number of VVER-1000 spent FAs placed in
one container - 12;
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- the total residual heat release from spent PAs loaded
into the container, defined depending on environment temperature - about 20 kW;
- spent fuel burn-up - up to 50 GWd/t and its storage
time in NPP repositories - not less than 3 years;
- maximum permissible cladding temperature of fuel roda
loaded into the container - not higher than 350° C;
- maximum working pressure inside the container - not
higher than °»7 (7) MPa (kgf/cm2);
- maximum pressure inside the neutron shielding - 0.7(7)
MPa (kgf/cm2);
- pressure monitoring inside the container is performed
by pressure gauge and temperature monitoring-by resistance
thermometer;
- the container is filled with inert gas.
At present the technology of storing WEP.-1000 spent
nuclear fuel in containers is under development. At
big-size NPPs after 3 - year hold-up in pools, storage
of spent nuclear fuel for more than one year in
con-

tainers is planned in anticipation of subsequent transportation. Preliminary studies show positive results with
containers storage.
C O N C L U S I O N
The experience with WER spent fuel storage in at-reactor
repositories shows that fuel rod claddings made of zirconium
with 1% of niobium demonstrate high reliability during longterm storage and are suitable for shipment for reprocessing
if the above mentioned water chemistry is used.
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EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRITY OF THE POOL
COMPONENTS BY THE CONCENTRATION OF THE
CORROSION PRODUCTS IN THE SPENT FUEL STORAGE
POOL WATER
H. OKAMOTO, K. OCHIAI, A. TODOKORO, H. KANEKO,
K. TAKEDA
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan

Abstract
In t h i s s t u d y it

is proposed to use a p e r i o d i c a l a n a l y s i s of

corrosion products (mainly Fe, Ni and Cr) concentration in

storage pool w a t e r for e v a l u a t i o n of the i n t e g r i t y of pool
components. The methods of m e a s u r e m e n t s and r e s u l t s are

described.

1.

Introduction

As a part of the IAEA coordinated programme on BEFAST, this examination was

carried out to check the integrity of the pool components. As all of the pool components
in the spent fuel storage pool are made of stainless steel, the concentration of micro
elements of corrosion products (Fe, Ni, Cr) in pool water is considered to be directly
related to a corrosion of pool components. The pool water was periodically sampled, and
concentration of these micro elements was analysed.

2.

Outline of spent fuel storage of Tokai Reprocessing Plant
Since the Tokai Reprocessing Plant started hot operation in 1977, 299 tU of spent

fuels have been received into the spent fuel storage pool and 253 tU of spent fuels have
been reprocessed as of December 1985.

From March 1983 to January 1985 the Plant

stopped to repair the dissolvers, except short operation in December 1984. So no fuel
was received in this period. (Figure 1 and Table 1)
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Table I

Spent f u e l

4 7 10l 1 4 7 10 1
1983
'
1984

4 7 10
1985

storage in Toka i Reprocessing P l a n t

Cumulative sum of received spent fuels at Tokai Reprocessing Plant

December 1985
Type of

Number of

Fuel weight

Burn up

Cooling time

fuel assemblies

assemblies

(ton-U)

(MWD/T)

(days)

71

it

110 - 5,6*1

2,970 ~ 4,960

BWR

889

170

6,273-28,246

284-2,034

PWR

320

120

1,953-34,497

316-2,938

ATR

34

5

9,106 - 13,531

JPDR

TOTAL
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1,314

299

1,179 - 2,190

In the Tokai Reprocessing Plant, spent fuels are taken out of the transfer cask and
put into the containers of the storage baskets in the fuel unloading pool to keep the
storage pool water away from heavy contamination. Storage baskets are transfered to

the spent fuel storage pool and put into storage racks. Capacity of the storage pool was
increased in October 1985 from 97 tU to 140 tU. After the spent fuels are stored in a
certain period, a basket is taken out of the storage rack and moved to the fuel transfer

pool. In the fuel transfer pool, the fuels are taken out of the container and sent to the
mechanical processing cell. Three pools are connected by channels and separated by
water tight doors. The water of the fuel storage pool is drawn out through the suction
line which is laid down along the longer side of the pool at 6 m from the bottom,
circulated by the pump at the flow rate of 140 m^/hr (170 m^/hr after storage capacity
increase) through the sand filter and heat exchanger, and run into through the return line

which is laid down along the other longer side of the pool at 2 m from the bottom. A
part of the filtered water can be pumped at a flow rate of 30 m^/hr to the ion exchanger
which consists of cation and anion columns. Figure 2 shows a layout of the fuel storage

area and flow diagram of the pool water treatment circuit.

1 Truck a i r Iock
2 Caik d e c o n t a m i n a t i o n room
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ft pool (R-OJU) )
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fer po o I
te rack

(R-oioi y/.
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/• ///S////////////////////'

/*"^\

He»t e x c h a n g e r

rv-M _>s^_

.^

F»l l*r

Pump

^ on "thing* col um n
( c a t i o n ) ( a n t on >

Figure 2 Layout of the spent fuel storage area and
flov diagra» of the pool water treatment circuit
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1983

Figure 3

1984

1985

Spent f u e l storage pool water conditions

Figure 3 shows pool water conditions of water temperature, pH value and
radioactivity for three years (1983 - 1985). Conductivity and concentration of dissolved
oxygen and chlorine were kept below 3 u. mho/cm and 8 ppm and 0.1 ppm respectively.

3.

Measurement

The concentration of micro elements of corrosion products (Fe, Ni, Cr), which are
the major elements of stainless steel (SUS304L) was measured from 1983 to 1985. The

samples were taken from the storage pool water at the fixed point (POINT 9 in Figure 5)
and concentrated by a factor of 100 by evaporation. The concentration was measured by
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a flameless spectro-photometer. The acuracy of measurement of Fe, Ni, Cr was +80%,
+_50% and +50% respectively and these errors were mostly caused by the evaporation.
Additionally the concentration of the micro elements was measured at 8 points of the
bottom and the flow rate of the pool water was measured at 9 points of the storage pool
with 2 m intervals of depth by a hot film sensor.

4.

Results and discussion
Table 2 shows the results of the concentration of the micro elements of corrosion

products (Fe, Cr, Ni) past three years. Figure k shows the transition of the concentration of these elements and there is no apparent change in concentration. Only in January
1985 the Fe values only showed comparatively high and it supposed that Fe only came
from outside.

Table 2

Results of measurement of micro elements concentration ( Mg/1)

(1983)

May

June

July

August

Fe

3.2

1.8

3.0

2.5

Cr

0.3

0.1

0.5

0.5

Ni

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.*

April

May

June

July

August

Fe

1.6

5.0

5.0

2.0

3.0

Cr

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.1

Ni

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.2

0.1

(198«)

(1985)
Fe
Cr
Ni

January

March

May

July

September

November

21*. 0
12.0

2.0
0.5

2.0
0.6

O.if
1.0

1.5

0.8

2.0

0.5

O.I»
0.3

0.5

o.<»

0.5
0.1

0.06
0.01

0.05
0.06

0.2
0.2

0.5
0.2

O.t
0.2

0.2

2.0
0.5

0.2
0.2

Q.tt
0.1

0.014

All of these samples were taken at POINT 9.
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Figure 4- Concentration of micro elements (Fe, Cr, Ni )
in the storage pool water

Figure 5 and 6 show the concentration of micro elements (Fe, Cr, Ni) and the water
flow rates at various points respectively.

While the water flow rate was measured,

circulated water was drawn out from the bigger pool and returned to the smaller one.
According to Figure 6, there are relatively high flow rate places at the lowest level of

POINTS E and A. At another places the water flow rates were generally 0 to 0.8 cm/s.
The concentration of micro elements at POINT 1 to 8 was compared with the at POINT
9, but there was no apparent difference due to the position in the water. Therefore
micro elements may not stagnate at the bottom of the pool.

Supposing that the corrosion products are generated equally on the whole surface
of the pool components and that the sand filter and ion exchanger catch half of the
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corrosion products respectively, the reduction rate of thickness of the components was
calcurated to be order of 10-5 mm/year. This is only a little bit as compared with the

pool lining thickness of 3 mm (the side) or 4 mm (the base).

5.

Conclusion

Concentration of micro elements of corrosion products (Fe, Ni, Cr) was observed to
be very low. Supposing that the corrosion products are generated equally on the whole
surface of the pool components, the reduction rate of the pool components were
estimated to be order of 10-5 m m/year in thickness.

Reference

(1)

K. Watanabe, K. Takeda, J. Komaki, "The study on the corrosion of pool

components by the evaluation of micro elements variation in fuel storage water"
presented at Research Co-ordination Meeting on behaviour of spent fuel assemblies
during extended storage (BEFAST), October 19S3.
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INVESTIGATION OF SPENT FUEL ELEMENT CLADDING
IN THE STORAGE BASIN OF A WWER RESEARCH
REACTOR*
R. SCHILLER, L. NYIKOS, T. PAJKOSSY
Central Research Institute for Physics,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest, Hungary
Abstract
In this study a complex investigation of mechanical and chemical

integrity of aluminium spent fuel cladding under long-term wet
storage conditions was undertaken. Experimental results were used
for the elaboration of the principle model on aluminium corrosion
and for formulating practical recommendations.

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N : AIM AND SCOPE OF THE R E S E A R C H

The extended storage of spent fuel elements, the behaviour
of cladding material under the conditions of storage is becoming

a very important problem of safe handling of radioactive wastes
with nuclear reactors coming to an age. Spent fuel elements older

than twenty five years are no rarity anymore, but whereas they
are becoming more and more ubiquitous at least in the developed

countries, the information regarding mechanical and chemical
stability of their cladding material is far from being complete
or entirely reliable.

Cladding materials are thought to be highly corrosion resistant metals and storage conditions were devised so as to ex-

pose them to the least possible chemical attack. In spite of all

that experience starts teaching people who are in charge of

storage basins that even the safest cannot be safe enough, and
* Work carried out under IAEA Contract No. 3710/RB.
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several decades can, alas indeed do have menacingly ill effects
er. t ne stablest ones of metals.
Trie 'vWER type researcn reactor of the Central Research InstitJte for Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Buda-

pest being more than twenty five years in operation it was hoped

that its spent fuel elements clad in high purity aluninium are

good examples for these problems. Whereas all the necessary rules
were kept and precautions were taken regarding the handling of
the spent fuel elements and the maintenance of the waste water
basin, the state of tne older elements, and the overall characterization of the basin might teach the investigator something
about the processes during storage, the eventual dangers, and the
possible means to fend the latter ones off.

The strategy of the present investigation was the following.

First a series of optical investigations was carried out regarding the state of the fuel elements by making use of an underwater
nuclear telescope developed by the Institute of Isotopes and the
Central Research Institute for Physics of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences. This was followed by the detailed mapping of conductivity, temperature and acidity of the water in the storage basin,
as a function of depth and lateral position. Simultaneously elec-

trochemical measurements were made on high purity aluminium

samples of the same composition as that of the cladding material.
All these information enabled us to make some simple calculations
regarding the corrosion processes in the basin.
Analytical data and the life history of the water in the
basin clearly indicate that the overwhelming majority of contami-

nants in the liquid is aluminium. The effect of dissolved aluminium

salts on the rate of local corrosion of aluminium was to be inves-
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tigated. Particular heed had to be paid to the inhomogeneity of
concentration distribution.
To this end two types of experiments were carried out,
Cy_clic_voltammetry

is known as one of the most effective low-

frequency (i.e. quasi steady state) electrochemical methods in

the study of irreversible processes at or of an electrode. The
method consists of the slow periodic change of the external volt-

age applied between solution and electrode and in the measurement
of the current response. The results are usually given in the

form of a current-versus-voltage plot where the frequency is
given as a parameter. If the processes are ideally reversible,
all the rates and extents of the electrode reactions depend on
the actual voltage only, irrespective of how the voltage increases

or decreases in time. To put it in a more mathematical way, reaction rates depend on voltage, U, but are independent of its time

derivative, dU/dt. (It should be mentioned only intra parenthesim
that, this statement being very rigorous, diffusion toward or

from the electrode also appears as an irreversible process. There
are, however, mathematical methods , one of them developed in our

laboratory , which enable one to allow for this process, thus
chemical irreversibility can be evaluated.)

Irreversibility of the electrode processes appears in the

form of a hysteresis loop in the current-voltage curve. Here not
only the actual voltage but also the rate and direction of its

change determines the current. This indicates the formation of
intermediary products and/or some transformation of the electrode
material. A detailed, if perhaps qualitative, analysis of the

hysteresis curve offers information on the nature and details of
the irreversible processes.
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The above method characterizes the fate of the electrode in
a summary way. Local events, like pitting, can be directly ob4
served by selective staininq_of the_damag_ed surface . A series of

organic dyestuffs adsorb only weakly on the compact oxide layer

which covers the aluminium samples exposed to non-corrosive
atmosphere. However, if local corrosion damages this protecting
layer, usually an oxide-hydroxide of loose structure forms at the
damaged spots which adsorbs the dyestuffs effectively under suitable conditions. Hence the damaged loci become visually observable.

II. M E A S U R E M E N T S BY U N D E R W A T E R TELESCOPE

The device called underwater telescope

is a high resolu-

tion device with continuously variable magnification. It allows
remote underwate viewing of fuel assemblies (elements) vertically
and also horizontally. The unit penetrates water level to a depth
of 2O m while water fills up the tube, providing complete radiation shielding for the viewer. Since no radiation sensitive optical element is built in at the lower end of the unit, diminish-

ing of optical image quality due to browning, reflection losses

and distorsion is eliminated. In order to facilitate acquisition
of the object and detailed observation, magnification can be continuously controlled in the range of 20 to 25O. Photo and TV cam-

eras can be coupled to the eyepiece. The complete system includes
illumination and support as well.

The telescope is designed for use in operating conditions of
a reactor (vibrating environment) to allow high resolution photo-

graphy for safeguards verification. It provides a stabilized image

with 0.03-0.3 mm resolution.
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Three models have been developed at the Institute of Iso-

topes and Central Research Institute for Physics (CRIP), Budapest:

- inspector model, intended for verification, to be carried
out by inspectors;

- research reactor model, intended for safeguards and inservice inspection;

- power reactor model, intended for safeguards and in-

service inspection.
Advantages of the telescope:

- no sensitive components in radiation field;
- no radiation leakage ;
- stabilized, high-resolution and tamper-proof image;

- multipurpose use: as an aid for the operator in fuel
handling and in-service inspection, but also as a tool
for safeguards.

The performance of the telescope has been tested in research
reactors (up to 1O m shoting range) and in a 20 m deep well filled

with water in order to imitate power reactor conditions. Sample

standards with point- and line - type surface pattern have been
used to ascertain resolutions. Resolution obtained at two distances corresponding to shooting ranges typical to research and

power reactors, respectively, are given on Table 1.
Table 1
R e s o l u t i o n

line nun

spot mm

O.O5-O.1

0.2-0.5

O.2-0.5

O.5-1

Shooting range 1O m
Water depth

5 m

Shooting range 2O m

Water depth

15 m
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A considerable number of fuel elements were investigated by

the underwater telescope in the storage basin of the WWER research reactor, Budapest. The results were seen to give relevant
information on the actual state of cladding.
One can see the effect of mechanical wear, the traces of
machining which act as apparent sources of corrosion. These are,

however, not the only cause of damage, as it can be seen by the
uniformly scattered, small pits. More usual are, in contrast to
this observation, the linear distribution of damaged portions

along the vertical axis of the element. As corrosion proceeds
further, ridges and leaves of insoluble corrosion products, most
probably aluminum hydroxide, become distinct. Finally, as these
products fall down due to their mechanical instability, deep
craters remain on the surface of the cladding. These observations
clearly prove that important corrosion processes are going on
although high purity aluminum has been known to be completely
corrosion resistant in low conductivity distilled water.

These observations prompted us to investigate the water in
the storage basin in some detail.

I I I . M A P P I N G OF THE WATER IN THE STORAGE B A S I N

Conductivity and trace element content of the water in the
storage basin has been regularly monitored throughout the years.
Conductivity has been maintained around 5 uSi, the trace element
content has usually been found negligible with the only exception
of Cl~ ions, the concentration of which has been reaching sometimes
the value of 0.5 mg/dm . The water is regularly purified by pumping

it through an ion exchange column until conductivity reaches the
above quoted value. The radioactivity of water is negligible.
•
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This high purity of the water seems to be incompatible with
the observed corrosion damage. It was easy to realize, however,
that both measurement and purification of the water can reach only
the upper two meter portion of the seven meter deep basin. This is
so, because at the depth of about two meter an aluminium plate with
vertical tubes is built in the basin. The vertical tubes, which

are closed at their bottom, house the spent fuel elements. Three
bunches of elements can be put in each tube in vertical position.
This arrangement might well prevent both natural and forced convection of water in the basin resoluting in greatly different conditions at different sites of the basin.
In order to elucidate this, we tried to sound the conductivity, temperature and acidity of water at several vertical and
horizontal positions.
The temperature was found to be exactly uniform laterally

and only a negligible decrease of temperature was observed vertically. Typical values are 16

C at the top and 15.8 C at the

bottom.

No lateral or vertical dependence of pH could be observed
either. A value of 5.7 prevailed at each position, irrespective

of depth or channel number.
In contrast to this uniformity, conductivity was seen to increase markedly with increasing depth the effect depending greatly

also on the lateral position of the measuring cell. Two typical

series of measurements are given in Tables II and III as examples.
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Table II
Depth distribution of conductivity

Depth (m)

Conductivity (uS)

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5

5 .5

5.0

7. 3

5 .7
5 .5
5 .5
5 .5
5 .4
5 .4

5.1

7 .5

5.2

7 .6

5.3

7 .8

5.5

8 .1
8 .3

5.6
5.7

8 .6
9 .6
9 .9
10 .3
10 .6

5.8
6.0
6.1
6.2

Table III

Depth distribution of conductivity
Depth (ra)
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Conductivity (uS)

2.6
3.0
3.5
4.0

5.4
8.3
16.5
16.5

4.5

24.4

5.0
5.5

25.7
29.0

It should be stressed at this point that the marked increase
in conductivity cannot be attributed to either temperature or
acidity effects both being remarkably invariant with position.

The conductivity increase can be understood only in terms of

higher concentration of corrosion products. Our interpretation,
set forth in some detail in the next passage, will be based on this
idea.

IV. C O N C E N T R A T I O N I N H O M O G E N E I TY AND C O R R O S I O N

The striking inhomogeneity of conductivity measured in the

storage basin deserves some detailed discussion. First we try to
deduce the ion concentration distribution in the basin. As said
before the virtual constancy of pH all over the basin suggests
that the changes in the conductivity must be ascribed solely to
variations in the concentration of corrosion products. Owing to

regular ion exchange purification of the upper layers of the water
the conductivity near the surface must be due to dissolved C0_ , in
good agreement with the actual conductivity value. Hence, concentration of corrosion products in the deeper regions of the basin
can be evaluated as
1000(K -< )

where <f and K

are conductivities near the surface and at a depth

A-, respectively, and '"v^ is the equivalent conductivity cf the
disolved electrolyte at infinite dilution. Two assumption has
been made here: a) the CO_ concentration is the same everywhere
in the basin and b) the solution is so dilute as to neglect any

concentration dependence in equivalent conductivity. Whereas as159

sumption a) is supported by the constancy of pH, assumption
b) can be proven only §_p_osteriori by the concentration data found

to be very low.
A characteristic concentration versus depth curve is plotted
in Fig. 1 with the conservative estimate !\<a = 100 cm /ohm gequ.
The extent of increase in concentration is seen to vary with the
lateral position while the steep growth of the concentration in
the lower portions of the channels seems to be general. The

amount of dissolved corrosion products increases fairly abruptly

below a certain depth.

15

10 -

4

l (m)

fig. ;. Depth distribution of concentration in the
storange b a s i n

First we estimate the eventual role of diffusion in connec-

tion with the observed concentration gradient, then turn to a
chemical kinetic description.
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The rate of concentration change due to diffusion is given
by the second Pick's Law in one dimension as
e
I
"äT- ~- n
3t

a c

(1)

?
3x2

The steepest portion of the observed concentration curves exhibit

a some 10

molar concentration difference along the length of

one meter. Taking this value and replacing the RHS of Tick's Law
by the second difference quotient, one finds with D = 1O
cm /sec
3
a rate of diffusion as low as (3c/3t) = 10-17 M/cm
sec. This, if

regarded to be approximately constant over longer times, gives a
very small change in concentration: it is about 3.10

M/dm in

one year. Realizing this estimate to give rather an upper bound
than an average, since the steepest portion of the concentration
versus depth curve was considered and no allowance was made for

the slowing down of diffusion, one might safely conclude to the
fact that mass transfer due to diffusion plays little if any role
in the uneven concentration distribution.

This enables one to describe corrosion in the basin as a
simple chemical reaction with no interference from diffusion. The
low ion concentration of water slows down corrosion, thus it seems
reasonable to assume that corrosion is, at least approximately,
proportional to the ion concentration. On the other hand the rate
of dissolution should depend on the difference between the actual
and saturation concentration of the corrosion products in water.

Since dissolved corrosion product concentration and total ion con-

centration are approximately equal in this high purity water, the
simplest rate equation can be written as
ff = kc(cs-c)

(2)
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where c

is saturation concentration. The solution of this dif-

ferential equation with the initial condition c(t=O) = c

is found

as
c =

c -c
1 + ——-

exp(-kc t;

This curve is plotted in fig. 2 with a series of parameters,
Corrosion product concentration
os a function of

tinre.

(Eq.3)

CCmcx)

C
0
_J
*J

L

C(0)

15

C. 01

Fig.

2

The comparison of the above equation with the experimentally

found depth distribution of c

enables one to describe the rate

of water exchange in the basin as a function of depth. Having

seen the negligible role of diffusion under the actual circumstances one can safely conclude to the fact that the increasing
concentration with increasing depth results from the residence
time of unpurified water. In other words c characterizes the time
t until water rests at a depth t without being purified. This
from eq. (3) can be expressed as

c
tu ,

.. 1

4)

ln

- 1
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Considering the experimental data the following conclusions
can be drawn :

1) The water purification is most effective in the upper
part of the basin, since there the residence time of water as
expressed by characteristic time of corrosion, (kc )

is prac-

j

tically zero.

2) The effectivity of purification decreases below about
3 to 4 m, the actual value depending on the lateral position.

3) The concentration as a function of depth can be approximated by a linear function in the deeper regions. Hence for these
parts of the basin the residence time is a logarithmic function
of depth,

t(£)

« ln(a + bl)

(5)

This logarithmic dependence being a very slow one the effectivity
of water purification can be approximated by dividing the bas^n
into two distinct zones. In the upper 3-4 m thick layer the purification is very effective preventing any enrichment of corrosion

products. Below this depth the water appears to be

stagnant,

purification having there only a small effect.
Quantitative estimates regarding residence time and corrosion

rate can be made only by knowing the parameters k, c

and c .

V. MODEL E X P E R I M E N T S ON Al C O R R O S I O N
1. Cyclic voltammetry

The experiments were carried out on spectral grade aluminium.

The solutions were made by pH 5.95 phosphate buffer, containing

AljCSO,), at a concentration varying between 0.5 and 1O*" . As
a blank experiment pure buffer solution and a Na-SO, solution
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with an ionic strength equal to that of the most concentrated
aluminium sulphate solution was also tested.

With the pure buffer or with concentrated sodium sulphate
solution only a very small hysteresis of the voltammetric curve
was observed (Fig.

3). The curve does not intersect itself thus

indicating the absence of any lasting damage of the surface

(cf.

following paragraphs).
100

50

-OB

0

0.8

u(v)
fig.

3. Cyclic

voltammetric curve Careen in concentrated Na~SOd

solution the ionic strength of which vas equal ui'ch that
of 0.5 M/dm3 A12(SO4)2

In contrast to that result the presence of Al

ions caused

always a definite hysteresis loop. The higher the aluminium concentration the more marked this sign of irreversibility was.
The curves in Figs. 4-8 are a representative selection of experimental data.
100

50;

-0.8

0

0.8

U (V)

Fig.
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4. Cyclic voltanmetic curve taken in 0.5 K/dm Al^tSO J,

100

t 50

-QB

0
U(V)

Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammetric curve taken in O.15 M/dm AI (SO )
2
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6. Cyclic

0
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voltammetric curve taken in O . O 5 M/dm
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7. C y c l i c vol tamrnetr i c curve taken in

O,OO5 M/dm
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0.8

8. Cyclic voltammetric curve taken in O.OO1 M/dm

There are several qualitative features

Ad -(SO
2

)
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of these curves

which make a recognition of some general properties of the
processes easy.

a) Both the area and the shape of the loop change with con-

centration. A solution as dilute as 1O~

molar still causes a

definite hysteresis.

b) The turning point of the current coincides with that of

the voltage: with increasing voltage the current increases, with
decreasing voltage it decreases. Cl

pitting agent,

solutions, the archetypical

behave in a different way - here, past the pitting

potential, the current increases even if the voltage is in its
decreasing phase. This shows that in Cl~ solutions the surface,
if once attacked, is being damaged further even below the pitting

potential. In Al

solutions, however, the damage is terminated

by the decrease of the voltage.
c) The current-voltage curves, at least at higher concentrations, intersect themselves, i.e. the current is usually seen to
be higher at the end of the cycle than it was at the beginning.
This clearly indicates the occurence of a permanent change of
the surface. The protecting oxide seems to be damaged at higher
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voltages, in the region where the current increases abruptly;
the healing is not complete when the voltage decreases again,

some permanent scars are being left.
d) The voltage where the current starts to increase, a point
which can be tentatively identified with the pitting potential,
can be evaluated from the figures only with great uncertainty

and with some arbitrariness. This voltage does not seem to vary
markedly with A12(S04)3 concentration.

The quantitative discussion of the cyclic voltammetric results consists here in the characterization of the hysteresis.
The shapes of the curves suggest the diffusion of the solid/liquid
interface to be negligible.
a) The area of the loop, i.e. the shaded area in Fig. 9 is

a measure of the irreversible change during the cycle. The area,
A, equals
A = OldU .

<
350

-OB

rig.

0
U(V)

as

9. To the evaluation of the cyclic voltammetric plots
For explanation see t e x t
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Measuring the time from the point of intersection, and denoting

the time when the voltage starts to decrease by t , A can be

written as
tm
o
A = v ( l+dt I_dt)
fc

Here I

m
denotes the current with increasing voltage, I_ that with

decreasing voltage and v is the absolute rate of voltage change,
v =

dU/dt j . Thus A is proportional to the difference of the

amount of charges transported across the sample surface during

the increasing and the decreasing period of the voltage,

Since with increasing voltage the oxide layer on the aluminium
surface is being damaged and with decreasing voltage a new oxide
layer is being formed, the

a

£§a_A_measures_the_extent_of_un-

The observed areas as a function of concentration are given
in Table I .

Table I.
Area of the hysteresis loop in arbitrary units at d i f f e r e n t
A 1 2 ( S O 4 ) 3 concentrations ( c f . text and Fig. 9)

Concentration (M/dm )
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Area

O.5

1 . 0 6+ 0 . 4 1

0.15

0.61 + 0.11

0.05

0.99 + 0.35

O.OO5

O.13 + 0.02

O.OO1

O . O 7 + O.OO6

Although the experimental error is high it seems to be clear that
in solutions more concentrated than O.O5 M/dm the extent of un-

repaired damage does not depend on the concentration very markedly. A drop in the damage appears only in very dilute solutions

where the voltammetric curves resemble to that observed in pure
buffer solution.

The rate of the overall processes at four different, characteristic points of the voltammetric curve is given in terms of

the slope of four tangent lines. Using the notation of Fig. 9
m

measures the highest rate of damage, m

gives the rate of

damage at the end of the first half-period, i.e. right before the
moment when the voltage starts to decrease. The slope n._ measures
the initial rate of repair, representing the conditions at the
earliest stage of voltage decrease, finally m

reflects the long

time rate of repair. The slopes, observed in a series of solutions,
are given in Table II.

Table II.
Characteristic slopes (pA/V) of the cyclic voltanunograms at d i f ferent concentrations. For notation see text and Fig. 9

Concentration (M/dm )

m ,
P+

t+

V

m

m

t-

O .5

220 ± 52

O

14 + 6

09

0.15

131 ± 8

14 + 6

12 + 3

a>

0.05

152 ± 16

61 + 50

22 + 7

eo

0.005

41 ± 8

0

0

156 + 30

0.001

29 + 3

O

0

96 + 22

The most striking effect of concentration can be seen in m +.
The maximum rate of damage decreases with decreasing concenration,
particularly in the region where also A changes. In other words,

slower damage means also .smaller damage. This is,

however, not a
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consequence of some shortage of time. Whatever the concentration,
the final rate of damage, n. , becomes virtually zero, i.e.
damaging reaches a saturation level much below O.8 V (SCE).

The initial rate of repair is very high, m

being infinity

in the more concentrated solutions showing the repair to be much
faster than voltage change. A finite rate can be measured in the
most dilute systems only. The long time limit of repair rate, m _,

is always small, tending toward zero with decreasing concentration
2.

Selective staining

The method of selective staining is based on the different
adsorbing power of the different sites of the surface. A well
protecting, compact oxide layer absorbs eosin only poorly, no
change in colour is perceptible under a microscope after the

treatment. If the oxide is damaged, but the re-formation of a

thicker oxide layer is prevented, no staining can be achieved
either. If, however, the conditions are such, that after the

protective oxide being damaged a fast formation of a new oxide
layer at the attacked spots is possible, these spots absorb the
dyestuff and become visually detectable.
Aluminium samples, pre-treated in a buffer solution as de-

scribed in Chapter III.I./ show only very few spots after eosin

treatment. It seems to be striking that executing cyclic voltanunetry in a Cl~ solution, i.e. in a system, where pitting is
known to be very effective, and where the observed currents above
pitting potential are several orders of magnitude higher than in
A1-(SO.)3 solutions, the pits cannot be stained. The microscopic
picture of the surface damaged by chloride shows some spots, even
craters, which have a certain metallic luster, eosin, however,
does not absorb in these loci. This is in good agreement with the

much discussed statement, that Cl
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is dangerous not simply because

its presence makes the oxide dissolve, but particularly because
it prevents the formation of new oxide coating.
The samples treated in A12(SO4)3 solutions show a definitely
different picture. A good number of stained spots can be observed,

which - contrary to what can be seen on Cl

treated surfaces - are

by no means craters/ but are coplanar with the undamaged parts of

the surface, at least within the depth resolution of the micro-

scope, 1 urn.
This shows clearly, in accordance with the fast repair observed by cyclic voltammetry; that the presence of Al

ions

does have a damaging effect, it does not prevent, however, the

re-formation of a new oxide layer at the spots attacked.
3. The effect of c o n c e n t r a t i o n g r a d i e n t

The last year data regarding the concentration gradient in

the depth of the storage basin made advisable to investigate the

possible effect of inhomogeneous concentration distribution on
«

certain corrosion processes. The simple arrangement for this in-

vestigation is described in Chapter III.3. and is depicted in
Fig.

2.

The results of cyclic voltammetry is given in Fig. lo. The
shape of the curve is practically the same as of those obtained
in concentrated, homogeneous solutions. The higher absolute value

of the current is simply due to the larger surface of the sample.

Selective staining after a cyclic coltammetric run/ however,

revealed an important difference. The number of stained spots were
counted at three regions of the sample: along lines 1, 2 and 3 as
given in fig. 2. Thus the extent of damage can be compared for
surface portions in contact with the concentrated solution, with
the interface of the two liquid layers, and with the pure buffer.
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1000

-0.8

fig.

JO. Cycljç vol tammetri c plot taken in inbftmogeneous solution the
concentration dropping from 0.5 M/dm
to virtually zero
(cf.
Fig. 2)
i

The results for five samples are given in Table III.

Table III.
Sample

Number of spots

Region 1

heg ion 2

Region 3

1

50

1OO

9

2

11

46

7

3

7

10

8

4

11

38

14

5

18

37

11

The damage, in accordance with expectations, is larger in the
region which was in contact with the Al

solution than in that

part which reached into the pure buffer. The somewhat unexpected

result is that the portion

which interacted with _the_

inhomogeneous

solution vas significantly heavier damaged than any other area of
the surface.
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The concentration gradient around the interface of the two
solutions/ i.e. at line 2 in Fig. 2 was considerable. Since the

width of the layer where the concentration dropped from O.5 M/dm
to virtually zero was estimated to be as small as about 1 mm,
-3
4

hence the gradient could be about 5xlO

M/cm . This alters both

the kinetic and the equilibrium conditions of the system.
Calculating with a diffusion coefficient D = 10

cm s~

one

finds a diffusion current flowing parallel to the surface to be
—8
2
j * 5x10
M/cm
s. This, if the diffusing species are charged,

corresponds to a current density of several mA/cm , a very considerable value.
The concentration potential between regions 1 and 3, on the

other hand, can be estimated to be about 3OO mV, a voltage which
might well play an important role in the electrochemistry of the

surface.
Neither the experimental results, nor these simple estimates
enable on e to decide whether our observations are due to kinetic
or equilibrium effects. Thus we cannot attempt any explanation
of the increased rate of damage in the inhomogeneous region. The
problem seems to deserve a deeper investigation owing to its

practical importance and theoretical interest.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our studies on the spent fuel storage basin of the WWR research reactor, revealed serious local damages on the surfaces of

the aluminium cladding of the fuel elements. The water, although
regularly purified, turned out to be contaminated in the deeper
parts of the basin. The concentration of the corrosion produced
Al

ions, after a steep increase, attained several times
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3 . Thus high aluminium concentration, inhomogeneous
1O— 4 M/dm

concentration distribution and local damage of the surfaces were

seen to occur simultaneously.
In order to elucidate if these findings are causally corre-

lated, the effect of dissolved Al

ions on electrochemically ef-

fected pitting corrosion was investigated. Both cyclic voltam-

metry and microscopic surface analysis through selective staining showed the important role played by the ions in the process.
The main findings are the following.

1) The presence of A12(SO.)., in near-neutral, buffered solutions enhances the pitting corrosion of pure aluminium.
2) The extent and rate of pitting depends only weekly on

concentration above 5x10

M/dm , and the effect is easily measur-

able even in solutions as dilute as 5x10

3) Pitting enhanced by Al

M/dm .

ions is easily healed by making

'the voltage more cathodic, in sharp contrast to the Cl

enhanced

pitting.

4) The surface of the re-passivated pits is covered with
loose, probably water containing oxide-hydroxide.
5) A gradient in the A12(S04)3 concentration strongly in-

creases the extent of pitting.
The above processes, whose time scale is in the order of
minutes, were made at higher concentrations than those prevailing
in the basin and under the effect of external voltage. The real

conditions are much milder and the period of interaction is a
matter of years. Hence it would be dangerous to draw any quanti-

tative conclusion

to the tranformations which take place in the

basin. In qualitative terms, however, it seems to be safe to state
that
a) dissolved aluminium enhances local corrosion of aluminium,
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a finding which, to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been
described;
b) a spatial inhomogeneity of the solute is particularly
dangerous form the point of view of pitting;

c) the presence of Al

ions does not prevent re-passivation

under advantageous conditions, the newly formed oxide, however,

seems to be less compact than the original protective oxide layer
used to be. This is in good accordance with the bulky local oxide

thwarts and ridges observed on the fuel element surfaces in the
basin.

The practical conclusions one can draw from these findings
are simple they have been, nevertheless, overlooked.

I. Not only the notorious Cl

ions but also Al

ions must

be regarded as dangerous for long time storage of aluminium clad
fuel elements. The dissolved aluminium content of the water must
be kept at a minimum.

II. An additional source of damage lies in the concentration
inhomogeneity. Purification of the water should be effected in

such a way that the water is thoroughly mixed in order to homogenize the remaining contaminants.
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OXIDATION OF ZIRCALOY CLADDING IN AIR
S. KAWASAKI, M. SUZUKI
Fuel Reliability Laboratory,
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan

Abstract
Results of simulating experiments on LWR spent fuel cladding oxidation
in air are presented. Zircaloy-4 tubes were exposed in air under the

temperatures between 250 and 500 C; the rate of oxidation as a function
of temperature and time and crystallographic structure of oxides were
investigated as well as the effect of salt on the oxidation behaviour

of Zircaloy at 400 and 500 C.

1. Introduction
Dry storage of LWR spent fuels is considered to be more
advantageous
than wet storage under a certain
condition.
Hoever,
this
method is not proven,
and some
technical

developments are considered to be required.
Permissible storage conditions of LWR spent fuels depend on
their
concepts, and they are divided into following two
categories:
(1) Air may penetrate into the fuel atmosphere by single failure
of the facility.
(2) Air does not penetrate into the fuel atmosphere by single
failure of the facility.
In the former case, oxidation behavior of Zircaloy cladding and
U02 pellet is the main factor on the evaluation of fuel integrity
unaer single failure event.
And mechanical properties of
Zircaloy cladding such as creep by internal gas pressure and
stress corrosion cracking are main factors in the later case.
We performed oxidation test of Zircaloy tubing as a basic
study in the category (1) mentioned above.
In the study, the
effect of salt on the oxidation behavior was examined.
Because
most of nuclear facilities are built at sea coast in Japan, and
sea water mist is included in air in the circumstances.

2. Experimental
Tubing used in the experiment was Zircaloy-4 produced for PUR
fuel cladding.
Dimension and chemical composition of the
specimen are shown in Table 1.
Illustration of the apparatus
is shown in Fig.l.
Oxidation was performed in the temperatures
between 250 and 500 C, and fluctuation of temperature was ±1"C.
Two ways were used in the oxidation test.
One was that a
specimen was oxidized at a given temperature and weighed at room
temperature, and repeated this process.(intermittent)
Another
way

was

that specimens were used

as

one

through.(continuous)
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T a b l e 1. D i m e n s i o n and C h e m i c a l C o m p o s i t i o n of Z i r c a l o y - 4 Specimen

Dimension

Outer d i a m e t e r = 10.73 ram
Inner d i a m e t e r =

9.48 mm

length = 27.0 mm
Chemical c o m p o s i t i o n
Sn

1.46X

Fe

0.22X

Cr

0.10X

Fe+Cr+Ni

C

0

II

N

0.32X

SOppm

HOOppn

20ppn

ISPPB

Zr

Bal.

Air Out

Thermocouple

Specimen ^

Fig.l Experimental apparatus

In the study of effect of the salt, a specimen was dipped in sea
water and dried at given test stages, and oxidized again.
Some
specimens were dipped once, and others were dipped many times.
X-ray diffraction analysis of the oxide formed on the
specimen was performed by using Cu K-^i.

3. Results and Discussions
Figs. 2 and 3 show weight gain as function of oxidation
temperature and time.
In the Fig. 2, closed and open circles
show
the results of continuous and intermittent oxidation
respectively.
The data obtained by these two methods are
concentrated on the same lines.
This result agree with that
obtained by Kendall(l) who oxidized Zr and Zircaloy-2 in air at
500, 600 and 700*C.
However, Ikeda(2) performed Zircaloy-steam
reaction test at 1000*C, and reported that the amount of
oxidation by intermittent method was considerably smaller than
that by continuous method.
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Ikeda's result is considered to

be
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due to higher reaction temperature, and in the temperature range
of this experiment, intermittent method is confirmed to be
appli cable.
At present, it is not clear that whether or not oxidation
behavior at 250 and 300 *C is the same as that at 350-500 eC as
shown in Fig.3.
However, at least, the oxidation rate law of
300 °C at i n i t i a l stage is considered to be the same as that at
350-500°C.
Effect of salt on the oxidation behavior at 400 and 500CC is
shown in Fig. 4.
In the specimens indicated by filled circles,

specimens were dipped in sea water at the times indicated by the
left end circles, and the specimen indicated by open triangle was
dipped in sea water before oxidation and times indicated by arrow
marks.
When oxidation procceeded as the cubic rate law, salt
did not affect the oxidation rate.
However, salt accelerated
the oxidation speed at post-transition stage.
And the effect
disappeared in course of time unless additional salt
attached.
X-ray diffraction analysis of the oxide layer showed

was

that
it was mainly constituted by monoclinic oxideTand small amount of
tetragonal oxide was included in it.
This composition was not
changed by oxidation temperature, oxidation time and existence of
salt.
References
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EFFECT OF GAMMA RADIATION ON METAL
CORROSION UNDER SPENT FUEL STORAGE
CONDITIONS
A.B. ALEXANDROV, V.M. SEDOV, A.F. NECHAEV,
N.G. PETRICK, N.N. KALYAZIN, E.M. FILIPPOV

Ail-Union Project and Research Institute of
Complex Power Technology,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

It is shown that V-radiation accelerates corrosion of
stainless steel and other metals in water and humid air under
the conditions simulating spent nuclear fuel storage. Discussion
of the observed radiation effects is presented.

Accelerating radiation effect on metals and alloys corrosion in various liquid and gaseous media is a proven fact.
Spent nuclear fuel (hence SP) is a powerful source of ionizing
radiation. Therefore the radiation-induced corrosion of constructional materials and fuel cladding may grow into a serious
problem under the extended SP storage conditions and needs investigation.
Numerous examples of the radiation-induced corrosion were
described in the well-known monograph by Byalobzhesky, published

in 1967 /-l/.
Subsequent works on this problem dealt mainly with the
in-pile behaviour of reactor materials
. Information on
the radiative corrosion in SP storage environments is rather
scanty. This lack of data shows that the problem has been undeservedly neglected by specialists.
In this work experimental data are presented on the corrosion of stainless steel and some metals under ^-radiation in
water and humid air environments, simulating SP-storage conditions.

1. Water Corrosion of Stainless Steel under Gamma Radiation
Discs (26X1 mm) of X18H10T Cr-Ni-stainless steel were placed in a 0.2 1 glass container filled with distilled aerated
water. The samples were exposed to gamma dose from
Co-source
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at the dose rates 0.9+0.05 and 3.3.+0.15 Gy»s
and temperatures
307j;2 K and 330+2 K, respectively. Another set of samples
(unirradiated) were thermostatted under the same conditions.
After the exposure the samples were withdrawn and HC1 was added
to the solution to dissolve colloid hidroxides. The solution
was then analyzed for Fe-, Cr- and Ni-contents by atomic absorption spectroscopy, and the sample mass weights were obtained.
Three groups of samples were studied, differing in their

surface pretreatment:
1) electropolished samples - X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (IPS) revealed a surface oxide film of a few atomic layers
thickness;
2) aa-fabricated samples - a thin oxide film of ? 5 nm
thickness was detected, which contained Cr-inventory thrice that
of the basic metal, but no ÎTi at all. The chemical states of Gr-

and Fe- atoms corresponded to trivalent métal hydroxides;
3) samples autoclaved in NaOH+KUO-, solution for 8 hours at
570 K - a thick magnetite film was detected.
Under radiation Pe was selectively released from the steel

surface into the solution. On the other hand, Cr and Hi were
not found .there up to the dose of 0.6 MGy. Fe dissolution was
accompanied by surface film enrichment in Cr: Cr-content in the
oxide increased by a factor of 1.5 at 0.1 MGy. For all groups

200
Time,

?ig 1, Kinetics of stainless steel water corrosion at toe
j~-dosa rate 0.9 Gys
and in the absence of radiation: 1 - electropolished samples; 2 - aa-fabricatad
samples; 3 - autoclaved samples
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of samples Fe-release rate gre?/ with the dose rate: by a factor
of 2-14 at 0.9 .Gys""1 (Pig.1) and "by a factor of-- 30 at
3.3 Gys
(Pig.2). Prom fig.1 it is seen that the samples with
the thick initial oxide film corroded more rapidly than, those
with the thinner one (curves 1, 2, 3)»
Corrosion kinetics of the samples with the thin surface

films was characterized by two steps: a rapid step and a slow
one (Pig.1, curves 1 and 2). Por the specimens of group (2)
the amount of Pe dissolved at the slow kinetic step, approached
that of the initial oxide film. Evidently, the oxide film dissolution was a more rapid process compared with the oxidation of
metal surface (particularly at the earlier corrosion stages).
Therefore, the steel oxidation didn't suppress the Pe-release
into the solution, but, on the contrary, promoted it in the
presence of radiation.

Our previous results /4 / showed a strong accelerating
effect of V-radiation on the dissolution of some powdered
metal oxides (Pe-oxides included). The radical products of
water radiolysis played the dominating part in this process.
These are known to enhance the steel surface oxidation as well.
In our tests this effect became obvious at the later corrosion
stages and greater dose rates (fig.2). On passing from 0.9 to

Fig.2. Kinetics of stainless steel water corrosion at the
^"-dose rate 3.3 Oy-s"1 and in tn« absence of radiation: 1 - electropolished samples; 2 - as-fabricated

samples; 3 - autoc laved samples
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3.3 Gys~ Fe-release was accelerated both from the polished
and oxidized samples. Difference in corrosion kinetics between
these two groups levelled off in time. Or became detectable
in the solution. However the Cr-content was less than that of
Fe by a factor of ~ 10.
In the solution the Pe-ions became hydrolyzed and formed
colloid hydroxides. The hydrolysis led to acidification of the
medium to pH 4.1. After 150 hours of the exposure at
0.9 Gy»s~ a reverse process was observed, namely the deposition of colloids on the steel surface. The Pe-release into the
solution was reduced. XPS-analysis revealed a steady rise of
the Fe-content in the surface oxide film (despite its intense
dissolution). At the more powerful dose rate of 3.3 Gys~1 the
Pe-release rate exceeded again that of the colloids deposition.
2. Air Corrosion of Metals under y -Radiation
The air corrosion of metals
±a extremely sensitive to rav
diation. Cases of the corrosion enhancement by factor of 10 to
100 were reported in /1/. When being irradiated in the air, Pe,
Cu, Ni, Co and Al are known to form surface nitrates and hydroxides.
All previous concepts of the radiation-induced air corrosion were based on participation of the chemically active products of air radiolysis in this process. The following questions
should be solved:
- what radiolytic species produced the accelerating effect;
- what correlation existed between the efficiences of their
generation and interaction with the metal surface;
- what was the mechanism of such interaction.
In this work specimens öl I1SH10T stainless steel, Pe, Cu,
Ni, Co, Cr, Ti, Mo, Zr and Nb were studied. Plat specimens of
p
1-3 mm thickness and 2-3 cm surface area were used. The plates
were polished, defatted with acetone, water-washed and dried.
Then they were placed into 9 cnr glass ampoules, filled with air
of 50-70% humidity under 1 atm. These were sealed off and exposed to ^-quanta from Co-source at the dose rate of
1.8+0.2 Gy-s~1 and 310+3 K.
The sample weight gain was defined within ^0.01 mg. The
soluble corrosion products inventory was also determined. For
that purpose the samples were immersed into water and then
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withdrawn.The water was analyzed for the nitrate, metal and
hydrogen iona. The surface of the test samples was studied by
For the majority of the metals the absorbed jf-dose dependence of the weight gain was analyzed. Accordingly two groups of
metals could be discerned:
- Group A, consisting of Pe, Cu, Ni, Co and stainless steel.
For these the weight gain was seen to increase with the absorbed ^f-dose in 0-2 MGy range, and the oxidation rate reached the
average value of 0.03 mg/dm2-h, which was nearly two orders of
magnitude, compared with the unirradiated samples. Since the
radiation experiments were carried out using a fixed air volume,
the radiolytic products inventory could be defined at the given
dose with the known G-values /12/. Thus, at the dose of 2 MGy
0.2 mg of N02 and 0.4 mg of 0-, were formed in the air volume of
9 .car. These values are quite comparable with the metal weight
gains at the same dose (0.2-0.3 mg).
- Group B, consisting of Ti, Nb, Mo.
When exposed to the above doses, these materials had their
weight unchanged within the experimental error. XPS-analysis detected the presence of nitrates on the surface of the group A metals (Cr included). On the metals of the group B (Zr included),
these were not found.

B: 3-Ti o-Mo, A-Nb
A: 0-Fe, 0-Cu, A-XISHiar,*-ColB-Ni

2,0
Dose, MGy
Pig.3. Samples weight gain as a function of the absorbed
for the metals irradiated in air
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Doae, KGy

?ig.

4. Quantities of the surface nitrates as a function of
th* absorbed j"-dose for the metals Irradiated in air

ESCA gave quantitative evaluation of the solubles present
on the irradiated metals of the group A. In case of Pe, Ni, Cu
and Co a substantial portion of the weight gain was due to the
nitrates (20-100?£): the nitrate - anions and cations of these
metals were detected in the solutions (Table 1). For stainless
steel the nitrate constituent of the total weight gain didn't
generally exceed 10?5. In addition to the nitrate-ions Pe (II,III)
and hydrogen ions were also found in the solution.
Table 1
Soluble substances formed on the Hi-surface irradiated in air

Dose
rate,
MGy
H03",
M mol
Hi2*,
/«mol

0.25

0.60

1.1

0.27+.0.04 0.38+0.05 0.96+0.15
-

1.8
1.8+0.3

2.2

2.4+0.3

0.65+0.08 1.26+0.17
0.20+0.03 0.30+0.04
^*
.

No solubles were detected on the surface of the B-group
metals.
The increase of the radiâtion-induced weight gain and surface nitrates content with the air volume (Pig.5) leads to the
conclusion that the corrosion process was realized at the expense of the radiation, energy absorbed by the gas phase. The
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S i.o

0,2
Volume, l

.5. Sample weight gain and nitrate weight aa a function of
the air volume for the Hi-sample» at the do>e of 0.2 HGy

products of air radiolyais diffused toward the metal surface and
oxidized the metal. The stabilized radiolytic species with the
free paths of the order of >10 cm most probably played the dominating role on the corrosion process. On the other hand the
short-lived products with
the free paths hardly exceeding a few
*

mm, couldn't be regarded as efficient corrosion agents.
The radiolytic N02 and 0^ are known to be strong stable
oxidants /12/. The corrosive reactivities of these species under
radiation were studied in various environments: NpO, humid and
dry oxygen, nitrogen and also in an evacuated vessel, containing
water vapors. In the NgO atmosphere GNÖ"2 aad. G0-5-values, were
higher than these in the air by factors of 1.5-3 and > 10 respectively /12/. In 02 only ozone was formed, ^03 being by a
factor of 2-3 higher compared with that in the air. In nitrogen
and water vapour practically neither 1T02 nor 03 were detected.
Prom the results in fig.6 it follows that for Cu the radiationinduced corrosion was maximum in N20 and decreased by a factor
of 2 in the air. On the other hand, Cu showed no signs of corrosion in nitrogen, dry oxygen or water vapours. In case of Pe
the same behaviour was observed. Accordingly, it was concluded
that of the two above mentioned radiolytic products N0? was
most effective in the corrosion enhancement.
In our previous studies /13/ it was shown that some alkali
halides, d-metal oxides and glasses formed surface nit-rates,
when exposed to radiation in air. The observed nitrating effect
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2,0
Dose, MGy
Pig.6. Sample weight gala aa a function of the absorbed

Jf-doae for the Cu-eample» Irradiated In different gas
media

was assigned to radiolytic IIC^. To verify this assumption the
behaviour of some metals was studied in the synthe:tic NOp environment in the absence of a radiation field.
The metals of A-group exhibited strong corrosion accompanied by the formation of soluble nitrates and insoluble oxides•
on their surfaces. The metals of B-group retained their passivity.

Humidity is another important factor to be considered in
the atmospheric corrosion under radiation. In our case GNC>2values were practically independent of the air humidity in
0-98$ range. The corrosion rate also showed no (or at least very
weak) dependence on this factor (Table 2).

Table 2
Metal corrosion under radiation as a function of air humidity
(absorbed dose 1.5

Material
Weight gain at 0?£
humidity
Weight gain at 38%
humidity
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Cu
Z18H10I
Pe
. ——————— .1
0.26+0.03 0.30+0.03 0.11+0.02 0.30+0.05

Si

0.39+0.04 0.31+0.03

0.24+0.03

0.15+0.03

290

330

370

410

450

Température, K
Pig.7. Temperatur* dependence of Pe~, Cu~ and I18H10T «tainleas steel corrosion in HO^-atmoaphere

The same behaviour was observed for the corrosion in the
synthetic N02-environment. Accordingly, it was concluded that
the atmospheric corrosion of metals is basically a process of
chemical oxidation of metal surface and is unaffected by the
presence of a condensed water film. This fact is of primary
importance for the air corrosion protection under the SF storage
conditions.
The temperature dependence of the atmospheric corrosion
under radiation was also studied. &U02-values were observed to
increase with temperature: at 273 K %c>2was 1 «35 (100 eV) ;

at 303 K and 473 K the corresponding G-values were 1.46 and
3.3 (100 eV) , respectively. On the other hand, the oxidation
rate of Pe and stainless steel decreased by an order of magnitude even at 420°K (Fig.7). In case of Cu the curve showed an
extreme character with the maximum peak at 330 K (here the
surface factor became significant). The above mentioned temperature effect on the oxidation rate in our radiation experiments can be explained in terms of different reactivities of
mono- and dimers of NOg, their concentration ratio strongly
varied between 290 and 420 K.
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3. Conclusion
The above results indicate that the wet corrosion of
stainless steel X18H10T is enhanced by an order of magnitude
in the presence of gamma radiation. The following processes be-

come accelerated: steel oxidation, selective Pe-release from
the surface oxide layer, Pe ion hydrolysis with the subsequent
formation of insolubles and their deposition on the initial
oxide film. However, the observed enhancement of the corrosion
rate is still insufficient for serious shortening of the service
life of the stainless steel constructional elements ('-' 1 /wm/year
on the assumption of uniform corrosion).

The more important radiation effect would be possibly in
the enhancement of radioactivity release into the pool water
from the surface deposits on the fuel cladding and stainless
steel constructional elements.
The air corrosion of metals is markedly enhanced by gamma
radiation. The maximum corrosion rate of the order of
~1 mm/year is obtained on the assumption of the uniform oxidation. The major corrosion reactive agent is radiolytic NOp»

which causes the oxidation and nitrating of the metal surface.
This fact should be considered in selection of the constructional materials for S3? storage. In our tests Ti, Mo and ITb
have shown the highest corrosion resistance both in the presence and absence of y -radiation.
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RADIATION PROTECTION ASPECTS OF
WET STORAGE OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL

C. WIKTORSSON, T. GODAS
National Institute of Radiation Protection,
Stockholm, Sweden
Abstract

Spent nuclear fuel from Sweden's twelve light water
reactors is stored in water pools. Experience of water
storage has been gained since the early 1970s when the
first Swedish nuclear power plant was put into operation.
The waste policy in Sweden is based on the fact that the
fuel will be finally disposed of in rock without
reprocessing. Different methods for final disposal have
been discussed and one method (KBS-3) has been Judged by
the government to fulfil the requirements for radiation
protection and nuclear safety stipulated in the act of
nuclear activities.

Before final disposal, the fuel will be transfered from
the reactors to a central intermediate storage. This
storage named CLAB is situated at the Simpevarp site
close to the Oskarshamn Nuclear Power Plant.

The CLAB storage facility was put into active operation
in the middle of 1985 after approval by the Nuclear Power
Inspectorate and the National Institute of Radiation
Protection (NIRP). Radiation protection aspects are the
resposibility of the NIRP.
Questions of concern in the review of the final safety
analysis by NIRP were factors influencing occupational
radiation protection, releases of radioactive material
from the different stages of operation and incidents.

The principles on which the approval was based, including
factors of interest from the radiation protection point
of view, will be discussed in the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Swedish nuclear power program comprises twelve light
water reactors. Nine are boiling water reactors of AseaAtom design and three are pressurized water reactors of
Vestinghouse design. All twelve reactors are in operation
with a total electrical output of about 9.5 Gigawatts.
They are located at four different sites on the Swedish
coast (Figure 1).
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According to a decision by the Swedish Parliament the
reactors must not be in operation beyond the year 2010.
The amount of spent fuel produced will be about 7800
tonnes of uranium. The fuel used in Swedish reactors
consists of uranium dioxide, cladded vith zirconium
alloy.
Spent nuclear fuel from all the reactors will be
transported to a central storage facility, named CLÂB,
situated at the Simpevarp site close to the Oskarshamn
nuclear power plant. The intention is to store the fuel
at CLAB for about 40 years. The waste policy in Sweden is
based on the decision that spent fuel will finally be
disposed of without reprocessing. Different methods are
being discussed for the final disposal. One disposal
method designated KBS-3 has been deemed to be a safe
method by the Swedish government. The operating licences
for the last two reactors in the twelve-reactor program
are based on the subsequent application of this method .
2. THE CLAB FACILITY

After storage in the reactors pools, fuel will be
transported to the central storage, CLAB. The
transportation will be made by sea using a specially
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built ship. The transport cases will be of the TN-17 type
vhich can hold 17 BVK and 7 PVR fuel elements

respectively.
The aim of the facility is both to reduce the load on the
reactor pools and to provide storage for spent fuel until
the next step in the final stage of the fuel cycle. In
the present form the capacity is 3000 tonnes of uranium
but preparations have been made to enlarge the capacity
to about 7800 tonnes. About 100 cases will be handled per
year. Core components such as used fuel boxes and
detector sonds vill also be stored at CLAB.
The CLAB facility consists of the following main parts
(Figure 2):
- receiving building
- electrical building
- auxiliary building
- personnel building
- storage building.
The storage pools are placed in an excavated rock cave
about 30 meters belov ground level.

AUXILIARIES

Cooling and clean up »yvtwnt,
vwiUlalM«. was«» handling.

OFFICE BUtUMNQ

Oflte«, ant*««. MMMngand draMlng worn«.

FUEL ARRIVAL

FUEL RECEPTION

Equipment tor

cooling, ctoanbig and

FUEL ELEVATOR
T ./Transport of MMnt hi*

ELECTRICAL BUILDING

L-.
_4 •

Eteclrtcal power

and control sy«t«m*.

«batwaan meaoMon uni
»torag« Mettons.

GARAGE AND STORES

Gang« »nd malnMiunc*
«hop lor tr*n*poft vanicl«».

FUELSTORAQC

Fig

2

CLAB

- Central storage f a c i l i t y for spent fuel
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Detailed procedures are followed in the loading and
unloading work. Thorough tests for contamination are made
at the power plants and when the cases arrive at CLAB.
Before unloading, the fuel must be cooled down. During
the cooling phase air samples are taken to check for fuel
leakage. The air in the cases will be evacuated to the

ventilation stack through filters during the filling up
phase. After cooling, the fuel will be placed in
canisters for final transport to the storage pools. The

receiving station and the storage pools are
interconnected through a fuel elevator shaft. A fuel
canister will be covered by 0.8 meters of water in the

elevator and the shaft will be kept below atmospheric
pressure during the lifting operations.
3. RADIATION PROTECTION ASPECTS

3.1 General
The Swedish National Institute of Radiation Protection
(NIRP) is the competent authority according to the
Swedish Radiation Protection Act of 1958. The NIRP
skall provide the requirements and special directives
which are necessary for radiation protection.

A preliminary safety analysis report and a final
safety analysis report for the intermediate storage
system were submitted to the authorities for review
and approval. These documents describe the basic
principles for safety and radiation protection and
contain detailed system descriptions for the facility.
The plant owner is the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Vaste
Management Co., 8KB, but the organisation responsible
for operation is the OKG Co., i.e. the owner of the
Oskarshamn Nuclear Power Station.
Special attention has been given to minimizing the
occupational radiation exposure and releases of
radioactive substances to the environment. Also
special attention has been paid to minimizing the
consequences of any accidents.
3.2 Occupational radiation exposure
The overall goal has been to keep the exposure to
personnel low and at least less than one tenth of the
annual limit for workers, i.e. belov 5 mSv per year of
normal operation. The following principles have been

adopted by SKB when designing the storage:
- non-active systems have been separated from active

systems
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- large components such as ion exchangers, filters and

tanks are placed in shielded rooms
- labyrinths are used to protect personnel from direct
radiation
- measures have been taken to simplify accessibility
for maintenance work
- preparations have been made for providing remote
handling and special devices for changing and
repairing heavily contaminated components
- a hot cell has been installed

In addition, the lay-out and installation dravings
have been reviewed by experienced specialists on
maintenance work and radiation protection.
During operation of CLAB the main contribution to
radiation exposure of workers will be from the
receiving and unloading of fuel and core components.
Of the other categories of work, the maintenance work
and health physics supervision will make the dominant
contributions to the personnel doses.

A very important factor influencing the annual
collective dose is the radiation levels inside the
site. These depend mainly on the amounts of corrosion
products released from the fuel and to a lesser extent
on any fuel leakage. Referring to the successful
operating history of the Swedish reactors regarding
radiation levels and amounts of corrosion products on
fuel, it is reasonable to assume that the radiation
levels at CLAB can be kept relatively low. One very
important factor for the operating staff is to control
the water quality continuosly.
In the final safety analysis report 8KB estimated that
the annual collective dose caused by occupational

exposure will be about 0.3 manSv per year.
The view of the National Institute of Radiation
Protection is that the occupational exposure must be
kept as low as reasonably achievable, this being
synonymous with optimization. The optimization applies
to doses below the dose limits. During the initial
period of operation it is very important to follow the
different steps of handling and maintenance of the
fuel in order to obtain information for optimizing the
instructions.
Special attention is paid by the NIRP to exposure from
neutron radiation. The utility is obliged to make
detailed measurements on the neutron radiation at
different stages of handling and maintenance,
including transportation. This is essential to
evaluate whether special personnel neutron dosemeters
are required.
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3.3 Monitoring and releases

For monitoring and for releases of radioactive
substances to the environment, the systems used are
similar to those in the power stations.
Instrumentation for direct measurement of radioactive
gases is installed in the ventilation stack. It is
also possible to sample for particles.

Water discharges are released at the same point as
discharges from the power plants Oskarshamn I and 2.
Before discharge the concentration and amounts of
radioactive substances are measured. In addition, a
sample is taken from the discharge stream. This sample
is sent to and measured by the NIRP.

Releases to the environment via the ventilation stack
are expected to be small, and of little significance
to the people around the site. The estimated releases
by water to sea will be in the order of 3 to 30 GBq
per year. The dominant nuclide will be cobalt-60.

The doses to the exposed persons around the site
caused by releases from CLAB are estimated by the NIRP
to be less than IA*.SV per year. The opinion of the
NIRP is that the releases from CLAB will not
contribute significantly to the total dose burden from
the Oskarshamn site. The release limits for the site
were consequently not changed by the NIRP when CLAB
vas put into operation.

3.4 Vaste handling
Radioactive vaste from the operation of CLAB will be
handled in a similar way to that at the pover plants
at the site. Spent resins from ion exchangers and
filters will be moulded in concrete. Corrosion
products released from fuel during the cooling down
phase are collected on filter pots. These filters are
assumed to be highly contaminated and will be handled
remotely. The filter pots will be placed in shielded
urns suitable for transportation and final disposal.
The opinion of the NIRP is that the waste handling at
CLAB will probably not contribute significantly to the
occupational exposure.

3.5 Accidents
The storage facility has been designed to minimize the
consequences of accidents for the environment and to
the workers. Of the events analysed in the final
safety analysis report some lead to releases to the
environment. The consequences are assumed to be small.
The main problem will probably be the protection of
workers in the clean-up operations. However, a
favourable factor is that plenty of time will be
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available and probably only so called gap activity
vill be released from the fuel.
A special study vas required by the authorities for
the case in which total loss of cooling water is
considered. The conclusion from-this study is that it
takes about one month before the top of the fuel will
become uncovered. An additional week will elapse
before the fuel is totally uncovered. A supply of
water of about 3 kg per second will be needed to avoid
uncovering. If no countermeasures are taken the fuel
is assumed to become overheated and the cladding will
fail. Any release of radioactive substances apart from
the gap release requires temperature exceeding about
1500 degrees Celsius. It is extremely doubtful whether
this temperature would be reached.
3.6 Administrative control

Radiation protection is the responsibility of the
licencee. According to the Swedish Radiation
Protection Act the NIRP has the power to authorize a
person at the utility to handle radiation protection
issues. He is the utilitie's contact with the
radiation protection authority and implements the
instructions required by the regulations. He is also
responsible for the planning of work whith respect to
radiation protection. His or her position is in the
opinion of the NIRP essential for the organisation of
the radiation protection work at the site, and it
should consequently be very close to the management of
the company.
The National Institute of Radiation Protection has
authorized the radiation protection organisation at
the Oskarshamn site also to include the work at CLAB.

Other factors considered important by the NIRP are:
- the status, education and training of the health
physics group
- education and training for other people working in
controlled areas
- a reliable dosemeter system including
alarm dosemeters
- a classification system of working areas
All these factors are essential for a good radiation
protection program.
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4. SUMMARY

The opinion of the National Institute of Radiation
Protection is that CLAB has been designed and built to
very high standards from the point of view of
radiation protection. Consequently, the releases to
the environment and the occupational doses from the
operation of CLAB can be assumed to be small and
significantly belov the limits established by the
NIRP.
The initial operating period has also shovn that the
facility is capable of handling the amount of fuel
planned vith a high degree of safety for personnel and
environment.
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PARTIE
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITY

A SUMMARY OF THE THIRD INTERNATIONAL
SPENT FUEL STORAGE SYMPOSIUM/WORKSHOP*
Held in Seattle, Washington, United States of America,
8-10 April 1986
A.B. JOHNSON, Jr.
Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Richland, Washington,
United States
Abstract

The Third International Spent Fuel Storage Symposium/Workshop had two
topics: dry storage and rod consolidation, focusing principally on light-water
reactor (LWR) fuel. The meeting had three formats: a two-day symposium, a
poster session, and a one-day workshop. There were 207 attendees from 14
countries. The meeting was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy's Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and the Richland Operations Office
and was organized by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory, with assistance from
DWK (FRG), EPRI, Ontario-Hydro, and the IAEA.

Introduction

The Third International Spent Fuel Storage Symposium/Workshop was held
1n Seattle, Washington, USA, April 8-10, 1986. The meeting had three formats:
a two-day symposium, a two-day poster session; and a one-day workshop with
four parallel topics:

* Fuel Integrity
* Storage System Modeling and Analysis
* Rod Consolidation Technology

* System Integration and Optimization.
The IAEA Technical Committee meeting in Leningrad centers on wet storage
and therefore, 1s complementary to the topics of the Seattle meeting.

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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The meeting was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management and the Richland Operations Office.
The meeting was organized by the Pacific Northwest Laboratory with assistance
from DWK (Federal Republic of Germany), the Electric Power Research Institute,
Ontario-Hydro, and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
The meeting was held 1n the Seattle Westin Hotel. There were 207 attendees
from 14 countries: Austria (IAEA), Canada, Federal Republic of Germany, France,
India, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, The
Netherlands, United Kingdom, and USA. Also, the Nuclear Energy Agency (Paris)

was represented.
Chairmen, speakers, and topics are provided in Appendix A.

Dry Storage Overview

Dry storage R&D on water reactor spent fuel has included the following
aspects:

* Generic investigations, including elevated temperature tests on Irradiated
rods; and laboratory studies of cladding failure mechanisms and UÜ2
oxidation.
* Licensed and unlicensed dry storage demonstrations in concrete canisters
(silos), dry wells (deep and surface), metal casks, and a vault.
* Assessment of failed and water-logged rod behavior.
* Decay heat, heat transfer, shielding code verification, and fuel behavior
modeling.
Generic Investigations

The data base for dry storage studies on Irradiated Zircaloy-clad fuel
was reviewed, Including work 1n Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany, and
the USA. The behavior of Zircaloy-clad fuel has been excellent in dry storage
with Inert gases over the temperature range ~100-570°C. A single rod failure
was detected in a dry storage test at the EMAD facility 1n Nevada, USA.
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Studies of U02 oxidation are underway in Canada, the UK, and the USA.
There 1s not yet a general agreement regarding a storage temperature for UC^
fuel 1n air which would preclude significant fuel degradation of fuel exposed
at cladding defects.
Dry Storage Demonstrations

US and FRG dry storage cask activities are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
Also reported at the Seattle meeting were updates of the following concepts:
* Use of concrete casks in Canada, including an at-reactor application.

* Use of metal casks in Japan (conceptual) and Switzerland.
* Use of vaults in France and the UK.
TABLE 1.

Summary of U.S. Dry Storage of LWR Fuel - Current and Planned

U.S. DOE

NTS

Dry well, silo,

PWR

1978 17

W 15 x 15

BWR

1985 52

GE 7 X 7

(concrete) vault
U.S. DOE

Morris, IL

Metal cask REA
2023 5 m (16' )

tall, 2.5 m (8')

diam. 100 tons
IKEL

U.S. DOE

Dry well

LWBR

1985 2 (1985)
48 (Total)

INEL

VEPCO/DOE/EPRI

Metal casks: GNS

PWR

198545 (1985)

H 15 X 15

135 (Total)

castor V/21; W
MC-10; TN-24P

Surry

VEPCO/DOE/EPRI

H. B. Robinson

CP&L/DOE/EPRI

5 metal casks
3 GNS castor V

PWR

1986Future

W 15 X 15

Horizontal

PWR

1986 21

H 15 X 15

concrete silo

TABLE 2.

Tvoe of Cask

Summary of Dry Cask Testing in the Federal Republic of Germany

Fuel Type/
Number of
Assemblies

Average Burnup,

Operating Time

Cooling Time,
1982

GWd/MTU

Castor la

PWR/4

34.5

Castor Ib

PWR/4

34

0.8

Castor Ic

BWR/16

27

1

TN 1300

PWR/12

34.5

2.5

19B3

1984

19B5
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Failed Rod Behavior

Behavior of defective Zircaloy-clad rods was reported at the Seattle
meeting, including work done 1n Canada, FRG, and USA. In Inert gases, failed
rods, either reactor-induced or storage-induced, present minimal concerns.
Water logging of failed rods during reactor service also does not appear to
present substantial problems in dry storage because a large fraction of the
water can be removed by vacuum drying.
Code Verification and Fuel Behavior Modeling

Several US papers addressed decay heat, heat transfer, and shielding code
verification. Papers from FRG and USA summarized the status of models to

predict the behavior of Z1rcaloy-clad fuel in dry storage.
Rod Consolidation Overview

To date the only activities directly related to rod consolidation of LWR
fuel have been conducted in the USA. The activities, which Involved consolidation of Irradiated LWR fuel are summarized 1n Table 3.
solidation concepts were presented at the Seattle meeting.

TABLE 3.

Hot Demonstrations fDatei

Several rod con-

Summary of Completed Rod Consolidation Demonstrations

Nuclear

Number of
Irradiated

Consolidation

Station

Fuel Assemblies

Ratio

Consolidation
Medium___

2:1 (a)

Westinghouse Electric
Corp./Duke Power Co.
(October-November 1982)

Oconee

4 PWR

Maine Yankee Atomic Power
Co. (August 1983)

Maine Yankee

1 PWR

1.6:1

Nuclear Assurance Corp.
(December 1985 February 1986)

West Valley < b )

6 PWR

1.8:1

Operation
Wet

Wet
(max)

Wet

(a) Consolidation ratio of 2:1 achieved in one canister with rods from 2 of the assemblies.
(b) Western New York Nuclear Service Center, operated by West Valley Nuclear Services Co.,
Inc., for DOE. The West Valley facilities were originally built and operated by
Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS).
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Meeting Proceedings

Proceedings of the meeting will be published. The committee is working
toward a publication schedule of mid-Summer 1986. Anyone attending the meeting
will receive a copy of the proceedings, including attendance list. Anyone
not attending the meeting who wishes to purchase the proceedings should request
from:
National Technical Information Service
United States Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161

Acknowledgement
The author 1s grateful to the U.S. Department of Energy for permission
to present this summary, prepared under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.

Appendix A

Third International Spent Fuel Storage
Technology Symposium/Workshop
April8-10,1986-Seattle, Washington, USA
Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy's
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management ft Rlchland Operations Office

Schedule of Events
Monday. April 7. 1986
3pm -7pm
Registration
Tuesday. April 8. 1986
7.30am

Registration

8.30
Symposium
9.30-10.30
Spouse Orientation
12.OO. 1 45pm Lunch Break

12.00-1 45

Poster Session

1:45-5:30
6:00-7 OO

Symposium

Wlne-iastlng Reception

Wednesday, ApritS. 1986
Symposium
8:30am
ll.-15-i:45pm Lunch Urea k
11:45-1 45
Poster Session
1 45-4.30
Ssmposlum
700
Danquct

Thursday. April 10. 1986
9am

Workshops

12-lpm
Lunch Break
t-4pm
Workshops
Meeting Adjourned

Final Program
Monday, April 7
3:00-7:00pm Registration (Grand Ballroom Foyer)
Tuesday, April 8
7:30am
Registration (Grand Ballroom Foyer)
8:30
. Symposium (Grand Ballroom II & III)
Welcome - J. Roger Hillcy. Honorary Chairman
A. Burtron Johnson. Jr., Conference Chairman
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Session 1: Dry Storage System Tests. Demonstrations & Analyses
Session Co-Chairmen: D. .Vetuman (PNUVSA) and R. Kunita (CPSdJUSA)

1. Dry Storage Demonstrations of CASTOR-1 and TN-1200 Casks (H. Spilkerand
J. F/eisch. DWK/FRG)
2. CASTOR-V/21 PWR Cask Performance' Tes Ling:

a) Test Results fJ.M. Créer. PNL/USA)
b) Slide Presentation (D.H. Schoonen. INEUUSA)
c) Basket Cracking Evaluation (R.T. Andersen. GXSl/L'SA)
3. REA-2023 BWR Cask Performance Test

IM.A. McKinnon. J.E. Tanner, R.J. Guenther, and J.M. Créer. PNL: J.W. Doman and
C.E. King. CE/USA)
4. Transport/Storage of NFS Spent Fuel in TN-BRP and TN-REG Casks
(F J. Williams and K. Goldmann. TN/USA1
5. HYDRA and COBRA-SFS Temperature Calculations for the CASTOR- 1C, REA-2023.
CASTOR-V/2 1. and TN-24P Casks

(C.L. Wheeler. R.A. McCann, iV.J. bombarda. D.R. Rector, and T.E. Michener. PJVL/USAj

9:30-10:30

Spouse Orientation (St. Helens Room)

12:00-l;45pm Lunch Break

12:00-1:45
1:45-5:30

Poster Session (Grand Ballroom I)
Symposium (Grand Ballroom II & III)

Session 2: At-Reactor & Central Storage Facilities
Session Co-Chairmen: K. Einfeld (DWK/FRG) and L Rouse (NRC/USA)
I. Dry Storage Systems Using Casks for Long Term Storage in an AFR and Repository
(K'Einfeld and W. Popp. DWK/FRG)
1. Safety-Related Aspects of Interim Dry Spent Fuel Storage in the Scope of the Atomic
Licensing Procedure
(A. Mueiler and G. VogeL TUV/FRG)
3. Canadian Experience Storing Irradiated CANDU Fuel in Concrete Canisters

ID. W. Patterson and D. See Hoye, AECUCanada)
4. Lessons Learned During Start-Up of a Facility for Storing Spent LWBR Fuel in Dry Wells
at the Idaho Chemical Processing Facility
(A.B. Christensen. K.D. Fielding, and D.R. Teuscher, WINCO/USA)
5. Spent Fuel Storage Activities at the Surry Power Station
(M.L. Smith. H.S. McKay. and O.P. Batalo. VP/USA)
6. Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS] Facility Surge Storage Systems
t W.O. Woods. Parsons: and R. Unterzuber. WEC/USA)
7. Progress in Dry Spent Fuel Storage Licensing and Rulemaking
(J.P. Roberts. NRC/USA)

6:00-7:00 Wine-tasting Reception (Fifth Avenue Room)
Wednesday, April 9

8:30am Symposium (Grand Ballroom II & III)
Session 3: Dry Storage Integrity
Session Co-Chairmen: K. Simpson (CEGfl/Ercgiand; and R. Williams (EPRUUSA)
1. Spent Fuel Dry Storage Performance in Inert Atmosphere
(M. Peehs and R. Bokelmann. KWU: and J.. Fleisch. DWK/FRC)
2. Examination oflntact and Defective Irradiated CANDU Fuel Bundles Stored up to 30
Months in Moist Air at 150°C
(K.M. Wasywich and J.D. Chen. AECL: J. Freire-Canosa and S.J. Naqut. OH/Canada)
3. Analysis of Spent Fuel Behavior in Dry Storage Cask Demonstrations in the FRG
(J. Fleisch. DWK/FRG)
4. Behavior of Spent LWR Fuel In Nitrogen and m Air

(E.R. Gilbert. C.A. Knox. and G.D. White. PNUUSA)
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5. Predictions of the Dry Storage Behavior of Zircaloy-Clad Spent Fuel Rods Using
Deformation and Fracture Map Analyses
(J.C.L. Tarn. N.H. Afadsen. andB.A. Chin. Auburn Univ./USA)

6. Experimentally Based Spent Fuel Storage Performance Criteria and Its Application for
Performance Test Evaluation

(M. Peehs. G. Kasper. E. Steinberg. KWU/FRG)

11:45-1:45 pm Lunch Break
11:45-1:45
1:45-4:30

Poster Session (Grand Ballroom I)
Symposium (Grand Ballroom II & III)

Session 4: Rod Consolidation Technology & Demonstrations
Session Co-Chairmen: D. Shelor (DOE/USA) and R. Isakson (NUSCO/USA)
1. Duke Power Perspective of Rod Consolidation
(R. W. Rasmussen. Duke Power/USA)
2. Packaging Techniques for Different Types of Spent Fuel with Respect to Long Term
Storage and Final Disposal
(H.A. Pirk and K. Einfeld. NUKEM-DWK/FRG)
3. Rod Consolidation of Ginna Fuel
(C.B. WoodhaU. NA&USA)
4. NUSCO Rod Consolidation
(M. Kupinski. G. Betancourt. and R. Blreley. NUSCO/USA)
5. Cask Consolidated Spent Fuel Thermal Analyses Using the COBRA-SFS Code
(D.R. Rector. J.M. Cuta. andJ.M. Créer. PNL/USA)

7:00

Banquet (Fifth Avenue Room)

Poster Session
1. Development of the Universal Fuel Rod Consolidation Machine Tool
(W.J. Wächter. UST&D/USA)
2. Experience with the Brown Boveri Failed Fuel Rod Ultrasonic Detection System
(B. J. Snyder. BBC/USA)

3. Fuel Assembly Consolidation at West Valley
(C.R. Johnson. NAC/USA1
4. The Addition of Air-Cooled Dry Vault Storage Facilities to Operating Nuclear Power
Plants
(B.R. Cundill and D. Deacon. GEC: and P.O. Barra«. FWEA/England)
5. Spent Fuel Consolidation System by Single Rod Transfer
(D.J. Haüahan. PPC/USA)
6. Realization of Economical Dry Storage for Irradiated Fuels
(P. Cuay. CEA/France)
Dry Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel
(L. BaiWfand M. Anniel. SGN/France)
7. Destructive Consolidation System
(R.W. Watts. WEC/USA)
8. ICPP Dry Storage Capabilities for Spent Fuel
(C.P. Gertz. andR.D. Denney. DOE-WINCO/USA)
9. Wind Effects on a Natural Convection Cooled Dry Fuel Store
(J.E. Fackrell and G.A. Brown. CEGB; N. Bradley. NNC/England)
10. Concrete Casks for Storage. Transportation and Disposal of Irradiated Fuel
(J. Freire-CanosaandJ.A. Sato. OH/Canada)

11. Dry Storage Technology from the TN Group
(C. Pennington and K. Goldmann. TN/USA)
12. Design of a Horizontal Concrete Module and a Dry Shielded Canister for Use In an
Irradiated Fuel Storage System
IJ. V. Massey and J.M. Rosa. NUTECH/USA)
13. Robatel RS 24 Packaging
(M. Robatel and C. Bochard. Robatel/France)
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14. Dry Storage Cask-DIORIT - Swiss Experience

1C. Ospina. EIRiSwit2.erla.nd)
15. Cask Storage of MOX Spent Fuel
(H. Kaneko/Japan)
16. LWR Spent Fuel Rod Behavior During Long-Term Dry Fuel Storage Conditions

IC.S. Otsen. EC&dVSAl
17. Behavior oflntentionally Defected Irradiated CANDU Fuel Bundles Following up to 30
Months of Storage in Air Saturated with Moisture at 150°C

(K.M. Wasywich. D.L. Bruneau. F.W. Stanley. H.C. Delaney. F. Doern. A.M. Ouclos, and
D. Owen. AECLJCanada)
18. Comparison of the Oxidation Behavior of CEGB. ORNL. and PNL U0 2 Pellets
(C.D. White and E.R. Gilbert. PNL/USAI
19. Spent Fuel Oxidation Testing Under Simulated Dry Storage Conditions
IC.A. Knoxand T.K. Campbell. PNL/VSA1

Thursday, April 10
Workshops (Concurrent)
9:OOam
12:OO-l:OOpm

(Vashon. Cascade I. St. Helens. Grand Crescent)
"Specific workshop locations will be announced during the symposium.
Lunch Break

Workshops
l:00-4:00pm
Meeting Adjourned
Organizing Committee
Honorary Chairman
J.R. (Roger) Hilley. Associate Director.
Office of Storage and Transportation Systems.
U.S. Department of Energy

Workshop Coordinator
R.W. (Ray) Lambert.

Chairman

S'.J. (Sayed) Naqvl.
Ontario Hydro

A.B. (Burt) Johnson. Jr.. •
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
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Electric Power Research Institute

Poster Session Coordinator
.Arrangements Coordinator

Co-Chairman

N.R. (Ruth) Dollar.

K. (Klaus) Einfeld.
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Abstract
Overview of the purposes, results and recommendations of the IAEA
Advisory Group Meeting held in March 1986 is presented, including
brief analysis of the world spent fuel management situation, state-

of-the-art of national programmes in Argentina, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland,
UK and USA, and plans of IAEA meetings for 1987-1988.

INTRODUCTION

Based upon the recommendations from the International Spent
Fuel Management Experts' Group and also from the Consultants'
meeting on "Spent Fuel Management, from Storage to Reprocessing"
(Vienna, June 1982), an Advisory Group on the "Back-End" of the

Nuclear Fuel Cycle was established and the first meeting held in
March 1984. At the conclusion of the first meeting the Advisory

Group "felt that the review of the program was constructive and
beneficial and recommended that the Advisory Group be reconvened in
1986 to review the IAEA's 1987-88 and 1989-92 program on Spent
Fuel Management."

The Advisory Group reviewed the world-wide situation in Spent
Fuel Management and reviewed the directions of national efforts

and international cooperation. Information on the present status
and progress in activities relating to the back-end of the Nuclear
Fuel Cycle was discussed as it related to the Agency's future plans,
The Group consisted of experts from countries with experience
and requirements from the back-end of the fuel cycle: transportation; storage; treatment of spent fuel; and preparation of uranium
and plutonium for recycling.
OBJECTIVE OF ADVISORY GROUP

The objectives of the Advisory Group include the following:
-Provide technical advise to the Secretariat regarding
the Agency's program in the "back-end" of the nuclear fuel
cycle.
-Serve as a means of exchanging information on the current

situation and progress of national programs.
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-Discuss the Agency's publications in this field and to
advise the Agency on proposals for reviews, publications,
guidelines and studies.
-Assist in the coordination of international activity in
the field of the back-end of the fuel cycle.

The program topics discussed during the Advisory Meeting included:
-A review of the present activities of the Agency in the
area of back-end of fuel cycle.
-Discussions of the participants' presentations on national

current situation and future plans.
-A review of the IAEA's activities concluded since the last
Advisory Group Meeting.
-Recommendations for future IAEA meetings and other activities
in the area of the back-end of the fuel cycle.

WORLD SITUATION

At the end of 1985, there were 374 power reactors connected
to electricity supply networks in 26 countries, producing
248,577 megawatts of electrical power. During the year, 31
reactors accounting for a total of 29,152 megawatts of electrical generating capacity were newly connected to the grid.
Construction was started on six more. At the end of 1985
more than 30,000 metric tonnes of spent water reactor fuel
had been discharged worldwide from nuclear reactors. Only a
small fraction of this fuel has been reprocessed. Much effort
has been devoted to the development of technology of spent
fuel storage, both wet and dry, and of spent fuel direct disposal.
The thirty thousand tonnes of discharged fuel is an increase
of fifty percent over that reported in 1983 (20,000 tonnes).
Projections at the present time indicate that as much as
200,000 tonnes of spent fuel will be generated by the year
2000. Interim storage of spent is expected to dominate the
back-end of the fuel cycle until early next century. Most
countries using nuclear energy to produce electrical power
in Europe and Japan have expressed their intention to reprocess
their spent fuel and use the extracted fissile material in
FBR programs. Excess, plutonium is being used in some countries
for thermal reactor recycle. There are other countries which
have selected the once-through option for an indefinite period
of time.

The final resolution in the long term is not yet clear and
therefore the uncertainties in the back-end of the fuel cycle
remain of crucial importance. The range of possible spent
fuel management strategies - to reprocess, to defer reprocessing, or to use a once-through option - make it difficult to
project requirements for storage capacity and reprocessing
needs. With the lack of precise directions, many countries
continue to explore various options for handling the spent
fuel (wet-dry, short-long term storage, consolidation, reprocessing, etc.).
Whichever option chosen, there appears to be no technical
problem in designing, constructing, and operating the technology and facilities. The progress in the development of
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the various technologies indicate that many choices are
available. Due to the significant costs related to research
and development it is necessary that international cooperation
continue to assist countries with small nuclear programs.

Both storage and reprocessing of the spent fuel have been
demonstrated in some countries. Many studies of the technical
feasibility of the permanent disposal of spent fuel as a waste
have been made and while no demonstration has yet been made it
appears that this technology also exists.
Spent fuel management is closely connected with other important
programs that are being undertaken, both nationally and internationally. In particular, nuclear power generation, nuclear
waste management, transport, and safety of nuclear fuel cycle

facilities.
SOME NATIONAL PROGRAMS

Advisers representing ten countries were invited; Argentina,
Belgium, Czechoslovakia/ France, Federal Republic of Germany,
Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, UK and USA. Experts from two
other countries (Finland and USSR) were invited but for various
reasons could not attend. The following are extracted from the
country papers presented during the Advisory Group.
-ARGENTINA

The current Argentine nuclear power program consists of HWR
reactors: two in operation (ATUCHA-I, 345 MWe and EMBALSE, 600
MWe), one 745 MWe under construction and another 700 MWe to be
installed before the end of the century.
With this size of program during the next 15 years the current
plans for spent fuel storage are adequate and no plans for final
disposal of fuel is planned. However, due to.the limited uranium
reserves and the high cost of fuel element production for the
two HWR pressure vessel type reactors, an active program for
the utilization of Mixed Oxide (U-235, Pu-239) fuel is being
developed. The program allows the development of technology
for reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication on a pilot plant
scale.
A plant for the reprocessing of nuclear fuels was designed and

constructed by the Argentine Atomic Energy Commission with
ä capacity of 5 metric tonnes of uranium fuel per year. The
fuel will be of the ATUCHA type and the extracted Pu will be
recycled into ATUCHA type fuel. The MOX fuel will be fabricated
in a demonstration scale within special rooms in the reproccessing plant.
-BELGIUM

Belgium currently has 5.5-7 GWe installed capacity with
another 1-1.4 GWe planned but not yet committed. The spent
fuel is stored at the reactor site in storage pools before
being sent to a reprocessing plant. The plan for the spent
fuel is to reprocess the fuel and recycle fissile products
recovered into thermal and fast breeder reactors. Contracts
exist with COGEMA for the reprocessing of approximately 600
tonnes U of fuel unloaded from Belgian power plants up to 1989.
-CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Czechoslovakia currently has six WWER-440 reactors operating
and six more units at different stages of their construction.
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It is planned that all 12 units will be operational by mid-1990s.
During the next period, the WWER-1000 units will be introduced.
Within the framework of a general bilateral agreement with
the USSR on the cooperation in nuclear power development, it
is agreed that Soviet Union will accept the return of the spent

fuel for reprocessing.

The original cooling pools allowed for 3 year at-reactor storage but due to subsequent needs and agreements away-from-reactor
storage capacity for an additional 10 year storage is being
constructed.
-FRANCE

France's program is best characterized as a closed fuel cycle
including reprocessina and use of breeder reactors. It has
38,958 MWe installed capacity with another 21,010 MWe capacity
under construction. The chosen spent fuel management scheme
is that of reprocessing.
Due to the large national program and the large contracted

obligations at the La Hague reprocessing plant a large storage
expansion program is underway (8,000t by 1988).

This storage

capacity allows for better buffer storage as well as better
handling flexibility. To achieve maximum flexibility in the
operation of the installations, the storage ponds, unloading
units and reprocessing plants will all be interconnected
through the ponds.
France has the most experience in the transport of LWR fuel.

Transport of fuel has been made between the La Hague plant
and 50 power plants in France, Belgium, FRG, Japan, Netherlands
Sweden and Switzerland. A total of more than 3400 tonnes of
oxide fuel has been delivered in more than 1300 consigments.

The current annual COGEMA managed, directly or indirectly, cask
shipments involves approximately 300 casks either by road or

by rail or by sea.
An intensive program for the recycling of recovered recycle
material is underway involving the recycle into thermal reactors.
This program has reached commercial level of application.
-FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The spent fuel management strategy in the FRG is based on
interim storage and subsequent reprocessing of spent fuel.
The waste shall be disposed of in a geologic repository.
Parallel, alternative back-end fuel cycle techniques such as
the direct disposal of the spent fuel without reprocessing are
being investigated and might at a later date be used for the
final disposal of spent fuel, which is not suitable for reprocessing.
Based on the estimated accumulation of spent fuel by the end
of this century, the FRG back-end requirements will be met by
reprocessing either in FRG or through contracts with COGEMA
and BNFL. However, due to optimization of size and capability
of the required facilities temporary storage capacity at
nuclear power plant pools and additional APR storage facilities
play an important role in spent fuel management.
The interim storage of spent fuel within the FRG is accomplished

primarily at-reactor with this storage being increased through
the use compacted storage racks.
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Dry storage is now a licensed

technology in the FRG. Several types of CASTOR casks are now
available for both storage and transportation of spent fuel.
A 1500 MTU AFR facility has completed and is waiting for final
licensing. A second 1500 MTU facility is currently under construction. A request for a third facility co-located with the
reprocessing plant has been submitted.

The casks consists of the following main components:
-the cask body, a large piece of cast nodular iron
-a closure system consisting of a double lid system
-a basket system to hold the fuel assemblies
-lifting trunnions

The FRG also is recycling plutonium in LWRs as a method for
using all excess plutonium which is not committed for immediate use in breeder reactors. Current studies indicate that
industrial scale recycling is feasible.
Conceptual engineering has been carried out for a conditioning and encapsulation plant for use in direct fuel disposal.
Licensing procedure for this plant will be started this year.
The intention of this process is to disposal of fuel not
suitable for reprocessing.

-JAPAN
Japan now operates 33 nuclear power reactors with a combined
capacity of 24/686 MWe. The future nuclear power generation
capacity is forecasted to be about 34 MWe in 1990 and 62 GWe
in 2000.
The basic nuclear spent fuel management concept is based
upon the promotion of fast breeder reactors. Plutonium
obtained from spent fuel through reprocessing will be used
in FBRs in advanced thermal reactors and also in LWRs. The
reprocessing of spent fuel of LWRs is the chosen spent fuel
management scheme selected by Japan. Current contracts for
reprocessing is with foreign firms but a 800 tonnes reprocessing
plant is planned for operation in mid 1990s. Due to this plan
the spent fuel is being held in at-reactor pools and no awayfrom-reactor storage is being constructed. It should be noted
that since the timing and amount of reprocessing is not yet
firm, the storage duration and the amount of the spent fuels
to be stored at reactor sites or at reprocessing plant sites
is not yet fixed.

Studies of dry and wet storage methods is being studied by
both government and private companies.
Spent fuels from LWRs are shipped to the Tokai reprocessing
plant by sea. Sea transportation is the most efficient way
for Japan as both power stations and reprocessing plant are
located on the sea coast. Experience with the shipment of
about 2700 tonnes of spent fuel to the UK and France has been
successful.
•SWEDEN

The nuclear power program in Sweden consists of 12 nuclear
units. Their combined capacity is 9500 MV.'e.
Direct disposal without reprocessing is the main strategy for
management of spent nuclear fuel in Sweden. Under the present
Swedish circumstances they have decided that it is the most
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economic route. Before final disposal the fuel will be stored
for about 40 years in CLAB, specially built underground facility
which was put in operation in July, 1985. This will give flexibility in the choice; of final disposal method. Wastes from
reactor operation will be disposed of in SFR, another underground facility in hard rock with planned operation starting
in 1988. The total cost for waste management in Sweden is
estimated to 47 billion SEK (5.5 billion US$). This includes
costs related to all types of waste and also the decommissioning
of all twelve nuclear power facilities.
After the interim storage period the spent fuel will be encapsulated in corrosion resistant canisters and shipped to a
final repository.

All nuclear power plants in Sweden are located at the coast
and the sea is used for cooling. The interim fuel storage
and the final LLW and MLW storage are also on the coast. As
a result of their locations, sea transport has been selected
as the main method to ship spent fuel and radioactive waste.
Specially designed casks and ships are used for this movement.
The feasibility of final disposal of spent nuclear fuel and
high level waste has been evaluated and accepted by the
Swedish government. These studies show that long-lived wastes
can be disposed of by present-day technology and within the
geological conditions existing in Sweden. Further work must
be done to show realization and optimization of a safe system
for final disposal of nuclear waste. This additional work
consists of research and development, alternative methods
evaluation, optimization studies for best technology and economy,
and site selection investigations.
Sweden is also the host country for the international OECD/NEA
-Stripa project. Nine countries are-cooperating in this project
which uses an abandoned mine at Stripa some 250 km west of
Stockholm. The project includes: 1) hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical characterization of the site; 2) simulated heat
buffer mass tests in half-scale deposit bore-holes? 3) rock
fracture studies; 4) isotope migration experiments; and 5)
borehole, shaft and tunnel sealing tests.
-SWITZERLAND

Switzerland currently has 3000 MWe being delivered from
five nuclear power plants. Two more 1000 MWe power plants
are firmly planned.
The current spent fuel management and disposal program includes
contracts for the reprocessing of all spent fuel generated up
to 1990. The contracts also cover the related transport
and storage and vitrification of the resulting high-level
waste. The wastes from the reprocessing contracts will be
returned and disposed of in two different types of repositories:
Type C repository for high-level and certain alpha-containing
intermediate-level waste; and a Type B repository for all
remaining intermediate- and low-level waste. Both of these
repositories will be mined underground facilities.
The nuclear utilities have set up an engineering consortium,
to plan for the intermediate storage of spent nuclear away from
the power plants, as well as the storage of vitrified high-level
wastes and other reprocessing wastes returned to Switzerland.
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-UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom has a long-established nuclear generating
program starting in 1956.
In 1985,
20% of electricity available
from the UK public supply came from nuclear power. The current
management strategy for the UK's
irradiated fuel and reprocessing
waste is to: 1) continue to reprocess spent Magnox and AGR fuel
separating waste products and the recovery of uranium and plutonium; 2) store high-level liquid waste until the Windscale
vitrification plant comes on line late in 1980's; 3).store
vitrified waste in engineered stores at the surface for at
least 50 years before disposal; 4) develop scientific and
technical knowledge on alternatives for disposal of HLW;
and
5) proceed with establishing disposal routes for the LLW and
MLW from reprocessing, nuclear power station operation and
other industrial and medical uses.
Irradiated fuel discharged from reactors is stored for a peri-

od at the power stations, to allow short-lived radioactivity
to decay and heat output to fall, before it is transferred to
the BNFL reprocessing site. The fuel is cooled in ponds at
all stations except one,
Wylfa, where it is held in an air-cooled
vault. At the reprocessing plant the fuel is stored in ponds
in water filled ponds to allow further decay of radioactivity
until it is reprocessed and to provide an operational buffer.
The UK has moved over 10,000 casks safely over an average distance
of 500 km.
An intermediate storage facility for longer term storage of the
fuel is also under consideration. The development of such longer
term storage options would provide flexibility in the timing of
the reprocessing of irradiated oxide fuel in plants that will
succeed THORP. In this respect the CEGB is developing a design
of dry store suitable for the longer term .storage of irradiated
AGR fuel. Any PWR stations built in the UK will be equipped
with ponds capable of 18 years worth of fuel arisings.
•USA
Spent fuel inventories in the USA exceed 12,000t HM, and are
increasing at a rate in excess of 1300
t per year. In the
absence of reprocessing, these inventories are being stored

in existing reactor fuel pools. Where initial pool storage
capacity was insufficient, and structural and seismic considerations permitted, high density storage racks have been installed
to increase pool storage capacity. In addition, a limited amount
of spent fuel transshipment has occurred to other reactors within
some utility systems where storage space was available. For the
next few years there are not reactors in the United States
whose continued operation is threatened because spent fuel storage
space is-not available or otherwise obtainable, using currently
viable storage technologies.
Future plans for spent fuel management, as established by US law,
call for continued utility management of their spent fuel until
a Federal repository or Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility
(MRS)
is established. When one of these Federal facilities
becomes available, high-level waste or spent fuel can be
transferred to it and become a Federal responsibility.

Continued expansion of onsite storage through established
procedures, such as reracking and transshipping, will alleviate
some but not all of these near-term storage problems. A variety
of research, development and demonstration efforts are under215

way including dry cask storage and rod consolidation programs to
establish additional onsite storage options and to improve
future licensing proceedings. These efforts include cooperative

demonstrations involving the Federal government and private
utilities.
Generic spent fuel research and development is underway in
many areas, including system performance, spent fuel integrity,
analytical code development and dry storage in different
atmospheres. A cooperative agreement is in force to test dry
cask storage at a reactor site under NRC license at conservative conditions and, also, unlicensed at a Federal site where
tests will probe the technical limits for dry cask storage.
A second cooperative agreement is under way to test onsite
dry storage in concrete silos. A third agreement to demonstrate
fuel rod consolidation is under negotiation.

Research on the transportation of spent fuel is on-going,
including planned testing of transportable storage casks. Research
on the packaging of spent fuel for disposal as it relates to the
various candidate media for geologic disposal is beginning with
funding not separately identified. Total 1984 funding for
spent fuel R&D (excludes MRS and Repository work) exceeded
6 million US dollars and the 1985 budget was over 13 million
US dollars. An offer to participate in joint research and
to provide technical assistance on spent fuel storage to non
nuclear weapons states has been tendered as specified in the
US, 1982 Waste Act. Cooperation is now ongoing with a number
of different countries.

Finally, even though the United States nuclear development
policy has shifted away from the rapid demonstration of commercial fast breeder reactors in that the construction of the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor demonstration plant has been
cancelled. However, a strong R&D programme on all aspects of
breeder development, including breeder fuel reprocessing, is
being maintained.
-OTHER COUNTRIES

Several countries were invited to the Advisory Group and

were unable to attend (India and USSR). Other countries have
active programs but due to the limitation of attendance to the
advisory group (Brazil, Mexico, Spain, GDR, Bulgaria, Republic
of Korea etc.) were not invited. Summaries of their spent fuel
management activities are found in documents from other meetings.

Annex A gives a partial list of meetings on topics on spent
fuel management (1980-1985) where the various national

approaches are discussed.

IAEA SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM - PAST AND PRESENT

In 1976 the IAEA identified interim storage of spent fuel
as an important independent step in the nuclear fuel cycle.
One of the first studies of the Agency that pointed out the
importance of spent fuel storage was a Working Group Review
called the Regional Fuel Cycle Centre Study (RFCC) in 1977.

In 1978 a special consultants group was convened by the
Agency to identify in what the Agency should be involved and
what was the status of spent fuel storage throughout the
world. In the same year a joint IAEA/NEA program on the
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behavior of spent fuel assemblies during extended storage
(BEFAST) was initiated to study the behavior of spent fuel
and pool components during extended storage; a coordinated
research program was established by the Agency in 1981. In
1979, hosting the INFCE Study, the Agency supplied secretariat
services to Working Group 6 with Spain and Argentina providing
the co-chairmen. Also in 1979 the Agency initiated a study
on international spent fuel management. Experts from 24 countries and 3 international organizations took part in the study,
which was completed in 1982. In November 1980 the IAEA
organized, in cooperation with USDOE, a Specialists Meeting on
Spent Fuel Storage Alternatives. In 1983 the Agency and the
Junta de Energia Nuclear of Spain organized a Seminar in Madrid
on the technical and environmental aspects of spent fuel
management. A Technical Committee Meeting on Methods Used in the
Design of Dry and Wet SFS Facilities was held in 1985 in Espoo,
Finland.
As a result of the large number of meetings held during
this time, a number of important documents was published. These
included: 1) The Survey of World Experience in Storage of Water
Reactor Spent Fuel in Water Pools (1982); 2) The Guidebook on Spent
Fuel Storage (1984); 3) The Glossary of Terms related to SFS
(1985). Three TECDOCS were released, namely on "Status of Spent
Fuel Dry Storage Concepts" and on Status of LWR Rod Consolidation for Storage Purposes" also the Glossary (English version).
The Russian version of the Glossary was discussed and reported
at the Consultants Meeting held in Vienna and will be released
in 1987. A questionnaire on Dry and Updated Wet Storage Experience was distributed among Member States in 1985 and the first
Consultants' Meeting on preparation of the Survey Report on
Dry storage Experience was held in the UK in February 1986.
The Survey is planned for publication as a IAEA Technical Report
Series document in 1986.

The BEFAST (Behavior of Spent Fuel Assemblies during
Extended Storage) co-ordinated Research Programme was continued and important information concerning the integrity of
fuel cladding and operational reliability of storage facility
was obtained and analyzed. The final draft is being prepared
in a parallel meeting this week in Leningrad. In answer
to the recommendations of program participants, the coordinated
program will be continued in 1986-91.
A TECDOC was produced as a recommendation of the consultant
group meeting on "Status of Treatment of LWR Fuel." A consultants meeting was convened in June 1985 to survey the development
status of construction materials for equipment. It was agreed
that this subject is of great interest to Member States having
nuclear fuel cycle facilities and it was recommended to a
Technical Committee Meeting on "Materials Experience in the Back-End
of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle" in September 1986.

Another part of SMF is the treatment of spent fuel. The
Agency has limited its activities in reprocessing in part due
to the sensitivity of parts of the technology as it relates to
non-proliferation issues. Due to the interest of a few of the
Agency's members, the Secretariat monitors experience in the area
and to some extent other related activities. The Agency is currently looking at the potential use of noble metals (Ec, Cs and Sr)
in the twenty-first century.
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The Agency's program for 1987-88 will focus on three different
areas: 1) Evaluation of information on spent nuclear fuel arisings
and capacity requirements; 2) The enhancement of international
co-operation in the selections of spent fuel storage options
and practices; and 3) The exchange of information on spent fuel
treatment/ the recycling of fissile materials and the recovery

and utilization of other valuable elements.
In the 1987-88 program the Agency will:

1)convene under

the co-sponsorship of OECD/NEA a Symposium on the Back-End of
the Nuclear Fuel Cycle - Strategy and Options; 2) Establish a
work methodology for economical comparisons of different approaches
to SFS; 3} publish the updated version of the Survey on World
Experience in Dry and Wet Storage Technology.

RESULTS OF ADVISORY GROUP REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Advisory Group observed that spent fuel management
continues to be of highest priority in assuring the optimum
commercial use of nuclear energy. Spent fuel storage remains
of crucial importance. It was observed that the spent fuel
management strategy adopted by each country depends in detail
on individual country factors. Experience continues to show
that water reactor fuel can be safely stored for extended
periods of time.
A review of several country programs indicate that both
commercial and prototype reprocessing facilities continue to
operate satisfactorily. Plutonium and uranium recovered by
reprocessing represent a potential nuclear fuel resource.
Plutonium is normally used in fast reactors but several
countries with plutonium in excess of fast reactor require-

ments are actively pursuing recycle in thermal reactors. The
utilization of recovered uranium leads to reduced uranium
ore demand. Recovered uranium has already been recycled in
several countries into thermal reactors and several other
countries are actively developing a reuse capability.

It was agreed by the Advisory Group that post and current
activities of the Agency have proven very beneficial in assisting them in matters relating to spent fuel management.
The Advisory Group noted the efforts under the BEFAST CRP
and encouraged the Agency to continue with BEFAST II. Due to
the long planning cycle for both the Agency and the countries
involved and the importance of continued surveillance of spent
fuel, it was suggested that plans for the continued investigation should be encouraged.
The effort planned to assist countries in economical
comparisons of SFS should be focussed on "Methodology for
Evaluating the Economics of Wet and Dry Spent Fuel Storage."

As many of the Agency's activities are interrelated
and are dependent upon the results of a previous meeting, the
Advisory Group recommended that final results of subsequent
meetings include results of related meetings. As an example,
the updating of wet and dry storage experience should include
the findings from the BEFAST efforts.
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Proposed efforts in the following were endorsed:
-Decontamination of transport casks and of spent fuel

storage facilities.
-Status of MOX-fuel utilization in thermal reactors

-Activities under the topic of "Remote Technology"
should focus on state-of-the-art evaluations and
include areas under development.

The Advisory Group suggested that work related to
evaluation of extracted non-fissile materials be limited
to a broader scope topic of "Arisings and recovery of nonfissile useful materials from spent nuclear fuel and/or
reprocessings wastes."

In order to assist the Agency on plans for future
activities, the following items were suggested for consideration for the program of work:
-Current SFM practices and future plans in various

countries (trends and analysis)
-Management of spent fuel from research prototype

reactors
-Review operating experience and improvement of technology
in reprocessing plants
-Organizations/financing mechanisms for national spent
fuel management options
-A review of summary of options available for each stage
in SFM. (Should include a summary of activities by
country for each step)
-Influence of higher burn-up on projected spent fuel
arisings and on potential recycle and/or storage options
-Evaluation of the effect of multiple recycle on SFM
-Continue to advise and assist in furthering public
knowledge on SFM issues
-Status of rod consolidation experience
-Status of recycled uranium utilization in reactors

The Members felt that the establishment of the Advisory
Group for the review of and suggestions relating to IAEA
future program of work in spent fuel management was very
beneficial and should be reconvened in two years.

It was

suggested that the Agency might consider making the Group a
permanent body in order to be continuously available for advice
and consultation.
It was noted that the Agency cooperates actively with
OECD/NEA and it was recommended that the Agency continue to note
both national and international activities in spent fuel
management in order to minimize duplication of efforts.
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/ not I n c l u d i n g meetings v l t h
emphasis on waste management
only/

M e e t i n g s on t o p i c s

K»
«O

O

on SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT
1980

No.

- 1985

Place

Title

Date

1

Annual mooting on nuclear technology (Reactor Conference '80)

Berlin

25-27 May 1980

2

A N S Annual mooting

Las Vegas. USA

8-13

3

89 Annual meeting of tlie American I n s t i t u t e o( Chemic.il Engineers

Portland, USA

17-20

t>

Directions in nuclc.ir engineering research conl rrrnir

Cambridge, UK

19 Sept. 1980

5

National topic.il meeting of fuel cycles for the 80' s

Gael Inburg, USA

29 Sept. -2 Oct.

6

Annunl meeting of Deutscher Kalte-und K 1 imat cchni scher Verein

Berlin

15-17

Oct. 1980

7

IAKA Advisory Croup/Spec 1 n 1 1 st s meeting on spent luel storage

La* Vegas. USA

17-21

Nov. 1980

Boston, USA

17-20

Nov.

Columbus, USA

9-11

Dec. 1980

May 1981

June 1980

Aug. 1980

1980

alternai ivcs
8

9

' 3rd Annual meeting of the M a t e r i a l s Rese.irch Society

2nd Annual national waste terminal storage (NUTS) Information

1980

meet Ing
10

Meeting on the nuclear luol cycle

Saclay, France

5-13

11

II. mot-ting - how to achieve technical r e l i a b i l i t y under
c o n d i t i o n s rel.it ing to the f u t u r e

Nuremberg, Germany, FR

13-15

May 1981

12

Fuel c y c l e conference

Los Angeles, USA

15-18

May 1981

I)

Annual m o o t i n g on n u c l e a r technology '81

D u s s e l d o r f , Germany,FR

24-26 Hay 1981

Ift

ANS

M i a m i Beach, USA

7-12

annual meeting

June 1981

No.

Title

13

ANS

16

technical base for nuclear fuel cycle policy

Date

Place

Newport, USA

20-23 Sept. 1981

Autumn »cet ing on metallurgy

Paris, France

20-22 Oct. 1981

17

International study meeting on modern power stations

Liege, Belgium

26-30 Oct. 1981

IB

Annual meeting of the Institute of Chemical Englenoers

New Orleans. USA

8-12 Nov. 1981

19

International conference of fast reactor fuel cycles

London, UK

9-12 Nov. 1981

20

N W T S program inlormjl i un nie t- 1 ing

Columbus, USA

17-19 Nov. 1981

21

ANS

San Francisco, USA

29 Nov. -4 Dec. 1981

22

Meeting on LWR extended burnup fuel performance and
uli 1 izal ion

Williamsburg, USA

4-8 April 1982

23

ANS

Rlchland, USA

19-22 April 1982

winter meeting

topical meeting on treatment and handling of radioactive wastes

24

International RNS/ANS conference on nuclear energy with
rmph.is is n t lupl cycles
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PARTIV
SUMMARY OF THE MEETING

National presentations and follow-up discussions clearly showed that
there is continuing confidence in the use of wet storage for spent
nuclear fuel. Experience is showing that long-term wet storage of fuel
clad in zirconium alloys can be readily achieved. Large away-from-reactor
facilities have been constructed and are being operated successfully.
Prance. In 1988 the wet storage capacity at the La Hague plant
will reach 10.000 MTU, the largest in the world. Facilities
are available to unload fuel under both wet and dry conditions
(800 MTU/y by each method). Recent technology advances have
increased safety, reliability, while reducing personnel
exposure.
Sweden. In 1985 the CLAB facility was commissioned, with wet
storage capacity for 3000 MTU of LWR fuel. As of April 1986
200 MTU of LWR fuel had been received. The fuel transport
system features delivery by sea, with minimal land transport.

The facility is located underground, constructed in solid
granite. It is assumed that very low values for occupational
exposure and releases of radiation substances will be the
result of*CLAB operation. According to the review of the
Swedish Institute of Radiation Protection, doses to personnel
will be much lower than that from nuclear power plant
operation, i.e. less than 3 mSv in individual doses.
The importance of maintaining good water chemistry has been identified.
Operational experience has shown that storage water conditions maintained in
the pH range 4.3 to 7.0 with very low levels of chloride contamination (at or
below 0.2 ppm) will satisfy long term storage requirements.
For fuel from the RBMK reactor it is suggested that small
amounts of oxide growth occurred on the Zr -1% Nb cladding
during four years of storage in the water with slightly
increased chloride concentration. The rate decreased to very
low values when high water purity was maintained.
Receiving pool at Tokai Reprocessing Plant. Periodical
measurements of Pe, Ni and Cr concentration in the water of

storage pool have shown that the reduction rate of the
stainless steel pool componment is in the order of 10~5
mm/year in thickness.
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The long-term wet storage behaviour of sensitised stainless steel clad
fuel involves, as yet, some uncertainties. However, great reliance will be

placed on long-term wet storage of spent fuel into the future. Continued
reactor operation will be dependent on the availability of safe and efficient
wet storage facilities. The adoption of particular options will be country

dependent and will be related to practical issues as well as economic factors.

The amalgamation and exchange of technical knowledge and experience in
this important area of spent fuel management has great merit. Continued
observation of spent fuel behaviour in wet storage will be necessary to
satisfy both operational and regulatory requirements and also to sustain
public acceptance. The BEFAST programme will greatly assist in achieving these
aims.
In order to increase the importance of BEFAST work, the following topics

warrant further consideration by the IAEA and these are noted below:

I. The presence of oxidation and deposition layers on the external
surface of fuel clad. It is recommended that existing scientific data on the
oxidation properties of different fuel types be collected. Observations should
relate to in-reactor and in-storage conditions and methods of quantitative
assessment should be identified. It should be established whether or not there
is a need to continue to measure oxide layer thicknesses during the long-term
storage of spent fuel, and if so, with what frequency. The need to delineate
oxide layers from deposition (crud layers) was noted. The importance of
collecting experience and knowledge on the behaviour of crud, particularly its
detachment from fuel that has been subject to longer-term storage, was
identified. Both of these topics would seem to lend themselves to study under
the Technical Committee Meeting Structure. It is noted that a Technical
Committee Meeting, dealing with spent fuel surveillance and monitoring methods

has been proposed for October 1987. It would be appropriate for this Meeting
to consider and report on the above aspects. Data from BEFAST and its
continued interest in these aspects should be noted and close co-ordination
arranged.

II. Rod consolidation and reconstitution techniques. To date small scale
experimental tests have indicated the possible usefulness of rod consolidation
with PWR spent fuel. Large scale demonstrations have to establish the
acceptability of this operation from the technical and economic view-points.
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The potential usefulness of this technique, if it can be brought to
operational maturity, appears to commend further work. In some countries, fuel
reconstitution has been done on a commercial basis and interest in this
subject continues. For both of these topics the IAEA Technical Committee
Meeting proposed to deal with water reactor fuel post-irradiation examination.
inspection, reconstitution and repair would offer a way of promoting this
work, and this is recommended. A meeting is planned for 1987. The interest of
BEFAST should also be noted.

III. Radiation effects are potentially important and should be considered
in the evaluation of corrosion behaviour of spent fuel and storage facilities

materials in wet and dry storage environments. Some experiments showed that
stainless steel corrosion was accelerated by about an order of magnitude under
gamma irradiation in water. In air, stainless steel corrosion also was

accelerated by gamma radiation by two orders of magnitude, and seems to be
associated with the formation of N0?. This subject is recommended for
discussion during the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on materials
reliability in the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle, and also as the main
topic for the forthcoming Coordinated Research Programme on behaviour of
structural materials under irradiation with emphasis on heterogeneous
processes (1987-1991).

IV. Optimum methods of treating spent fuel storage water. The importance
of controlling the presence of radioactivity, particularly radioactive
caesium, in spent fuel storage water is known. The utilization of filtration
and ion exchange methods of control have proved effective. The collection of
ion exchange performance data and the identification of possible new sorbents,
selective for radio-caesium removal, would be useful. However, the
optimization of this approach taking into account the management of the filter
and used ion exchange materials appears not to have received great attention.
In particular, methods of handling, storing and treating the used ion exchange
material prior to its disposal as a radioactive waste, would appear to merit
further attention with the aim of identifying the optimum way from the
radiological safety and economic view-points. This subject will be taken into
consideration the Waste Management Section, NENF, as a matter recommended for
study.
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